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Executive Summary 
The year 2020 was an enormously challenging year for the Aruba National Park Foundation (Fundacion Parke Nacional 
Aruba). One of the strengths of the organisation has been its Management Team who have remained positive and 
flexible and who lead the organisation well throughout the turmoil of the COVID-19 pandemic. And the year was 
certainly not without its conservation successes. In 2019 Foundation staff had begun to focus attention on the 
inappropriate use of high impact off-road vehicles (ATVs and UTVs) in the Parke Nacional Arikok, highlighting the 
damage and disturbance caused to the natural environment. After 18 months of negotiations, local tour companies 
took the Foundation to court and lost the court case. This was a huge win for the National Park and for conservation 
interests in general. As of 1 November 2020, ATVs and UTVs are no longer allowed to enter the National Park. Since 
then, some tour companies have adapted their practices and now take ATVs/UTVs to the Park where they switch to 
jeeps for low impact touring within the Park, but the use of high impact off road vehicles on the island as a whole has 
yet to be resolved.  
 
Tourism visitation to Aruba came to an abrupt halt at the end of March 2020, when the global pandemic was 
announced, leaving the Foundation with a full complement of staff but almost no income from admission fees. The 
Government subsidy was also reduced and repeated pleas to government for financial assistance left the Foundation 
on the brink of having to lay off 40 members of staff. Fortunately, the Prime Minister supported the Foundation’s 
requests for assistance and Dutch Government salary support coupled with past fiscal diligence allowed the Board to 
reallocate financial reserves to cover salaries and essential operational costs.  
 
Measured over the course of the year tourism visitation to the Arikok National Park dropped by 82%, whilst the sale of 
annual passes to local visitors more than doubled. This did not help the Park’s financial situation, but it did generate 
considerable good will from the local community and engendered a new appreciation for the local community and 
community relations. On a positive note, the huge reduction in visitation also gave nature on the island a break whilst. 
This was, unfortunately, counterbalanced by a suspension of legislation prohibiting spearfishing and protecting 
species, which resulted in a dramatic increase in wildlife harvesting.  
 
The main focus throughout the year for the Foundation was on shifting budgets, reducing spending and streamlining 
operations, alongside re-organising and downsizing staff. Contracts for temporary and agency staff were immediately 
cancelled in March 2020. To compound matters the CEO was forced to take medical leave and left the organisation 
per October 2020. His workload was taken up by the Supervisory Board chairman and the Conservation Director, while 
the Management Team continued to attend to the core business of nature conservation. Since the Management Team 
is relatively new and the Foundation does not yet have strategic plans in place to guide the day-to-day management it 
was at times difficult for the Team to take initiative and make independent decisions. By the end of the year, five staff 
members had accepted a severance package and the Foundation had reduced its work force by one third and 
operational costs by AWG 600,000.  
 
Much of the work planned for 2020 could not be completed as a direct result of the consequences of the global 
pandemic. This included the process of stakeholder engagement required to consolidate management of the Marine 
Park and determine the most appropriate management regime. A revised Strategic Plan along with a new 
Development plan should have been finalized in August 2020 but had to be postponed. Throughout 2020 staff 
continually re-evaluated and challenged the organisation’s vision, purpose and core principles and were engaged in 
on-going strategic deliberations about what work to focus on during the course of 2020 and the following year.  
 
The Arikok National Park comprises 34 square kilometers of public lands along with a dozen or so privately-owned 
properties, located within the Park, and the adjoining Ramsar management area of Spaans Lagoen (70 hectares). In 
2019 the Aruba National Park additionally acquired the management of Aruba’s newly created Marine Park (Parke 
Marino Aruba), comprising four spatially separated areas, chosen for their high biodiversity value and/or their 
proximity to existing protected areas. In July 2020 eleven additional small conservation areas were designated by the 
Aruba Government and added to the areas under the direct management of the Foundation bringing the total land 
area managed by the Foundation to approximately 25%. These areas are known collectively as “Reserva Natural 
Aruba”. The designation did not include any funding, but an application has been submitted for start-up funds to cover 
the cost of extensive stakeholder engagement, which will be necessary to determine the best management regimes 
for each area as well as additional staff, vehicles, infrastructure and signage.  
 
These conservation areas had been identified in 2006 by Aruba Bird Conservation, Tortugaruba, Stimaruba and others 
as areas of high natural value, especially for birds, and they include small offshore fringing coral islands important for 
seabird roosting and breeding, wetlands and mangrove areas as well as the contentious artificial wetland, Bubali. The 
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new conservation areas are not without their challenges, which include vested interests by other local NGOs, 
disturbance by off road vehicles and little or no opportunity to enforce rules and regulations. One new area is located 
next to the landfill Parkietenbos where trash is burned and the area is subject to high levels of pollution. In another 
mangrove area the Government has issued permits for the expansion of water bungalows frustrating local activist 
NGOs. 
 
There is continued concern about the fate of Aruba’s endemic owl, Shoco. Their numbers are dwindling with only an 
estimated 200 pairs in the wild. In addition to land conversion and loss of habitat, as ground nesting birds, which live in 
burrows, they are threatened by all forms of development and land clearance as well as invasive boa constrictors.  
 
The decision by the Government to suspend legislation prohibiting the use of spearguns as well as suspend the fishing 
for certain protected species is a matter of grave concern. This was done in response to the COVID-19 crisis on the 
grounds that, with income from tourism drastically reduced, islanders needed to be able to feed themselves. An 
estimated 900 temporary permits have been issued. 
 
Some underlying challenges for the Aruba National Park Foundation include the enormous number and diversity of 
stakeholders and groups with whom the Foundation works, whose expectations of the organization are often 
unrealistic and who expect issues to be addressed quickly and incisively. There is confusion about roles and 
responsibilities as the Foundation is an independent, non-affiliative NGO. The Aruba National Park Foundation can 
only advise government and is often not involved in decision making at national level and Park staff do not have 
enforcement authority. The acquisition of additional conservation areas has come at a time when the COVID-19 
pandemic forced the Foundation to downsize staff and drastically reduce its expenditure. It has also left the 
organisation with some identity issues, particularly amongst older staff members who identify strongly with the Arikok 
National Park and its cultural values but not with other conservation areas.   
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Foundation 
Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba (FPNA) is the legally established protected area management organisation on Aruba 
charged with the management of the island’s terrestrial and marine protected areas: 

x Parke Nacional Arikok 
x Spaans Lagoen (Ramsar site # 198) 
x Parke Marino Aruba, which consists of 4 spatially separated protected areas 
x Reserva Natural Aruba, consisting of 11 nature reserves 

 
FPNA was established on the 26th September 2003 and registered as a foundation by the Government of Aruba. It is a 
semi-governmental foundation under agreement with the Aruban Government. On the 1st January 2005 FPNA became 
fully operational and took over management of Parke Nacional Arikok from the Department of Agriculture. At that time 
all of the former contracting parties including the existing personnel officially entered into the service of FPNA.  
 
FPNA is first and foremost a nature conservation organization focussing on the execution of the management plans of 
Arikok National Park, Spaans Lagoen, Reserva Natural Aruba and the Parke Marino Aruba, while making the parks 
accessible to visitors for their enjoyment. 

 

Purpose statement 
FPNA’s Purpose statement as a nature NGO reflects the role FPNA plays in improving society: 

 
We conserve and restore Aruba’s natural and cultural heritage for an ecologically sustainable future and encourage 
all to participate. 
 
FPNA’s purpose is based on its Articles of Association and defines the scope and context of activities FPNA undertakes 
to manage nature conservation areas within the sustainable development framework of the nation of Aruba.  
The foundation is committed to the preservation, restoration, and protection of valuable heritage, seen from an 
environmental, geological, cultural, archaeological, and historical perspective.  
  
FPNA undertakes area management and conservation activities, engages in applied scientific research for the benefit of 
heritage management, plays an important role in inspiring and raising public awareness of ecological and cultural values 
while promoting sustainability. FPNA also contributes towards the environmental and conservation policy of Aruba, 
including the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 3, 4, 6, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17, as well as facilitating the enjoyment 
of nature and natural environments through sustainable outdoor recreation in our management areas.  
 
[NOTE: SDG 3 Good Health and Wellbeing; SDG 4 Quality Education; SDG 6 Clean Water and Sanitation; SDG 13 Climate Action; SDG 
14 Life Below Water; SDG 15 Life on Land; SDG 16 Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions; SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goals.]   

Vision 
Part of FPNA’s philosophy is the attainment of a sustainable world, in which people live, work and recreate without 
impairing nature and the environment.  
  
Moreover, FPNA champions an Aruba as leading in the field of nature conservation and sustainability - not only 
regionally but also globally – and envisions FPNA as playing a significant role herein as a high performance 
conservation leadership organization and a recognized authority with a broad base of support, that advocates and 
enables the Aruban public administration and community to contribute to value, conserve and restore nature and 
contribute to a sustainable future for our tiny and fragile Caribbean island. 
  
To this end, our vision statement is: 
  
Through our own outstanding performance, we champion Aruba as leading in nature conservation and ecological 
sustainability – both regionally and globally.  
 

Objectives 
The Foundation’s objectives are anchored within the Articles of Incorporation and define the scope and context of 
activities it undertakes to manage nature conservation areas within the sustainable development framework of the 
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nation of Aruba. The foundation is committed to the preservation, restoration and protection of valuable areas, seen 
from an environmental, geological, cultural, archaeological and historical perspective. The foundation may acquire 
privately held properties within its assigned conservation areas  
 
FPNA undertakes area management and conservation activities, engages in scientific research for the benefit of 
biodiversity, plays an important role in inspiring and creating public awareness - and targeting schoolchildren in 
particular - of ecological values while promoting sustainability. FPNA also contributes towards the environmental and 
conservation policy of Aruba, as well as to facilitating the enjoyment of nature and natural environments through 
sustainable recreation.  
[ Articles of Incorporation are available on: http://www.arubanationalpark.org] 
 

Core principles  
The core principles of an organization are any principles or precepts that guide an organization throughout its existence 
and in all circumstances, irrespective of changes in its goals, strategies, type of activities undertaken, or leadership.  
  
Fifteen core principles have been identified as being paramount in guiding FPNA in supporting its purpose, vision, and 
priorities. FPNA’s core principles direct and steer the organization in all circumstances, irrespective of changes in our 
goals, strategies, type of work, or the top management. FPNA addresses local and regional environmental challenges, 
together with its partners, stakeholders and the community at large, using a unique interdisciplinary approach by: 
 
  

1. Placing Nature First, to maintain and increase biodiversity and prevent impairment of park resources and 
objects of natural value; 

  
2. Ensuring that conservation is predominant at times of conflict between the protection and increase of 

biodiversity and its exploitation.  
  

3. Whenever and wherever necessary, applying the Precautionary Principle as a strategy to cope with possible 
risks where evidence gathering, and understanding is yet incomplete;  

  
4. Maintaining independence, impartiality, and non-affiliation to any political organization; 

  
5. Being a locally oriented but globally minded nature conservation, management, and leadership organization; 

  
6. Employing a tone that leaves no room for misunderstanding of FPNA’s commitment to public appropriate use 

and enjoyment, including education and interpretation, of the park system of protected areas and natural 
resources, while preventing unacceptable impacts;  

  
7. Applying evidence-based, adaptive, strategic, and holistic conservation management practices[ to address 

conservation related issues, deliver conservation objectives and critically evaluate the organization’s endeavors 
in terms of nature conservation; 

  
8. Realizing effective conservation outcomes and building concrete conservation solutions through a combination 

of field-based projects, policy initiatives, capacity building and education work; through the dedicated efforts 
of our diverse and qualified staff and volunteers, all of whom are committed to their positive conservation 
impact;  

  
9. Involving the local community in the planning and execution of our conservation programs and activities, 

through meaningful stakeholder engagement, while respecting their cultural and social needs;  
  

10. Enhancing our conservation effectiveness through the help and support of our many partners, from individuals 
and government to local and international nonprofits and corporations; creating a solid base of support;  

  
11. Seeking dialogue in a positive and constructive way and avoiding unnecessary confrontation; 

  
12. Continually building our organizational leadership quality, capacity and agility aimed at facing unprecedented 

challenges in a rapidly changing environment while driving processes of change; 
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13. Valuing our human resources and a healthy organizational culture. Using an empowering, collaborative 
approach while promoting an adaptive culture and staying true to our core values: passion, integrity, unity and 
commitment;  

  
14. Running our operations in a cost-effective manner and applying donors’ funds, subsidies and revenues 

according to the highest standards of accountability. Being efficient and effective in securing and managing the 
resources we need to deliver our conservation objectives; 

  
15. Incorporating good governance[ into our operations in being responsive to the present and future needs of 

FPNA, while exercising prudence in our policy-setting and decision-making, and considering the best interests 
of all stakeholders through an on-going discourse that attempts to capture all the considerations involved in 
assuring that stakeholder interests are addressed and reflected in policy initiatives.  
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Board 
The Foundation has a permanent Board consisting of members who oversee activities and direct overall strategy. 
Board members have additional responsibilities in accordance with respective positions.  
 
In 2019 the Foundation Articles of Incorporation were amended to allow the Board to adapt their governance to a 
two-tier structure with a Supervisory Board, responsible for oversight and Executive Board responsible for day-to-day 
management of the protected areas.  
 
11 board meetings were held in 2020, minutes were taken and circulated amongst members. 
 

Table 1 Supervisory Board of Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba 2020 

Position Name Profile 

Vice Chair  Hellen van der Wal Aruban Board of Financial Supervision (College Aruba financial 
oversight), owner and CEO of the WABC consultancy firm. 

Chair Norman Kuipéri 

Experienced electrical engineer, businessman, HR manager 
and board member of the Aruba Trade and Industry 
Association for four years, currently a master’s degree in 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship. 

Member  vacant  

Member Sanju Luidens-Daryanani 
Aruba Tourism Authority’s (ATA) Chief Marketing Officer. 
Previous role as Advisor to Aruba’s Minister of Tourism, 
Transportation and Labour. 

Member Ewald Biemans 

Distinguished CEO of the Bucuti and Tara resort that received 
the coveted Green Globe Certificate for the 20th consecutive 
year, a perfect Green Globe 2020 score (making Bucuti the 
greenest resort in the world), the Society of American Travel 
Writer’s prestigious Phoenix Award, a recurring place on 
Conde Nast’s Traveler’s Magazine’s list of the 40 Best Hotels in 
the Caribbean and in 2020 Bucuti and Tara was the first hotel 
to receive the United Nations’ ‘Climate Neutral Now’ award. 

 
Committees 
There was one operational committee in 2020 – the Audit committee. 

Management 
The foundation is restructuring their day-to-day operations. This work is being guided by Deloitte, who are focusing on 
the organisational structure, organogram, while STUDIO Advisory / Raisha Management ensured the strategic 
alignment, with a start being made with the collective bargaining agreement with the Union (most employees are 
Union members) with the help of a legal counsel and HR consultants.  
 
FPNA is a ‘matrix organisation’ with three main pillars: 

x Research and Conservation 
x Conservation Education 
x Sustainable Recreation 

 
Day to day management is the responsibility of an Executive Board consisting of Chief Executive Officer and Chief 
Conservation Officer. They are supported in their work by a Management Team consisting of six managers. 
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Table 2 Executive Committee and Management Team of FPNA 

Staff member Position 
Roland de Cuba Chief Executive Officer (until 1 October) 
Norman Kuiperi  Chief Executive Officer ad intermin (as of 1 October) 
Natasha Silva                         Chief Conservation Officer 
Avonda Powell Human Resources 
Frank Judell Finance 
Carl Quant Sales, Marketing & Communication 
Giancarlo Nunes Research & Conservation 
Sietske van der Wal Conservation Education / interim Marine Park 
Tyson Lopez Sustainable Recreation 
Carlos Peterson Operations  

 
Much of the day-to-day work is carried out by Project Teams. This means that employees are simultaneously 
responsible to their direct manager and to a project manager for any projects they are engaged in.  
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Protected areas and species 
Parke Nacional Arikok 

Area: 3,400 hectares 
Established:  September 28th 2000 
Declared National Park: 2000 

 
The Parke Nacional Arikok was established to protect and preserve a specific area containing unique flora, fauna, 
geology and cultural-historical heritage. It is predominately covered in xeric shrubland, with small areas of dry forest. 
The park contains over 50 species of native trees. It is also home to several key species of animals including one of the 
rarest rattlesnakes in the world, the Aruba Island Rattlesnake (Crotalis unicolor) or ‘Cascabel’, the endemic Burrowing 
Owl (Athene cunicularia arubensis) or ‘Shoco’, the endemic Brown-Throated Parakeet (Aratinga pertinax arubensis) or 
‘Prikichi’, the endemic Whiptail Lizard (Cnemidophorus arubensis) or ‘Cododo’, as well as the endangered Southern 
Long-Nosed bat (Leptonycteris curasoae), which roosts in the park’s caves. The park also boasts cave systems containing 
freshwater aquifers. The island’s two highest hills also are located within the park: Mount Jamanota (188 metres/617 
feet) and Mount Arikok (176 metres/577 feet), from which the park gets its name. 

 

Spaans Lagoen [Ramsar site] 
Area: 70 hectares 
Established: 10th February 2017 

 
The Spaans Lagoen is a conservation area and Ramsar site. It consists of a narrow coastal inlet, fringed by tidal mudflats 
and mangrove swamps and is an important feeding and breeding area for waterbirds, and nursery area for various 
species of fish and crustaceans. It is home to several locally and globally threatened and/or locally important species 
such Cubera Snapper (Lutjanus cyanopterus) and Atlantic Tarpon (Megalops atlanticus), as well as migratory and non-
migratory species. In the context of the Dutch Caribbean islands, it is also one of the most biodiverse sites within the 
region. Spaans Lagoen was annexed to the Arikok National Park in February 2017 and officially opened by Princess 
Beatrix in March 2017.  
 
The vision for Spaans Lagoen is that the biodiversity, landscape and cultural heritage will be maintained, restored, 
enhanced and managed now and in the future for the benefit of the communities of Aruba and for the broader 
international environment. Spaans Lagoen will provide a regional and national example for the conservation, 
management and restoration of an internationally important wetland area. 

 

Park Marino Aruba 
Area: 6,020 hectares 
Established: 21st December 2018 

 
In 2016 the Government of Aruba in partnership with TNO Caribbean was awarded the BEST 2.0 Program grant to 
establish Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) on Aruba, thereby taking the first step towards establishing a national marine 
park. Parke Marino Aruba was officially established by law AB 2018 no. 77 on 21 December 2018 and brought under the 
management of Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba (FPNA) on 16 April 2019.  
 
Parke Marino Aruba includes areas of coral reef, seagrass and mangrove ecosystems as well as important bird nesting 
areas, potential shark nursery areas, endangered sea turtle nesting beaches and marine mammal nursery areas. 
 
The aim is to maintain and restore the coastal (marine and intertidal) ecosystems, ecosystem services, biological 
diversity, and ecological processes, and protect these against - among others - negative impacts of invasive species, 
climate change, overfishing, risks of shipping traffic, pollution by nutrients, chemicals and sediment (silt), and extensive 
usage for recreation. The island of Aruba designated four marine protected areas:  
 

x MPA Arikok   [continuous with Arikok National Park] 
x MPA Sero Colorado   
x MPA Mangel Halto  [continuous with Spaans Lagoen Ramsar site] 
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x MPA Oranjestad Reef 
 
All four are classified as Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs), which are areas that are significant in the context of both local 
and global biodiversity preservation. 
 

Reserva Natural Aruba 
Area: [to be determined] 
Established: 15 July 2020 

 
As of 2020, Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba (FPNA) is not only the managing organization of the Arikok National Park, 
the connecting Spaans Lagoen RAMSAR site, and the Parke Marino Aruba, but also of the recently appointed 11 new 
nature reserves (AB 2020 no. 67, LB 2020 no. 1), collectively called “Reserva Natural Aruba”. These new nature 
reserves are: 
 

x Sasarawichi (‘California’) Dunes 
x Saliña Tierra del Sol   (Important Bird Area) 
x Saliña Malmok / Saliña Serca 
x Saliña Palm Beach 
x Bubali Wetlands    (Important Bird Area) 
x Sero Teishi 
x Rooi Manonchi 
x Reef islands and coastal mangroves 
x Rooi Lamunchi 
x San Nicolas Reef Islands   (Important Bird Area) 
x Sero Colorado  

 
With these latest additions, FPNA will be managing all possible ecosystems that occur on the island, including xeric 
landscape, dry forests, hills, bays and lagoons, seagrass beds, coral reefs, mangroves and saliñas.  
The different ecosystems found on Aruba provide critical ecological function and economic value. They are foraging, 
breeding, nesting and migratory stopover grounds for hundreds of species such as sea turtles, flamingos and 
humpback whales. These ecosystems provide clean water, coastal protection and are directly connected to the nature 
tourism that our islands so highly depend upon. 
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Figure 1 FPNA Management Areas 

Species 
Globally important species, including IUCN listed critically endangered, endangered and vulnerable species, CITES and 
SPAW listed species, all of which are of high conservation value can be found on Aruba (see summary below). Red List 
Critical species are shown in the appendix, for the full list and database visit Parks-Work.com. 

Table 3 Species identified internationally of conservation importance on Aruba 

 RL Critical RL Endangered RL Vulnerable CITES I CITES II SPAW II IBA species 

Marine 10 21 46 15 247 47 10 

Terrestrial 1 3 5 3 34 4 7 

Total 11 24 51 18 281 51 17 
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Threats and issues 
Direct threats are activities, caused or aggravated by humans, which have a negative impact on or degrade 
ecosystems, habitat or species within the parks and can lead to their damage or loss. Overviews of threats are 
presented in tables below.  

Table 4 Threats to Parke Marino Aruba 

Threat  Detail 

Coastal 
Development 

x Hotels, condominiums, lodges, etc., residences 
x Industrial facilities, Harbours; Oil spills and leakages and chemicals  
x Littering and garbage dump; solid and fluid waste and chemical management 
x Roads 

Marine and coastal 
recreation 
(unregulated) 

x Use of sunscreens which are harmful to marine life and ecosystems 
x Marine debris and (plastic) pollution 
x Noise pollution 
x Light pollution 
x Public toilets 
x Unregulated recreational activities i.e. causing physical damage as a result of e.g. boating 

anchoring, boats running aground, propeller damage 
x trampling (tourists walking on corals, seagrass beds, etc. 
x Recreational disturbance i.e. disturbance of mating, resting and nesting sites 

Land, air and 
marine pollution 

x Sedimentation 
x Eutrophication, including untreated/partially treated wastewater 
x Pesticides 
x Industrial facilities, Harbours 
x Ballast water 
x Landfill 
x Vessel cleaning 
x Littering and garbage dump; solid and fluid waste and chemical management 

Maritime activities 

x Anchoring 
x Boat maintenance/cleaning 
x Fuel spills 
x Propeller strikes 
x Noise pollution 

Invasive species & 
diseases 

x Invasive Lionfish 
x Invasive seagrass Halophilia stipulacea 
x Coral diseases i.e Stoney Coral Tissue Loss, coral bleaching etc. 

Wildlife feeding x Tours 
x Individual 

Extractive activities 

x Fisheries (incl. for the aquarium trade) 
x Oil/gas extraction and exploration 
x Poaching 
x Unregulated sampling for either scientific, educational or other purposes 
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Table 5 Threats to the Arikok National Park and Spaans Lagoen Ramsar area 

Threat  Detail 

Recreation; Off road driving 

Jeeps and quads causing damage to the sand dunes, beaches and roads.  
There are 500 permits open for tour operators to enter the park with vehicles. The 
drivers of quads and other 4WD vehicles are often seen leaving the marked roads, 
destroying fragile habitat. The number of vehicles also results in extensive noise 
pollution, localised but severe dust pollution and damage to the roads. The 
endangered Cascabel are frequently run over in the park. FPNA receives reports of 
off-road driving in sensitive areas such as limestone cliffs (Baranca), mud flats (Saliña), 
dunes and beaches. Driving on white sand (dunes & beaches) and disturbing and 
harming protected species and habitats is a criminal offence with a fine of up to Afl. 
10.000 or a jail sentence of up to 90 days (AB 1987 no.124 & AB 1995 no.2) 

Small-holder grazing ranching 
or farming 

Goat and sheep grazing, some feral, some farmed.  
The animals roam the park freely, grazing on low and young plants, reducing ground 
cover, leading to erosion. Populations of older trees may not recover in 100 years. 
Free roaming donkeys are also an issue.  

Invasive; Terrestrial predatory 
fauna species. 

Invasive boa preys on native species, perhaps indirect competition with rattlesnakes. 
Feral cats and dogs prey on birds (including Shoco) and reptiles.  

Illegal night-time activities  Illegal entries and clandestine anthropogenic night-time activities taking place in the 
Park, such as illegal immigration / landings, drug running and poaching.  

Private properties  Numerous private properties still exist within the park, with human activities and 
behaviour having different impacts.  

Littering Despite providing litter bins, doing regular clean-ups and regularly monitoring illegal 
dump sites, littering remains a problem.  

Encroachment  

Encroachment on park borders by weed and other types of farming and new 
construction, mostly housing (noise and light pollution; pesticides; water usage); sand 
and stone quarries. This entails that the buffer zone is 'pushed' to inside the park 
borders.  
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Relationships to other organisations 
Nature on Aruba is increasingly under pressure and many species, habitats and ecosystems are vulnerable or in decline. 
This makes it imperative that FPNA works closely with the local government, the local and NGO communities.  
Collaboration is vital to achieve effective conservation. By working together with relevant partners, FPNA can help lead 
the local community to an improved appreciation of nature and get them to join efforts for conserving biodiversity on 
the island. Partnerships create a strong sense of cohesion in our vision for a bio-rich and sustainable future. 
 
Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba is a member of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) and in 2020 was 
represented on the DCNA Board by Norman Kuipéri and Hellen van der Wal.  
 
A summary of international, regional, national and local stakeholders and partners with whom Arikok National Parks 
worked in 2020 is provided below.  

Table 6 Stakeholder groups 

International 
World Parrot Trust, US National Parks Service, NOAA, World Wild Fund for Nature, BirdLife 
International, International, Rainbow Warriors, Climate Action, University of Wageningen, Global 
Owl Trust, Bird Park Avifauna, SOVON 

Regional 

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA), CARMABI, STINAPA Bonaire, STENAPA, St Eustatius Saba 
Conservation Foundation, Nature Foundation St Maarten, Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute 
(GCFI), Caribbean Marine Park Managers (CaMPaM), MPAConnect, Birds Caribbean, , ECHO 
Foundation Bonaire, Widecast (Sea turtle conservation)  

Local 

Governor of Aruba 
Parliament of Aruba 
University of Aruba 
UNESCO Aruba 
Instituto Pedagogico Arubano (IPA) 
Marinierskazerne Savaneta 
Ministerie van Onderwijs Wetenschap en Duurzame Ontwikkeling 
Ministerie van Ruimtelijk Ordening, Infrastructuur en Milieu (MinROIM) 
Directie Infrastructure and Planning (DIP) 
Directie Landbouw, Veeteelt, Visserij en Markthallen (DLVV) 
Directie Natuur en Milieu (DNM) 
Directie Onderwijs (DEA) 
Directie Openbare Werken (DOW) 
Coast Guard (kustwacht) 
Guarda nos Costa 
Korps Politie Aruba 
Monumenten Bureau 
Stichting Monumenten Fonds 
Flora and Fauna Committee 
WEB Aruba 
National Archeology Museum ArubaAruba Birdlife Conservation (ABC) 
Aruba Hotel and Tourism Association (AHATA) 
Aruba Marine Mammal Foundation (AMMF) 
Aruba Reef Care Foundation (ARCF) 
Aruba Tourism Authority (ATA) 
Association Tour Operators Aruba (ATOA),  
CEDE Aruba 
Stichting Rancho 
Stimaruba 
Turtugaruba 
Ban Lanta Y Planta 
Scubble Bubbles 
Fundacion Commandeursbaai 
Media, suppliers, Hotels, Kids Council, Sports clubs and associations, schools, off-road committee, 
corporate citizens, park neighbours, private property owners in the park, neighbourhood NGOs, 
animal shelters, service clubs, water sport operators, marina operators, fishermen, dive operators.  
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Human resources 
Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba works with full time and part time staff members, volunteers and interns as well as 
sub-contractors. 

Staff members 
Parke Nacional Arikok had 61 members of staff during 2020, two of whom worked part of the year and included 14 temp 
agency staff, with an accumulated 597 years of service between them. The Chief Executive Officer left the organisation 
on 1st October and the temporary agency staff contracts were terminated on 1st April. 

Table 7 FPNA staff 

Department Position Start 
year 

Highest academic 
qualification 

Executive Board     

  Chief Executive Officer 2019 Bachelors 

  Chief Conservation Officer 2016 Masters 

      

Management Team     

  Human Resource / Dev. Manager 2016 Diploma 
  Financial Manager 2017 Diploma 
  Marketing / Comm (May 2017) 2019 Bachelors 
  Research / Conservation Manager 2017 Bachelors 
  Conservation Manager / Marine Park Manager 2017 Bachelors 
  Sustainable Recreation Manager 2019 Masters 
  Operations Manager 2020 Diploma 
      
Sales & Marketing Department     
  General Admin 2002 None 
  Videographer 2008 Diploma 
      
Finance Dept     
  Financial Admin 2011 Diploma 
  Financial Admin 2002 Diploma 
HR Dept     
  HR assistant 2013 Diploma 
      
Maintenance     
  Maintenance 2002 None 
  Maintenance 2002 Diploma 
  Maintenance 2002 None 

  Maintenance Assistant 2002 None 

  Maintenance 2002 None 

  Maintenance supervisor 2002 Diploma 

  Maintenance 2002 Diploma 

  Maintenance 2002 Diploma 

  Maintenance 2012 None 

  Maintenance 2002 None 

  Maintenance 2002 None 

  Maintenance 2002 Diploma 

  Maintenance 2002 None 

  Maintenance 2002 None 

  Maintenance 2003 Diploma 
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Table 8 FPNA staff 

Department Position Start year Highest academic 
qualification 

Ranger Dept     
  Ranger 2005 Diploma 
  Ranger 2013 Diploma 
  Ranger 2012 None 
  Ranger 2002 None 
  Ranger 2002 None 
  Ranger supervisor 2002 None 
  Ranger 2002 None 
  Ranger 2002 Diploma 
  Ranger 2016 None 
  Ranger 2017 Diploma 
  Ranger 2002 None 
  Asst Ranger supervisor 2002 None 
  Ranger 2017 Diploma 
  Asst Ranger supervisor 2002 Diploma 
  Ranger 2017 Diploma 
  Ranger 2002 None 
      
Sales     
  Sales associate 2002 Diploma 
  Sales associate 2016 None 
  Sales associate 2002 Diploma 
  Sales associate 2002 None 
  Reception 2012 None 
  Asst Sales supervisor 2013 Diploma 
  Sales associate 2019 Diploma 
      
Sustainable 
Recreation Dept   

  

  Photographer 2002 Diploma 
  General Admin 2002 None 
      
Temp agency    2019 Diploma 
  Ranger 2019 Diploma 
  Ranger 2019 Diploma 
  Ranger 2019 Diploma 
  Ranger 2019 Diploma 
  Ranger 2019 Diploma 
  Ranger 2019 Diploma 
  Ranger 2019 Bachelors 
  Finance 2019 None 
  Maintenance 2019 Diploma 
  Maintenance 2019 None 
  Maintenance 2019 Diploma 
  Sales 2019 Diploma 
  Sales 2019 Diploma 
  Sales 2019 Bachelors 
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Extra qualifications 
The extra qualifications listed in the table below have been identified by experts as important qualifications for 
protected area staff to have. The capacity of the staff to carry out management work is in part dependent on the 
experience, academic qualifications and extra qualifications of the staff. 
 
Note: all employees have completed Aruba Certification Programme (https://www.acp.aw/en/) and the entire Sales 
staff have a Food Handling (Green) Card which is required for handling food and beverage and needs to be renewed 
annually. Also some qualifications (VHF operator, Captain’s license, SCUBA qualification) are only relevant to Marine 
Park 

Table 9 Staff qualifications   

 
Special 
police 

powers 

Boat 
Captains 
license 

Fire arms 
license 

VHF radio 
operator 
certified 

Driving 
license 

First aid 
course 

SCUBA 
certified 

Chief Executive Officer 
    

+ + 
 

Chief Conservation Officer 
    

+ + + 
        

HR / Dev. Manager 
    

+ + 
 

Financial Manager 
    

+ + 
 

Sales & Mktg Comm. Manager  
    

+ + 
 

Res. / Cons. Manager 
    

+ + + 

Conservation/MPA Manager  
    

+ + + 
Sustainable Rec. Manager 

    
+ + 

 

Operations Manager 
    

+ 
  

        

General Admin 
    

+ + 
 

Videographer 
     

+ 
 

        

Financial Admin 
    

+ + 
 

Financial Admin 
    

+ 
  

        

HR assistant 
    

+ 
  

        

Maintenance 
       

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance Assistant 
    

+ + 
 

Maintenance 
       

Maintenance supervisor 
    

+ + 
 

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance 
       

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance 
    

+ + 
 

Maintenance 
    

+ + 
 

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance 
    

+ 
  

Maintenance 
    

+ + 
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Table 10 Staff qualifications   

 
Special 
police 

powers 

Boat 
Captains 
license 

Fire arms 
license 

VHF radio 
operator 
certified 

Driving 
license 

First aid 
course 

SCUBA 
certified 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger supervisor 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
     

+ 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + + 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Asst Ranger supervisor 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Asst Ranger supervisor 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

        

Sales associate 
    

+ 
  

Sales associate 
    

+ 
  

Sales associate 
    

+ 
  

Sales associate Supervisor 
    

+ 
  

Reception 
    

+ 
  

Asst Sales supervisor 
    

+ 
  

Sales associate 
    

+ 
  

        

Photographer 
    

+ 
  

General Admin 
     

+ 
 

        

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

1 
  

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ + 
 

Ranger 
    

+ 
  

Finance 
    

+ + 
 

Maintenance 
    

+ + 
 

Maintenance 
    

+ + 
 

Maintenance 
    

+ + 
 

Sales 
    

+ 
  

Sales 
    

+ 
  

Sales 
    

+ 
  

 
Internally warnings were issued to staff for infractions ranging from sleeping on the job, fighting with colleagues, not 
abiding by Park rules to bullying and sexual harassment.  
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Staff development 
Opportunities for staff development were severely limited in 2020. The Park ran an internal training course for all 
personnel on financial management at the end of the year to help them better manage their personal finances through 
budgeting and money management. This was very much appreciated by staff.  
 
Three Management Team members visited the Washington Slagbaai Park to get a better understanding of visitor 
experiences. 
 
A two-day long Customer Excellence training programme was attended by members of the Management Team. The 
Marine Park Manager attended a Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement course and a Biodiversity in Environmental 
Impact Assessment course both organised by the Inter-American Development Bank.  
 
A number of workshops and virtual meetings organised in conjunction with the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) 
were attended by Foundation staff including: 
 

- Open Standards 

Three Management Team staff were guests at STINAPA Bonaire’s workshop on Bonaire 

- Ecosystem Based Management workshop 

Weeklong workshop where representatives of the six Dutch Caribbean islands came together to discuss 
Ecosystem Based Management methodologies and application for the islands. 
 

- Research and Monitoring Workgroup 

Workgroup where representatives of the six Dutch Caribbean islands meet monthly to provide alignment 
and guidance for diverse research and monitoring projects. Currently the group is working on the 
development of a standardized bird monitoring program for the Dutch Caribbean. 
 

- Bird Workgroup 

Workgroup where representatives of the six Dutch Caribbean islands meet monthly to provide alignment 
and guidance for research and monitoring projects. Currently the group is working on an ongoing project 
regarding a bird habitat and threat analyses to determine priority bird conservation actions. 

 

Consultants and outsourcing 
Parke Nacional Arikok worked with 4 consultants and contractors to carry out work in 2020; 

Table 11 Consultants used by FPNA 

Name Work carried out 
Van Kessel Havenbouw N.V. Renovation of exterior of office buildings and Visitor Center 
Advance Human Resource Group HR consultancy - Severance Plan 2020/2021 
Studio Advisory & Raisha Management N.V.  Strategic Plan (10 years) 
MGM Source Financial Plan (5 years) 

 

Visiting researchers 
A researcher visited Aruba to study the ants. There are thought to be more than 60 species of ant on the island, the 
most recent inventory was from 1930.  
 

Volunteers and Interns 
There were no volunteers working with the Parks in 2020 and just four interns from Sociale Vormings Traject (SVT) 
and Scol Practico pa Ofishi (SPO) who contributed 56 days of work to the Park. 
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Operational management 
Operational management is the day-to-day work of a protected area. These tasks are described in more detail in an 
appendix to this report. The various aspects of operational management (or core management) tasks are: 
 

• Management 
• Administration 
• Income generation 
• Field administration and maintenance 
• Education 

• Outreach 
• Monitoring- research 
• Law enforcement 
• Advice 

 

 
Figure 2 Division of FPNAs staff time between marine and terrestrial work 

The charts below show how the staff time is divided between the Operational Management tasks. The charts take into 
account how much time individual staff members spent working at the Foundation throughout the year i.e. if they 
were full or part time, or if they started or finished working part way through the year. 
 
In 2020, Field Administration and Maintenance took 44% of staff time. Administration (20%) Outreach (12%) and 
Management (13%) took the most significant remaining shares of staff time. 
 

  
Figure 3: Staff time division between terrestrial operational tasks 

 

Marine

Terrestrial

Management
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Income 
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Field admin and 
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Figure 4 Marine park staff time division between operational tasks 

NOTE: Marine Park staff time division is for the interim Manager only. 
 

Management 
The Fundashon Parke Nacional Arikok is a quasi-governmental organisation since two Board seats are assigned by the 
Aruba Government. Changes to the Board in 2020 included the nomination of the distinguished Ewald Biemans as a 
government representative to the Board. Ewalk Biermans is CEO of the Bucuti and Tara Resort. This resort received 
the coveted Green Globe Certificate for the 20th consecutive year, a perfect Green Globe 2020 score (making Bucuti 
the greenest resort in the world), the Society of American Travel Writer’s prestigious Phoenix Award, a recurring place 
on Conde Nast’s Traveler’s Magazine’s list of the 40 Best Hotels in the Caribbean and in 2020 Bucuti and Tara was the 
first hotel to receive the United Nations’ ‘Climate Neutral Now’ award. 
 
The Board has a two-tier system of governance with a five-member Board of Supervisors (with just one vacant seat in 
2020) and an Executive Board consisting of the CEO and Conservation Director. Due to the untimely departure of CEO, 
Roland de Cuba, who was forced to take medical leave early in the year and left the organisation in October 2020. Due 
to the COVID-19 related income deficit this position remained vacant and, as an interim measure, the CEO’s workload 
was taken up by Board supervisor, Norman Kuipéri, as acting CEO and Conservation Director, Natasha Silva. Helen van 
de Wal took over as Vice Chair of the Board of Supervisors. As a direct result of the COVID-19 pandemic the 
Supervisory Board, met 8 times in the course of the year to better oversee the strategic and financial consequences 
for the Foundation. 
 
The Management Team to was for most of the year to attend to the core business of nature conservation. Since the 
Management Team is new and the Foundation does not yet have strategic plans in place to guide the day-to-day 
management it was at times difficult for the Team to take initiative and make independent decisions.  
 
The Arikok National Park is managed in accordance with a Management Plan, outlined in the ‘Landscourant’ in 2016. In 
2019 a Management Plan for Parke Marino Aruba was developed, and a management plan and list of short-term priority 
actions was written for the management of Spaans Lagoen in 2017.  
 
Eleven new Nature Reserves were gazetted in 2020 (AB 2020 no. 67, LB 2020 no. 1), collectively called “Reserva 
Natural Aruba”. These new nature reserves are: 
 

x Sasarawichi (‘California’) Dunes 
x Saliña Tierra del Sol   (Important Bird Area) 
x Saliña Malmok / Saliña Serca 
x Saliña Palm Beach 
x Bubali Wetlands    (Important Bird Area) 
x Sero Teishi 
x Rooi Manonchi 
x Reef islands and coastal mangroves 
x Rooi Lamunchi 
x San Nicolas Reef Islands   (Important Bird Area) 
x Sero Colorado  

Management

Administration

Education
Outreach

Monitoring - research

Law enforcement

Advice
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With these latest additions, FPNA will be managing all possible ecosystems that occur on the island, including xeric 
landscape, dry forests, hills, bays and lagoons, seagrass beds, coral reefs, mangroves and saliñas.  
The different ecosystems found on Aruba provide critical ecological function and economic value. They are foraging, 
breeding, nesting and migratory stopover grounds for hundreds of species such as sea turtles, flamingos and 
humpback whales. These ecosystems provide clean water, coastal protection and are directly connected to the nature 
tourism that our islands so highly depend upon. 
 
The Foundation enjoys a steady relationship with the Government of Aruba. The Board of Supervisors met with the 
Governor and there were monthly meetings with the Minister of Spatial Development and Environment and Prime 
Minister on a variety of topics including the use of off-road vehicles and the suspension of the prohibition on 
spearfishing. Despite negative advice from FPNA, Minister Romero suspended prohibitions on spearfishing, which date 
back to 2001 and safeguards for protected species, which has resulted in a dramatic increase in wildlife harvesting 
including taking of fish, turtles, rays, lobster and conch, iguana, crabs and even hermit crabs. Whilst many species are 
still protected within the National Park they can be legally harvested outside of its boundaries and enforcement 
agencies are reluctant to enforce nature laws as a consequence.  
 
The Foundation has a Service Level Agreement with Government which is valid until 2023 and receives an annual 
‘output subsidy’ which covers approximately 49% of Park operational costs. Due to the situation created by the 
pandemic, this subsidy was reduced in 2020. When the Foundation took on responsibility for the Marine Park in 2019, 
they received AWG 750,000 (approx. US$ 430,000) with 24 months to produce a feasibility study and management 
Plan. However, no additional income was provided for the management of an additional 11 Nature Reserves, gazetted 
by Government and given in management to the FPNA in 2020.  
 
The Foundation offered advice to the Aruba Government on the topic of low impact recreation, which was backed up 
with presentations on the impact of UTVs and ATVs on Aruba’s natural environment and on spearfishing and the 
development of a sustainable fisheries policy and sustainable coastal management. The Executive and Supervisory 
Boards met with the new Minister of Spatial Planning, Infrastructure and Environment, Mrs. Marisol Lopez-Tromp and 
the Directorate of Nature and Environment. During the meeting topics of mutual interest were discussed, including 
the management of nature areas, legislation, the Foundation’s challenges, COVID-19 measures and future planning. 
 
The restructuring of the Foundation was put on hold due to the global pandemic and the main focus of the year was 
on shifting budgets, reducing spending and streamlining operations, as well as re-organising and downsizing staff. 
Contracts for temporary and agency staff were immediately cancelled. An external evaluation of staffing showed that 
salaries were high compared to government and other NGOs. To reduce overhead costs, management successfully 
negotiated staff salary cuts of 5% and committed to providing greater financial transparency to employees. By the end 
of the year, six staff members had accepted a severance package and the Foundation had reduced its work force by 
one third and operational costs by AWG 600,000 (approx. US$ 340,000).  
 
Much of the work planned for 2020 could not be completed due to the consequences of the global pandemic. This 
included the process of stakeholder engagement required to consolidate management of the Marine Park and to 
determine the most appropriate management regime. A revised Strategic Plan along with a new Development plan, 
which should have been finalized in August 2020, had to be postponed to 2021. Foundation staff are looking towards 
a new style of management planning based on the concept of high-performance organisation because workplans are 
often driven to a high degree by external factors such as stakeholders or government priorities, which are beyond the 
control of the organisation.  
 
The COVID-19 crisis allowed the Foundation to be more pragmatic in its decision making and demonstrated that it is 
not possible to plan during a crisis. Throughout 2020 staff re-evaluated and challenged the organisation’s vision, 
mission and purpose and were engaged in on-going strategic deliberations about what work to focus on during the 
course of the year.  
 
A 2019 Annual Report was completed and published. Every month department managers reported to the Executive 
Board. Internal reporting included month by month profit and loss, balance sheets and cash flow projection. Finances 
were very carefully monitored throughout the year.  
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Administration 
The administration of the Foundation went into ‘crisis mode’, after the declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic at the 
end of March 2020.  
 
Every decision was evaluated for its short-, medium- and long-term costs and benefits and finances came under 
particular scrutiny. Quarterly financial reports were prepared for the Supervisory Board, but the Finance Committee 
reviewed financials on a monthly basis and income and expenditure were closely scrutinized throughout the year.  
 
A 20’ container was rented for 3 years and converted to office space. The current Park headquarters is able to 
accommodate staff comfortably at the current staffing level. This had been part of an expansion programme which 
would have rebuilt part of the administrative building and improved the storage and maintenance areas, all of which 
was postponed due to financial difficulties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Funds were instead used to cover staff 
and overhead costs. The container office currently houses two staff members. The Visitor Centre is also in need of a 
thorough overhaul and exhibits are considered dated, although a study by students at the University of Aruba found 
that visitor ranked their experience as 8 (on a 1-10 scale).  
 
Technical and financial reports as well as a Financial Statement were produced for the year 2019 and the Foundation 
received a positive audit result.  
 
In addition to general office duties, bookkeeping and financial administration, administrative staff worked on:  
  

x Automated scheduling system 
x Monitoring GPS units installed in all vehicles 
x Documenting internal administrative policies and procedures  
x Human resource management 
x Chat group with management  
x Calendar of events  
x Office supplies and stock inventory of merchandize and coffee shop 

 

Income Generation 
The Foundation has several sources of income and relies very heavily on income generated from the sale of admission 
tickets to the Arikok National Park and on Aruban government subsidies.  
 
Admission fees 
In 2020 income from admission fees to the Arikok National Park plummeted after March 2020 when COVID-19 
restrictions were put in place and tourism was significantly reduced for the remainder of the year. The Foundation had 
collected AWG 4 million (approx. US$ 2.2 million) in 2019 and this fell to just AWG 1.5 million (approx. US$ 850,000) in 
2020 and is expected to fall still further in 2021.  The ban on off-road vehicle use in the Arikok National Park is thought 
to have resulted in a 3% drop in income from that sector.  
 
Admission fees are regulated by the Aruban government and require Ministerial approval. Fees had not increased 
since 2013, whilst the ongoing running cost for the Park had gone up considerably. The Park has 9 different fee levels 
including day and annual passes which are colour coded by wrist band and includes special pricing for sports groups 
and business and preferential rates for the over 60s.  
 

Table 12 Parke Nacional Arikok fees structure 

Resident visitors   Non-resident visitors  
Adults day pass AWG 5  Adults Day Pass USD 11 
Adults year pass AWG 28  Adults year pass USD 28 
Family year pass AWG 55  Children up to 17 years Free 
Sport club Year pass AWG 22.50    
Company year pass AWG 20    
Children up to 17 years Free    
   Tour operators  
   Adults day pass USD 9* 
   Children up to 17 years Free 
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Note: * when purchased in bulk (> 5,000) Adult Day passes cost USD 8.00 
 
Working with the Ministry, Foundation staff were able to secure an increase in admission fees which will come into 
effect in January 2021 allowing the Park to charge: 

x $ 15.00 per person per day for tourists 
x AWG 35 (approx. US$ 20.00) per person for an annual pass for local residents 

 
The Park is allowed to charge for the provision of additional services and began offering packages included guided 
hiking and guided tours in the Park. The price structure for additional services can be set by the Foundation. The on-
line fee system is not as efficient of user friendly as it should be and this will be reviewed in 2021.  
 
Government subsidy 
The Foundation receives an annual subsidy from the Aruban government. Due to austerity measures and cutbacks in 
2020 this subsidy was reduced from AWG 2.4 million (approx. US$ 1.3 million) to AWG 2.06 million (approx. US$ 1.1 
million). Funding support from the Dutch Government for wages allowed the Foundation to avoid staff dismissals in 
2020 by covering approximately 49% of employee salaries.  
 
Other grants and income 
The Foundation received AWG 266,000 (US$ 150,000) from the endowment Conservation Trust Fund managed by the 
Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance. Successful funding proposals were submitted for work to conserve the Aruban 
burrowing owl (Shoko) and for the Botanical Garden. A funding request was also submitted to the EU BEST 2.0 plus for 
mangrove restoration work at the Spaans Lagoen, Aruba’s Ramsar site.  
 
The Foundation rents out facilities such as their meeting room and Botanical Garden for special occasions, which 
included a wedding in 2020. The Foundation does have a ‘friends’ organisation and received AWG 4,500 (approx. US$ 
2,500) in donations, whilst souvenir, food and beverage sales at the entrance to the Parke Nacional Arikok brought in 
AWG 74,000 (approx. US$ 42,000). Two vehicles, which were at the end of their useful life were sold for a total of 
approximately AWG 1,000 (approx. US$ 570).  
 
Several in-kind donations were received in 2020 including 16 portable tables received from the Savaneta Marine 
Barracks for the Junior Ranger Camp and 70 seedlings of the Palo di Taki (Geoffroea spinosa) donated by Roy Maduro 
of Fantastic Gardens. 
 

Field Administration and Maintenance 
[See Sustainable Recreation Activity report] 
 
One of the immediate effects of the COVID-19 pandemic was that the Arikok National Park was closed to visitors and 
all staff were sent home for six weeks from the middle of March until the end of April 2020. The Park only officially re-
opened on the 1st June 2020. Tourist numbers fell dramatically, whilst visitation by islanders increased by 80%. Park 
opening hours will be a point of discussion in future as the Park realises that it needs to extend its opening hours to 
accommodate hikers and other special interest groups.  
 
Throughout the year, Park staff were faced with the same workload but reduced staffing levels and little manpower 
from interns, volunteers and similar, who were unable to travel to Aruba due to COVID-19 related restrictions.  From 
July 2020 onwards, Foundation staff found themselves responsible for 11 newly declared Nature Reserves, in addition 
to the Arikok National Park and the Marine Park. Some longer standing staff members found these changes hard to 
accept and do not feel responsible for conservation areas outside of the Arikok National Park. 
 
The Marine Park was run throughout the year by Management Team member and Marine Park Manager, Sietske van 
der Wal. Due to financial challenges, it was not possible to hire any additional staff or to purchase a boat or other field 
equipment which meant that field work was severely hampered. The planned extensive engagement with Marine Park 
stakeholders was postponed due to COVID-19 related restrictions as was much of the work originally planned for 
2020. Marine Park intern, Danielle de Kool advise the Marine Park on which monitoring protocols to implement in 
order to monitor coral reefs. As a result, in 2021 training will be provided to implement GCRMN coral reef monitoring 
protocols. Each of the Marine Park areas is considered a KBA (Key Biodiversity Area). Park staff monitored the 
presence of marine mammals at Mangel Haltu to ensure that they were not harassed. For one month, the Marine Park 
Manager assisted with sea turtle rehabilitation. A large (65 kg) female turtle with a tumour, was operated to remove 
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the tumour and air trapped in her body cavity. She was cared for until she was strong enough to be released back into 
the wild.  
 
Whenever the Park was open to visitors, daily patrols were carried out. There was also patrolling of Spaans Lagoen 
and the newly legislated Nature Reserves on an ad hoc basis. Targeted patrols focused on illegal dumping, illegal entry 
to the National Park and use of off-road vehicles within conservation areas. No patrol logs are kept.  
 
The National Park is not fenced, and border and access issues continued in 2020. An illegal entrance at Shete was 
particularly contentious and escalated from a locked gate to large boulders, place on the road and when these were 
removed a trench. Finally, the issue was resolved with the assistance of the local police force. Illegal entrances at 
Jamanota, Daimari and Vader Piet were also closed. 
 
The National Park has numerous sites of interest, including: 

x Natural Pool/Conchi 
x Fontein Cave 
x Quadirikiri Cave  
x Boca Prins 
x Jamanota Hill 
x Dos Playa 
x Arikok Hill 
x Boca Cetu 
x Daimari 
x Botanical gardens 
x Kunuku Arikok 
x Hofi Shon Shoko at the park entrance 

 
There were requests for new biking and horse-riding trails in the National Park, but no infrastructural changes will be 
made before the Park has the chance to review use and zonation and updated its Management Plan to a focus on 
nature values and low impact recreation.  
 
Much needed maintenance to the exterior of the Visitor Centre and Park Headquarters was carried out in October and 
November 2020 by a local contractor. These buildings are much improved. Other maintenance tasks which took up 
significant time in 2020, included: 

x Staffing the entrance booths (min 2 rangers) 
x Maintenance of park headquarters, visitor centre and offices, entrance booths 
x Maintenance of the botanical garden Hofi Shon Shoco and Cunucu Arikok and of a native plant nursery.  
x Road and trail maintenance (including approx. 47km of hiking trails and footpaths in the Park); the road to 

Conchi is regraded annually and the road to Dos Pos every three years. All asphalt roads in the National Park 
are maintained by the Government; staff focused on improving trails in 2020 including maintenance and 
signage 

x Vehicle maintenance (6 vehicles), controlled by GPS tracking equipment 
x Maintenance of visitor facilities such as picknick tables, hiking shelters, benches, parking areas and seven new 

picknick tables were set up at the Park entrance 
x Maintenance of gates, barriers, protection for caves 
x Clean ups and litter management, particularly at Spaans Lagoen  
x Ongoing mitigation of negative impacts of visitation and use of the privately owned areas  

 
Park vehicles are old and maintenance is becoming expensive and problematic.  
 
Booms were placed strategically throughout the National Park to prevent access by ATV and UTV off road vehicles. As 
a result, the summit of the Jamanota Hill can now only be reached by hikers.  
 
Signage improvements in 2020 included placing border signs, road and trail markers. Whilst there is a strong 
preference to keep signage to a minimum within the Park so that visitors can appreciate nature, both for legal reasons 
and to ensure visitors safety signs with rules and regulations were placed at key locations.  
 
Search and rescue included monthly instances of visitors becoming lost or stranded, vehicle accidents, and physical 
injuries. No lives were lost in the National Park in 2020. Clean-up efforts included the San Nicolas islands which are 
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globally significant breeding sites for tern populations where vegetation and trash were removed to optimize the 
islands as breeding sites.  
 

Conservation Education 
[See Conservation Education Activity report] 
 
Through conservation education the Foundation strives to inform and educate the Aruban community and visitors 
alike about Aruba’s unique nature and conservation practices.  
 
Due to COVID-19 related restrictions the education programme both in and out of school was run on a maintenance 
and response level throughout the year as an ‘on demand’ activity. When approached by schools, youth groups and/or 
students Foundation staff developed material and provided presentations. Foundation staff estimate that their 
education activities reached a total of 1,600 pupils in 2020. Vacation camps run by other organisations visited the 
National Park in 2020 but the Junior Ranger programme was suspended for the year and there were no training courses 
for teachers or new materials developed.  
 
Staff ran two sessions to evaluate the nature and environmental education boxes in March 2020. A new box had been 
created on the topic of garbage, which included a teacher handbook. Unfortunately, the school boxes did not get much 
use in 2020.  
 
Staff gave a presentation to education inspectors, petitioning for field trips to the Arikok National Park to be considered 
an educative experience and not booked as a ‘no class’ day by schools.  
 
Progress was made with the Directorate of Education with whom the Foundation now has a memorandum of 
understanding, due to be signed in July 2021, which will allow the development and integration of nature and 
environmental education into the school curriculum providing each grade with presentations and field trips.   
 
A mangrove workshop at Mangel Halto for summer camp kids provided an opportunity to teach kids about the 
importance of mangroves, how to identify all four mangrove trees and discovering the marine life in the shallow water 
around mangrove roots.  
 
A Conservation Week awareness campaign included an educational video made by Junior Rangers and a virtual 
presentation of Foundation staff work. The Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) organised a Nature Quiz. Six 
posters were designed as drawing activities for children and a park ranger gave a talk about endemic species Shoco, 
Cascabel and Santanero to 30 students at the The Fun Fin Camp organized by Prinses Amalia Basisschool. 
 

Outreach 
[See Conservation Education Activity report and Sustainable Recreation Activity Report] 
 
Foundation staff were working on a new website for the organisation, but this had to be postponed and only basic 
website maintenance was undertaken in 2020. Staff continued to post to social media, primarily FaceBook and 
Instagram on a weekly basis on a wide variety of topics including international conservation days, park rules and 
species awareness. FaceBook likes grew from 12,600 to hearly 14,000 over the course of the year.  
 
Nineteen media moments were created which included press interviews and press releases, given mostly on issue 
driven topics including the use of high impact off-road vehicles (ATVs and UTVs), spearfishing and information on Park 
efforts to downsize and maintain park operations. Media channels included Nos Mainta, Blue FM, Power FM, Hits 100, 
TeleAruba and Aruba TV.  
 
The organisation of special events was problematic after March 2020 due to COVID-19 related restrictions, 
nevertheless the following events were held in 2020: 
 

100KM Hiking Challenge  
Together with Fundacion Movimiento ta Bida, Foundation staff organized the first 100KM Hiking Challenged 
it was a total of twelve guided hikes for about 150 participants. After hiking all the twelve hikes the 
participant completed a total of 100KM hike. The activity was well organized and received a lot of attention.  
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Peutergym  
Together with Peutergym Aruba, Foundation staff organized the first toddler’s gym in the open air at Hofi 
Shon Shoco. This activity was specifically organized for about 50 toddlers to have a chance to play and be 
active in nature together with their parents. Peutergym Aruba installed some obstacles for the toddlers to 
play around.  
 
El Camino 4  
Together with Gea Souge an El Camino pilgrimage was organized. The 13KM pilgrimage was designed 
especially for about 80 participants in search of new or expanded meaning about their self, others, nature, or 
a higher good, through the experience.  
 
Aruba Airport Authority  
Foundation staff together with Picnic Aruba organized a Breakfast Hike event for the management and board 
of Aruba Airports Authority. The breakfast hike was attended by about 16 participants and finished with a 
picnic at Boca Prins.  
 
Nagico Insurance Aruba  
Foundation staff together with an external catering services organized a Breakfast Hike event for the personal 
of Nagico Insurance Aruba. The breakfast hike was attended by about 60 participants and finished with a 
breakfast at Hofi Shon Shoco.  
 
Trail Run  
A Trail Run was organized by Viper Strong inside Parke Nacional Arikok. The run and walk activity brought a 
good number of participants.  
 
Space & Nature Aruba  
A space photography expo was held by Space & Nature Foundation Aruba inside the Visitor Center at Parke 
Nacional Arikok. The expo was displayed for a month where visitors could admire the photography.  
 
Birthday Hikes  
Two birthday hikes were hosted at Parke Nacional Arikok. The childrens birthday parties started with a hike 
and ended with a small gathering at Hofi Shon Shoco.  
 
E-bike Expedition  
Together with Scoot Aruba, the Foundation organized an E-bike Expedition inside Parke Nacional Arikok. This 
event was a success with about 15 participants. This activity was organized for individuals to experience the 
National Park in another way. 
 

Other activities included: 
x Digitize Year Pass: A printer/software was purchased to digitize the annual park membership. Introduction 

was done in June of 2020. 
x Poetry Competition: In partnership with Basha Foundation we hosted our first Poetry competition with a 

total of 7 submissions. 
x Painting Competition: In honor of World Sea turtle Day we hosted a painting competition with over 80 

submissions in three categories. 
x Photography Competition: Our first ever competition was completed on December 31st, 2020 with over 40 

participants and 100 images. 
x Linked-In Training: In partnership with Ineke Verberne a linked in training was hosted for the Management 

Team 
x A presentation was given to 16 trainee police officers by Foundation staff about nature conservation work 

and challenges as part of a police training module on nature and the environment. 
x Staff facilitated a basic photography course 
x Six different nature focussed designs were made for annual passes 
x 17 guided hikes including: five family hikes, one wellness hike, seven rough hikes, three full moon hikes and a 

sunrise hike. 
 
 
In July 2020, a week-long celebration was held, which included the following activities: 

x International Mangrove Day: four Junior Rangers made a video about mangroves 
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x World Conservation Day: nature conservation organisations met at the Arikok National Park to dedicate a 
Wayaka tree (Guaiacum officinale) at the entrance to the park to nature activist and founder of the local NGO 
Simaruba, Olinda Rasmijn, who had petitioned to move the location of the Visitor Centre to save the tree.  

x An on-line webinar was held where members of the Management Team presented their work  
x World Ranger Day was celebrated with staff 

 

Science and research 
The Foundation seeks to incorporate the best scientific knowledge and best practices throughout the organisation and 
is keen to facilitate and support applied scientific research. Being science-based and using the best available scientific 
information and practices to address issues, deliver conservation objectives and critically evaluate management 
practices is necessary to achieve operational excellence. 
 
In 2020 FPNA signed a 3-year collaboration with the University of Aruba. The collaboration is a commitment to research 
on nature management and conservation, so that students, the public and visitors can be educated about the nature 
reserves and Aruban nature in general. 
 
Foundation staff were involved in an Environmental Impact Assessment to determine the effects of military training in 
the National Park and additionally delivered an off-road driving impact report, as a prelude to a motorized vehicle 
policy, to the Aruba Government. Advice was provided to the Marine Barracks on sustainable gardening and a joint 
reforestation project was launched with local partners. 
 
Science and monitoring programmes run by Foundation staff in 2020 included: 
 
Bird Inventory Nature Areas (with Johan van der Haven) 
A bird monitoring protocol was developed for Arikok and Spaans Lagoen with Johan van der Haven. Monitoring sites 
included Arikok, Bubali and Spaans Lagoen. Arikok had more local birds while Spaans Lagoen had a good mix of local 
and migratory wetland birds. This information will be invaluable for future management of these sites.  

 

Shoco: Aruba’s burrowing owl 
The fate of Aruba’s burrowing owl, Shoco, is of considerable concern and their conservation is a high priority for the 
Foundation. Shoco numbers are dwindling with less than 200 pairs in the wild. In addition to land conversion and loss 
of habitat, as ground nesting birds, which live in burrows, they are threatened by all forms of development and land 
clearance as well as invasive boa constrictors.  
 
The conservation programme to protect them includes a number of interlinked components:  

x Demographic study: capturing and banding owls to track Shoko survival and dispersal. Study sites included 
Tierra del Sol, San Nicolas Gold Course and the Marine Barracks.  

x Burrow Protection: signs and barriers are erected to protect owl burrows in high risk areas 
x Passive relocation: where burrows are at risk, artificial burrows are created at a safe distance and owls are 

relocated to provide them with safer nesting opportunities. Passive relocation sites included Macuarima, 
Montaña, Ayo, Picaron and Purun. In collaboration with Aruba Birdlife Conservation, National Park staff worked 
alongside the Marine Corps to safeguard several Shoco families nesting at the Marine Barracks at Savaneta; a 
total of 8 Artificial Burrows (ABs) were strategically placed in safe zones at the barracks. 

x Long distance relocation: owls found near the airport runway were relocated to Matadiviri and Alto Vista 
x Shoco rescue: three owls struck by cars were rehabilitated by a local animal carer and released at a soft 

relocation site in the National Park. One owl had to have an abscess over its eye removed by a local vet. 
 
Prikichi Roost Site Survey 
Three parakeet roosting sites were surveyed in 2020 and a total of 108 birds were counted. Roosts were much smaller 
than in the past when 200+ birds would have been found at each roost. The population of parakeets on Aruba has been 
steadily declining as encroachment and development remove their natural habitat.  
 
Other research projects included: 

x Inventory of ant species by visiting researcher Peter Boer, who identified 45 different species. 
x Bird rehabilitation study by visiting student, Shalin Jacobs, resulted in the production of a Bird Rehabilitation 

Manual with guidelines for setting up a rehab centre at the National Park and a Shoco Rehabilitation Manual 
for the local burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia arubensis) 
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x Studies by the University of Aruba students on carbon sequestration in mangroves and analysis of water 
penetration in xerotrophic landscapes 

 
Reforestation  
A priority list of 40 native tree and shrub species, of high value as pollinators, will be used as a basis for ecological 
restoration. Rangers take two days per month to collect seeds and cuttings which are then cultivated at the National 
Park.  
 
Reforestation initiatives in 2020 include the planting of 4 Palisia Kora / Gumbo limbo (Bursera simaruba) in the National 
Park and replanting 15 cactus (Opuntia sp) at Spaans Lagoen, which had been accidentally removed, from the parent 
plant. Opuntia are necessary to the area as they are used by Ruby topaz hummingbirds, which need cactus for food and 
nesting.  
 
Invasive Species Mitigation  
Invasive species mitigation work in 2020 focused primarily on the removal of boa constrictors. There are no clear 
population estimates for boa constrictor on Aruba.  
 
Foundation staff capture invasive boa constrictors on an ad hoc basis in the National Park and respond to requests for 
removal of snakes from areas outside of the Park. Boas are collected, humanely euthanized and stored for later 
dissection under the guidance of Assistant Professor of Biology, Dr. Jeffrey Goessling (Eckerd College, Florida). 
Approximately 250 boa constrictors were captured in 2020. Boas caught in natural areas (such as the National Park) 
tended to be smaller and their stomach content was found to consist mostly small birds and whip tail lizards. By contrast, 
boas caught in urban areas were larger and their diet consisted primarily of rodents (mice and rats) along with domestic 
animals such as chickens, kittens, and rabbits. 
 
Foundation staff were also involved in the capture of two feral cats using live cat traps. The cats were humanely 
euthanized with the help of local veterinary services.  
 
Other invasive species of concern, which the Foundation is currently unable to address, include feral goats and donkeys, 
king toads, Caribbean grackles, feral dogs and to a lesser extent pigs. Feral goats are of particular concern as they can 
be found all over the island and the National Park is not fenced. There are no population estimates for feral goats. In 
the Marine Park invasive lionfish are of high concern. Invasive plants include the rubber vine and it is believed that Neem 
trees will become invasive in the near future.  
 
Wildlife Assistance Programmes 

Cascabel (Aruba Island Rattlesnake) removal 
People in developed areas bordering ‘Cascabel’ territory can encounter a rattlesnake on their property. 
Foundation staff assist with the removal and short distance relocation of these animals, in order to increase 
their chances of survival. 
 
Bat control 
Bats can roost inside open roofs and other human structures which can result in structural damage. Foundation 
staff assist callers to the Wildlife Hotline by giving advice and information on methods to better control bat 
entrances without harm. 
 
Birds 
During the nesting season, some bird species, such as the ‘Trupial’ (Icterus icterus) and ‘Kinikini’ (Falco 
sparverius), can become territorial causing a nuisance for people. Foundation staff assist callers through 
humane methods for avoiding contact with these territorial birds. Staff were also contacted several times when 
unfledged birds fell out of nests.  
 
Oil spill affected animals 
Coastal animals such as birds can get covered in oil from varying sources. Foundation staff assist through action 
aimed at removing the oil and stabilization of the animal prior to releasing it back into the wild. 
 
Marine mammal strandings 
Stranded or deceased dolphins on the beach are removed and data is collected in collaboration with Aruba 
Marine Mammal Foundation. 
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Sea Turtle Conservation 
Four species of sea turtle visit beaches within the National Park to lay their nests. The TurtugAruba Foundation 
actively monitors all beaches around the island, including those within the National Park with staff assistance 
which includes facilitating access to beaches, actively assisting in urgent calls and/or beach clean-ups. 

 

Law enforcement 
Border control and enforcement of law, rules and regulations continued to be problematic. Foundation staff do not 
have enforcement authority and are therefore reliant on support from the Police, Customs and Coast Guard.  
 
The decision by the Government to suspend legislation prohibiting the use of spearguns and the protection of special 
species (including parrotfish) is a matter of grave concern and turns back legislation banning spearguns and spearfishing 
dating back to 2001. This was done in response to the COVID-19 crisis on the grounds that, with income from tourism 
drastically reduced, islanders needed to be able to feed themselves. An estimated 900 temporary permits have been 
issued. The National Park published a paper so that its position on spearfishing would be a matter of public record. 
Spearfishing is not allowed within the Marine Park areas, but enforcement is lacking as police officers are reluctant to 
confront spearfishermen. There has been a substantial increase in wildlife harvesting as a consequence. Wildlife 
harvesting targets fish, turtles, sharks, rays, lobster and conch as well as iguana, crabs and even hermit crabs.  
 
Illegal Monster Truck rallies were organized 4-5 times in 2020. This underground movement promotes off-roading and 
removes roadblocks and barriers to enter the National Park in order to hold rallies. Police assistance was instrumental 
in preventing monster trucks from reaching the Park.  
 
There is a small but persistent problem of illegal gold digging in the National Park.  
 
Meetings were held with fishermen who wanted to be allowed to continue to fish within the Marine Park. Discussions 
will be resumed once the Marine Park management planning process is underway. Pier renovations were approved by 
the Minister of Tourism without Foundation consent.  
 

Projects 
Projects run by the Foundation in 2020 included: 

Table 13 Projects of 2020 

Name of project Project activities in 2020 
Shoco 
Conservation 
Programme 

This project has been running for three years. This included marking off a Shoco nesting area 
at the Dakota Ballpark to safeguard the owls, the placing of numerous artificial burrows and 
the daily hand feeding some owls outside of working hours at two relocations. 

Boa mitigation 
and research 

Island wide boa constrictor collection service when staff record basic measurements, location, 
stomach content. Research shows the dispersal pattern is changing as snakes move from the 
Park to urban areas and their diet, which shifts from birds and reptiles to domestic animals 
including small dogs and cats. 

Garden Wildlife 
Reserves Project 

Incorporating the concept of nature-inclusive and sustainable gardening into the work and 
landscape of Arikok; working on a project / campaign for 2021/2022 to see if people can start 
re-planting native trees and flora in their gardens for pollinators and garden more sustainably. 
Prior to this, FPNA's maintenance rangers will be trained in the new, sustainable gardening 
methods. 

Reforestation 
Collaboration 

This project represents a unique collaboration of organizations for the reforestation of Aruba. 
Ban Lanta y Planta, Stimaruba, Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba, the University of Aruba and 
the Savaneta Marine Barracks are planting local trees to restore and improve Aruba's natural 
environment. A total of 4 Palisia Cora (Bursera simaruba) were planted in the National Park. 
 
The kick-off of this unique collaboration for Aruba took place from 27 to 29 November 2020 at 
three different locations: University of Aruba, the Savaneta Marine Barracks and the Parke 
Nacional Arikok. The first part consisted of the planting of the very rare and protected Palisia 
Cora (Bursera simaruba), at all three sites, which significantly increases the distribution of this 
species. Additionally, at the Savaneta Marine Barracks, some 50 trees and shrubs of 18 
different species of locally endangered trees were planted on a large site, 'Park Van Dasselaar', 
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Name of project Project activities in 2020 
which has guaranteed optimal protection and a potentially high success rate for the growth 
and development of the trees. 
 
By working together, the five organizations share their knowledge and bundle their expertise 
in protecting and preserving the still-existing nature, rehabilitating and restoring the original 
nature that has been affected by human activities over the centuries, reaching out to the local 
community with the aim of increasing the appreciation for local flora, and joining in the efforts 
to conserving Aruba's biodiversity and achieving a sustainable future. 
 
In 2021, the five organizations jointly aim to realize: 
 
- Growing local trees in nurseries for the purpose of reforestation   
- The annual organization of two joint tree planting events 
- Raising awareness through social media 
- Promoting gardening with local plants and trees  
- Promoting nature-friendly and sustainable gardening 
- Providing educational opportunities through lectures and presentations 
 
Beyond the collaboration, each organization makes its own specific contribution to the 
conservation of local flora, increasing biodiversity and promoting sustainable behaviour: 
 
Ban Lanta y Planta (Trees for Aruba) 
Ban Lanta y Planta is a young foundation that is working hard to achieve their first goal of 
growing and planting 10,000 native trees, including mangrove. This non-governmental, 
voluntary organization also actively focuses on education and community outreach to create 
awareness for the protection of existing trees and their importance. 
 
Stimaruba  
Stimaruba is one of the oldest NGOs on the island dedicated to nature protection and nature 
conservation, with a strong focus on local flora and education. Stimaruba has mapped flora 
throughout the island and organized hundreds of tours to increase knowledge about the 
importance and medicinal uses of local and endangered plants and trees.  
 
Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba (FPNA) 
The Foundation is a professional NGO dedicated to the conservation and management of the 
Arikok National Park as well as 11 nature reserves and 4 marine protected areas. FPNA's work 
includes various species protection programs, the restoration of numerous natural habitats, 
the conservation of flora through their botanic gardens system, and the creation of awareness 
for healthy and resilient ecosystems and sustainable behaviour.  
 
University of Aruba (UA) 
The UA’s newly developed SISSTEM program will be making significant contributions to nature 
conservation and environmental protection through student research and the development of 
a biodiversity app that will help map and monitor local and protected tree species in specific 
locations. The UA campus supports local biodiversity with their planting scheme of native trees 
and plants. 
 
Savaneta Marine Barracks (MSK-SAV) 
The MSK-SAV is a role model with its strong focus and ambition of integrating sustainability 
into their daily operations, including allocating large areas of the barracks for rewilding with 
hardy, heat- and drought-resistant, local trees and plants. MSK-SAV directly contributes to 
increasing biodiversity, including conserving and protecting the endemic and endangered 
Aruban burrowing owls that breed at the barracks.  
 

Nature and 
Environmental 
Education Pilot 
project 

Nature and Environmental Education pilot project launched with the theme Waste 
  
The Minister of Education, Science and Sustainable Development (OWDO), Dr. Armando R. 
Lampe, in his vision as Minister of Education, is introducing the supplementary Nature and 
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Name of project Project activities in 2020 
Environmental Education (Natuur en Milieu Educatie or NME) into the Aruban primary school 
curriculum in 2020/2021. 
 
The overriding goal of NME is to bring children closer to nature through a more pragmatic and 
practical approach. The Aruban curriculum already teaches the subject “Kennis der Natuur” 
(Knowledge of Nature) as part of the World Orientation program. NME will supplement this 
with a more hands-on approach that easily translates into our daily lives. NME encourages 
pupils to carefully consider nature, hygiene, their living environment, Aruban flora and fauna, 
and especially encourages sustainable and responsible thinking and behavior at a young age 
with regard to a healthy lifestyle and caring for nature and the environment. 
 
Drs. Samuel Dumfries of the Directorate of Education Aruba (DEA) has been appointed as 
project leader to develop and run the pilot together with the specialists of the Aruba National 
Park Foundation (Fundacion Parke Nacional Aruba) during the 2019/2020 school year. Four 
different primary schools will participate in this pilot project. 
  
Becoming aware of the fact that nature and our environment are inextricably linked to who we 
are as human beings is a first step in solution-based thinking. Our knowledge of and 
interaction with nature is (partly) dependent on what we are taught from home, but also 
during our school career. We live in a complex world with a multitude of perspectives from 
which to choose. In addition to increasing complexity and versatility in information flows and 
choices, the effects of our choices have also become more complex and extensive. 
NME encourages pupils to think and act in critical, creative and solution-focused ways, thereby 
providing more breadth and depth to the national curriculum. NME is available from 
kindergarten. Hence, nature and environmental awareness is stimulated and imparted at a 
young age and throughout primary school. 
  
The NME pilot project covers three themes: Waste, Healthy Lifestyle and Flora & Fauna. The 
first theme, Waste (with the lesson title Aruba Dushi Sin Sushi or ‘Aruba Lovely without 
Waste), was introduced to the participating teachers today during a workshop at the Arikok 
National Park. Waste is a broad concept, but what all types of waste have in common is that it 
is ultimately thrown away. Part of this is true waste; materials or items that can no longer be 
(re)used. Often there are also items that could be repaired, reused or recycled in some other 
way, such as paper, glass and tin cans. We humans produce a lot of waste. It is better for the 
environment (and also for animals and humans) if we become more aware of the forms of 
waste and how we can reduce waste at home, in our surroundings and at school. 
 
Litter is found almost everywhere in Aruba. It is dumped along roadsides, on our school 
grounds, in our shopping centers, in our mondi, on our beaches and along our coasts. 
Everywhere you see chewing gum, bottles, straws, cigarette butts, cans, and more junk. We all 
think it is dirty and ugly. It is often dangerous too - for both people and animals and nature. 
The only way to do something about this problem is to change our own thinking and behavior. 
 
It is in our own hands to foster a clean and safe living environment. The overriding goal of the 
assignments in these themed practical lessons is to bring about desired behavioral change and 
encourage sustainable behavior of the pupils. Ultimately, we want to encourage a cleaner, 
safer and healthier living environment for everyone on Aruba. 
 
[NOTE: This project was put on hold in 2020 due to COVID-19 restrictions] 
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Financial reporting 
 
Profit and loss 
 
Balance sheet 
 
Audit 
 
Available on request 
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Appendix 
Red List Critically Endangered Species 

Group name Scientific name English Dutch Papiamentu 

Corals - stony Acropora cervicornis  Staghorn Coral Hertshoornkokraal Koral Kachu 
di Biná 

Corals - stony Acropora palmata Elkhorn Coral Elandgeweikoraal Koral Kachu 
grandi 

Fish Epinephelus itajara 
Atlantic Goliath 
Grouper, Jewfish, 
Goliath Grouper 

Reuzenzeebaars djukfes 

Fish Epinephelus striatus Nassau Grouper Nassaubaars jakupepu 

Fish Hyporthodus nigritus Warsaw grouper     

Fish - sharks and rays Carcharhinus 
longimanus Oceanic Whitetip Shark Witpunthaai   

Fish - sharks and rays Pristis pectinata Sawfish, Smalltooth 
Sawfish Zaagvis Zaag 

Fish - sharks and rays Pristis pristis Largetooth sawfish Zaagvis   

Reptiles - snake Crotalus unicolor  Aruba Island 
Rattlesnake     

Reptiles - turtles Dermochelys coriacea  Leatherback Turtle lederschildpad Drikil 

Reptiles - turtles Eretmochelys imbricata  Hawksbill Turtle karetschildpad karèt 
 
For full the full conservation species lists please visit parks-work.com.  
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Glossary 

Actively managed park 

A park where management activities are carried out by dedicated (full or part-time) staff on 
a regular/daily basis within an organisation, which has a defined mission and goals and 
where staff time is organised to address core management tasks as well as proactively 
tackling issues and threats. A non-actively (passively) managed park would lack a defined 
mission and goals, staff time would not be allocated to address core tasks and would react 
to threats and issues in an ad-hoc fashion. 

Adaptive management A management system, which includes reviewing past performance and incorporating 
'lessons learnt' and improvements into the ongoing management and planning process. 

Biodiversity The total diversity of living organisms as well as the ecosystems of which they are part 
(includes species diversity, genetic diversity and ecosystem diversity) 

Capacity A combination of the resources available to manage a park. 

Co-management A management structure whereby the park management organisation and stakeholders 
share joint authority and responsibility for making decisions about resource management. 

Context 
Aspects of park management which form part of the circumstances in which the PMO 
operates and which change infrequently such as tenure, international recognition, zoning, 
legislation etc. 

Effective management 

Management driven by a clear mission and goals, which includes stakeholder input, past 
and present achievements, issues and threats. These are normally captured in a 
management document such as a management plan. The level of effectiveness depends on 
how the park’s resources (financial, human, physical and information) are deployed to 
implement the PMOs mission and goals and to address operational activities, threats and 
issues. 

Evaluation Judgement or assessment of achievement against predetermined criteria. 

Goal A broad statement indicating what the park is trying to achieve through its management 
efforts 

Habitat The ecological area occupied by an organism, population or community as characterised by 
both its physical and biotic properties.  

Human resources The full and part time staff (and their attributes), volunteers, interns as well as individuals 
and organisations used on a consultancy/contractual basis. 

Invasive species 
Non-indigenous species (or exotic species) introduced by human actions, whose 
introduction causes, or is likely to cause, economic or environmental harm or harm to 
human health. 

Issue Anything with the potential to negatively impact on the conservation of the park’s natural 
resources. If not addressed issues could threaten the sustainable conservation of the park. 

Management capacity A measure of a park’s ability to fulfil its mission and goals in terms of the available resources 
(physical, human, financial and information). 

Management 
effectiveness The degree to which management achieves the goals and objectives of the park. 

Management Success 
Evaluation 

The evaluation of the positive achievements of a park - primarily relating to the 
management and conservation of values of the park. 

Monitoring 
The regular collection and analysis of information, which allows a PMO to measure change 
in the physical, social and economic environment of the park. This information should be 
used to guide management efforts.  

Operational activities Activities that are essential to the ongoing management of an actively managed park.  

Park 
An area of land and/or sea, which is dedicated to the protection and maintenance of 
biological diversity, natural and associated cultural resources and is managed through legal 
or other effective means. 

Partner An individual or an organisation with whom staff of a park collaborate for the benefit of the 
park. They do not hold a vested interest in the park. 

Physical resources Any resource that can be uniquely identified, this includes buildings, transport, and 
infrastructure. 

Pressure A diffuse external impact on a park created by human activities, which requires a 
management response in order to sustainably protect the resource from harm 

Project 
A defined enterprise executed to achieve a particular aim with in a defined time period. 
Projects can involve research, capacity or infrastructure development, education or other 
aspects of management. 
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Protected area (park) 
network 

A coherent group of protected areas (preferably ecologically linked) operating co-
operatively to increase management effectiveness by improving their ability to lobby, 
fundraise and manage as well as to build internal capacity through the exchange of 
knowledge, expertise, information and or resources.  

Resources The financial, human, physical and information resources available for day-to-day 
operations 

Research Hypothesis driven scientific investigation(s) limited by time. 

Stakeholder An individual, group or organisation with a vested interest in the management of a park, 
who can affect or be affected by park management decisions.  

Threat 

A biological, chemical or physical process or entity, which damages, destroys or degrades 
the natural resource. A threat can be an entity such as an organism, which becomes a pest, 
or a process such as an increase in erosion, which damages habitat or can result from 
human activities such as anchor damage.  

Use A human activity that takes place within a park. 

Value 
The importance of a park in terms of a range of variables, including biological, ecological, 
cultural, wilderness, economic, social characteristics as well as scientific, international or 
national significance.  
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Acronyms 
 

AIS 
Automatic Identification System (for 
identifying the status and movements 
of registered marine vessels) 

AGOA French Antilles Marine Mammal 
Sanctuary 

BNMP Bonaire National Marine Park. 

BRUV Baited Remote Underwater Video 

BZK Dutch Ministry of the Interior and 
Kingdom Relations 

CARMABI Caribbean Research and Management 
of Biodiversity Foundation 

CaMPAM Caribbean Marine Protected Area 
Managers (Organisation). 

CARIMAM Caribbean network for the 
conservation of marine mammals  

CITES Convention for International Trade in 
Endangered Species 

DCNA Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance 

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone 

EPIC Environmental Protection in the 
Caribbean  

GCFI Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute 

GCRMN Global Coral Reef Monitoring 
Network 

IUCN International Union for Nature 
Conservation 

MPA Marine Protected Area  

NGO Non-Government Organisation. 
 

NIOZ 
Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek 
der Zee, research institute in the 
Netherlands 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

PA Protected area 

SBMU Saba Bank Management Unit 

SCF Saba Conservation Foundation 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SPAW 
The Protocol Concerning Specially 
Protected Areas and Wildlife (also 
SPAW-RAC) 

STENAPA St. Eustatius National Parks 
Foundation 

STINAPA Stichting Nationale Parken 

UNEP CAR 
United Nations Environment 
Programme – Caribbean Regional 
Office 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation. 

USFW U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

WIDECAST Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network 

WNF/WWF Wereld Natuur Fonds – World 
Wildlife Fund, Netherlands 

WUR Wageningen University Marine 
Research (formerly IMARES) 

YARARI 
Marine mammal and Shark Sanctuary 
established in the Dutch Caribbean 
EEZ 
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Elements of protected area management 
Management Success examines three elements of protected area management: 

x context within which parks operate 
x resources at their disposal (financial, human, physical and information)  
x operational management (tasks they perform) 

Required operational management activities may be captured in legislation and/or in a service level 
agreement (SLA) with government.  

 

Context 
A protected area is managed within defined physical and management characteristics that represent the 
‘context’. The context of the protected area defines how the protected area is likely to be managed.  
Three main aspects of context have been identified through the Management Success project. 
 

Background 

 
Background includes physical aspects such as the location, size, zonation, legal 
protection and formal designation, international and regional designations (such as 
Ramsar sites, Important Bird Areas, World Heritage status) as well as governance 
aspects such as the governance structure, tenure and any management or service level 
agreements with government. 
 

Values 

 
The values of a protected area include biodiversity values (habitats/species), landscape, 
geological, historical, cultural, spiritual and/or aesthetic values. Protected areas can also 
have significant economic value in terms of employment opportunities, tourism and 
extractive use (fishing, farming, forestry). Other values include environmental and 
ecosystem services. 
 

Threats 

 
Threats are any event or activity external to the park which directly degrades or causes 
an undesirable change to the abundance, distribution, composition or condition of the 
biodiversity within the park. Most threats are caused or aggravated by human activity. 
Examples of threats include poaching, overgrazing, unregulated development and road 
construction. The relationships between threats and the effects on the resources and 
values of a protected area are complex, and often interrelated. Significant threats will 
include the direct and indirect results of climate change, invasive / introduced species, 
land conversion and development, including tourism related development. These 
threats contribute to the direct loss of habitat and species from protected areas. 
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Resources 
The level of management which a park can aspire to depends in large part on the available resources. If the 
resources are not available or are restricted, park capacity will be limited. Resources include: 
 

x Financial resources (income) 
x Human resources (staffing) 
x Physical resources (equipment and materials) 
x Information resources (reports, maps, data that aid management) 

 
Financial resources 
Income can come from a variety of sources including government subsidies, admission fees, fees for service, 
grants and ‘friends of’ groups, franchises and similar. Ensuring parks have sufficient income is particularly 
problematic for parks in the Dutch Caribbean as they are ineligible for most international and multilaterial 
funds (USAID, World Bank/GEF) as well as many domestic funding soures. Income needs to adequately 
cover operational costs, including staffing, as well as providing funds to address threats and issues. A key 
aspect of income is its sustainability; a constant flow of income – ‘structural funding’ - is required to retain 
staff and maintain operations and is a key to long-term success. 

 
Human resources 
In order to function well, parks require adequate staffing including at least a manager and assistant 
manager/chief ranger for each protected area as well as an adequate number of rangers, administrative 
staff, communication, education and science staff four or more rangers, an administrator and an education 
officer. They may additionally have project staff. Where an island has the management of both terrestrial 
and marine parks, they will frequently employ a director to oversee the management of both parks, park 
administration, lobbying, fundraising and who will be responsible for representation. Parks may actively or 
passively run volunteer programmes and work with interns, trainees and/or consultants. 

 
Physical resources 
The physical resources available to the park affects the ability of the staff to carry out their work. An 
adequately equipped park will have adequate buildings (office, workshop, storage/lockup) well equipped, 
fully furnished offices, boats, vehicles, maintenance equipment, drilling equipment (to place moorings), 
scientific and field equipment. 

 
Information resources 
Parks need easy access to up to date and accurate information about the protected area and all facets of 
operation. This increases the capacity of the protected area to make well informed management decisions, 
to communicate well and to provide effective outreach and education and outreach. Information resources 
should include management plans, appropriate satellite images, maps (topographical and bathymetric), tide 
and current data, habitat maps, species lists and maps, published and unpublished scientific reports, socio-
economic and economic data.  
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Operational Management 
Park operational management has been defined by Park managers themselves in the Dutch Caribbean through 
a collaborative process. The following provides operational management in a summarized form: 

 

Management 

Park staff will typically serve as a secretariat for their Boards and will be involved in preparing and organising 
Board meetings, agendas and minute taking. Management is responsible for the implementation of strategies, 
and for the development and implementation of planning, budgeting, reporting, accounting oversight as well 
as the production of Annual Reports and Financial statement including audits (if required) and any other 
reporting. 

Administration 

Administration includes daily tasks such as handling correspondence, general inquiries, filing as well as all 
aspects of financial administration (bookkeeping, accounting, invoicing and payments, travel logistics) human 
resource management (personnel administration, contracts, job descriptions payroll, staff development, work 
planning and scheduling), and may include handling project administration and oversight of admission fees, 
souvenir items and similar. 

Income 
generation 

Income generation includes the acquisition, administration and reporting for (government) subsidies, fees, 
concessions, franchises, fee for service and similar as well as grants and project funding. Additionally, parks 
may run ‘friends of …’ groups, actively soliciting donations from the public or corporate sponsors. Souvenir 
purchase, maintenance of inventory and sale of souvenir items can be another source of income as well as fee 
for service, franchises and similar. 

Field 
administration 

and 
maintenance 

Patrolling is a core field task, providing an ongoing presence in the park, which will often include assisting 
users, responding to safety and enforcement issues, maintaining moorings/trails and basic monitoring. Keeping 
good field logs is essential as are period inspections and maintenance of buildings, vehicles, boats, moorings, 
tracks, trails and roads as well as mooring buoys, signage, markers and special equipment.  

Education 

Education refers to formal training either within the school system or as part of an out of school activities 
programme, as well as vocational training or similar for adults. Parks will have some form of Junior Ranger 
programme and/or Snorkel Programme to complement their activities in schools as well as training courses for 
local educators  

Outreach and 
communication 

Parks typically engage in an array of activities designed to provide information and to educate users, including 
islanders, visitors and specific user groups. These are generally captured in a communication plan and will 
include developing programmes for targeted audiences to increase knowledge about the park, to change 
behaviour and/or build stewardship. Outreach includes signage and materials, such as posters, brochures and 
leaflets (often in multiple languages). Parks actively engage with their local media through newspapers, 
television, radio interviews and advertisement spots (PSAs). Parks maintain an on-line presence through 
websites and on social media. Many produce some form of newsletter and publish regular updates on their 
work.  Organising and participating in events provide outstanding opportunities for outreach. Additionally, 
some parks have visitor centres, trail shops or museum and many also provide guided tours and excursions. 

Science and 
monitoring 

Parks collect information on the state of their natural resources, the use of resources including socio-economic 
data. Monitoring programmes, as well as being used to look at changes over time, frequently address specific 
management issues. Site characterization is important and includes physical mapping and biological 
inventories. Additionally, parks may support hypothesis driven scientific research projects to address specific 
topics with defined research priorities specifically to address management needs. Damage assessment, impact 
of invasive species, evaluating the effects of restoration work are other topics for research and monitoring 
work. 

Law 
Enforcement 

Local, national, regional and international legislation forms the basis for the legal protection of the protected 
area and the implementation of conventions, laws, rules and regulations are a core task of every park. Parks 
interpret the legislation for all user groups, providing guidance and advice as well as enforcing the law by 
issuing verbal and written warnings, giving summary fines and writing up offences. Other legal mechanisms 
such as establishing rules, publishing guidelines, issuing permits and exemptions are useful tools to control and 
regulate activities. Parks are frequently involved in the permitting processes for activities within the protected 
area and may work co-operatively and assist other enforcement agencies such as police, customs and/or coast 
guard. 

Advice 

Protected area staff work with decision makers to integrate management priorities into island and national 
planning, give advice, petition government and are frequently represented on government advisory boards 
and committees. They work closely with government agencies and engage with stakeholders through a process 
of collaboration, by providing information and advice and meeting regularly with stakeholder groups. Partners 
may include research institutions, conservation organisations and funders both on island and abroad.  
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Projects 
In addition to operational management, parks will often carry out projects. A project is a limited time 
undertaking with a beginning and an end. It will include specific goals, objectives and benchmarks and will 
generally take place within defined constraints of time and resources. 
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Executive Summary 

At the end of a long and challenging year, the biggest win for STINAPA was that, through diligent costs cutting and 
creativity, the organisation and staff survived intact. And a strong take home message for Bonaire is that having a 
well-managed nature conservation organisation is in everyone’s best interests - that STINAPA is indispensable. Despite 
years of leadership change and uncertainty, there is core government and societal support for STINAPA which can be 
seen, amongst other things in the considerable volunteer support for STINAPA’s programmes. Strengthening 
relationships with government, businesses, NGOs and stakeholders is a high priority throughout the organisation and 
STINAPA is emphasising an open and transparent approach in all its external and internal relations.   
 
STINAPA struggled for much of the year with only Board supervision and interim leadership, whilst the organisation 
itself was both seriously underfunded and chronically understaffed. Overreliance on income from admission fees left 
STINAPA with no structural funding to cover staff and overhead costs when the COVID-19 pandemic struck, which 
resulted in massive cutbacks and staff, many of whom were forced to work for most of the year from home, only able 
to undertake the bare minimum of management activities.  
 
A pivotal moment was the hiring of Jan van der Ploeg as Director. Jan started work in October 2020 and is a self-
proclaimed “barefoot conservationist”, who has worked at the intersection of science and nature and brings extensive 
project management experience from insular Southeast Asia and the Pacific, including the Philippines and Solomon 
Islands, where he led the WorldFish research programme on community-based fisheries management. STINAPA’s 
internal capacity was further strengthened with the hiring of Sabrina Bielars in June 2020, STINAPA’s first Human 
Resource Officer, and Raynold Lepelaars, who joined STINAPA’s financial administration team.   
 
Marine Park manager, Judith Raming Van Moll joined STINAPA in August 2020. Judith has a legal background and 
experience with employment law and personnel management and had been working on Bonaire as Front Office 
Manager at Plaza Beach Resort. Judith brings a fresh eye to enforcement and in 2020 started to address key structural 
threats to the Marine Park such as water quality and spatial planning issues including development of artificial 
beaches, pier construction, impacts of coastal development etc.  
 
STINAPA demonstrated its commitment to strengthening its management capacity by completing the Open Standards 
Conservation Action Planning initiative, started in 2018. The development of conservation strategies, objectives and 
actions was done with a high degree of staff engagement, despite COVID-19 restrictions which prevented project 
leader, Oscar Maldonado, from being present on site. STINAPA’s Conservation Action Plan was finalized in the mid-
year and included detailed work plans and budget estimates designed to empower effective management of Bonaire’s 
protected areas.  
 
The control of free roaming goats is both a politically and societally sensitive issues and continued to dominate the 
work of the Washington Slagbaai Park throughout 2020. The removal of goats from the Slagbaai plantation to combat 
decades of ecosystem damage through overgrazing, overshadowed many other positive initiatives in the Washington 
Slagbaai Park. In January 2020, a Goat Project Team was established which quickly developed a project plan, starting 
with baseline goat population estimates, boundary fencing and agreed to use all means possible to remove goats, 
including a fenced pilot-project within 8% of Slagbaai, the use of traditional mandamentu and korementu techniques, 
water traps and shooting. Over 500 goats were removed during the course of the year. Key to the success of this 
project is transparency and excellent communication as there are still concerns within staff and the local community 
about the necessity for goat removal as well as how the project is being implemented.  
 
The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic hit STINAPA hard. Tourism stopped at the end of March, leaving STINAPA 
without its main source of income, admission fees. The Dutch Government provided some financial support for 
salaries (SZW and EZK) but required that staff work only 6 hours per day. Compounding these work restrictions, 
STINAPA was unable to benefit from the steady flow of interns, students and volunteers from abroad which normally 
support staff activities. The result was a year of severe cost cutting and cancelled projects and work. Past prudence 
and financial reserves guaranteed the organisation’s survival which was boosted by a one-time payment from the 
Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance’s Conservation Trust Fund of $150,000. 
 
Rapid urban development on Bonaire coupled with weaknesses in spatial planning, permitting and enforcement are 
areas of concern. A ray of hope came with a court case concerning the development of Saliña Vlijt, adjacent to 
Harbour Village Resort, which would result in the proposed excavation of the saliña, opening to the sea and 
modification of the surrounding area for development. The cased provided a high court verdict in 2021 which was a 
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clear win for conservation interests, requiring an Environmental Impact Assessment before any work is undertaken. 
Ineffective law enforcement in other spheres seriously undermines STINAPA’s credibility. 
 
STINAPA’s work with schools and Junior Ranger, out of school activity programme for local kids, is in many ways a 
‘forgotten gem’. The Junior Ranger programme is used throughout the region as a poster child example of a successful 
integrated island education programme. STINAPA is able to embed nature education in the local community through 
classroom presentations and field trips which are highly valued by teachers and children alike. Despite COVID-19 
restrictions the programmes continued in a modified format throughout the year.  
 
STINAPA was involved in providing input into a number of important national and local policy initiatives which 
included: 

x Dutch Government’s Nature and Environmental Policy Plan for the Caribbean Netherlands (Bonaire, St 
Eustatius, Saba) 

x Dutch Government’s Exclusive Economic Zone Committee 
x Bonaire Master Plan 
x Bonaire’s Blue Destination initiative 
x Bonaire’s Tourism Recovery Plan 
x Nature Inclusive workshops 
x Water quality monitoring 
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STINAPA Bonaire 
Stichting Nationale Parken Bonaire (known as ‘STINAPA Bonaire’ or locally as ‘STINAPA’) is a local non-profit, non-
governmental foundation (‘stichting’), established on Bonaire and registered at the Chamber of Commerce. STINAPA is 
dedicated to the conservation of Bonaire's natural and historical heritage through the sustainable use of its natural 
resources. STINAPA is the legally designated management body for the Washington Slagbaai Park (WSP) and Bonaire 
National Marine Park (BNMP), which includes two areas of special interest Lac bay and the uninhabited satellite island 
of Klein Bonaire.  

Vision 
STINAPA’s long-term vision is: 
 

Nature is recognized and treasured as the main resource of Bonaire’s sustainable development. 
 

Geographic Scope 
The geographic scope of STINAPA’s work is: 

x Washington Slagbaai Park 

x Bonaire National Marine Park 

Where STINAPA works outside of the parks, any interventions must focus on the conservation priorities within the 
parks and have a positive impact on the conservation targets. 

 

Thematic Scope 
The focus of STINAPA’s work is the management, protection, restoration and sustainable use of the natural resources 
of the Washington Slagbaai Park and the Bonaire National Marine Park. 

 

Conservation targets 
Conservation targets are the ecological systems and processes, habitats, communities and species, that represent and 
encompass the biodiversity found within the Parks. Conservation targets are the features that STINAPA most wants to 
conserve and are the basis for setting conservation goals, carrying out conservation actions and measuring 
conservation success. 
 
Conservation targets are: 

x Coral reefs 
x Dry forests 
x Mangrove forests 
x Wetlands (saliñas) 
x Seagrass beds 

Conservation strategies 
Conservation Strategies are a key component of the Open Standards ‘theory of change’ approach to conservation 
management adopted by STINAPA in 2018. Within this framework STINAPA has identified the following Conservation 
Strategies and Enabling Strategies: 
 
Conservation Strategies 

1. Improving sustainable recreation in the Washington Slagbaai Park 
2. Reducing invasive species and their effects in the Parks 
3. Improving the sustainable use of the Bonaire National Marine Park (including Lac and Klein Bonaire) 

 
 
Enabling Strategies 

1. Income generation 
2. Institutional capacity 
3. Education 
4. Outreach and communication 
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5. Science and monitoring 
6. Policy and regulation 
7. Law enforcement 

 

Governance 
STINAPA Bonaire is governed by a Board and includes representatives selected for their expertise and interest in nature 
and conservation. The Board is responsible for policy decision making, fiscal oversight as well as approving annual action 
plans and budgets. Board members are volunteers and receive no financial compensation for their work and they have 
additional responsibilities in accordance with respective positions. Board meetings are held monthly, minutes of the 
meetings are taken and circulated with the Board and Director.  
 

Table 1 The Board of STINAPA 2020 

Position Name Start year 

Chair Delno Tromp 2018 
Vice Chair Bas Noij  2011 
Secretary Agnes Joosten  2013 
Treasurer Herbert Piar 1991 
Member Kumar Piar 2018 
Member Cherethy Kirindongo 2018 
Member Pierre Perigault Monte 2020 
Member Bigalda de Marchena-Cicilia 2020 

 
Sadly, in May 2020, Board member Bruce Bowker, one of Bonaire’s icon dive pioneers and an ardent conservationist 
passed away after a fall at the age of 73.  
 

Committees 
There were no committees active in 2020. 
 

Management  
Day to day management of the protected areas is the responsibility of a full time Director and staff. In 2020 there were 
37 staff members. The Parks each have a full-time Manager, Chief Ranger and park rangers. Park Managers are 
supported by finance and administration, education, policy and communication staff as well as three full time biologists 
(known as the ‘Nature Unit’).  
 
A Management Team consisting of the Director, Park Managers the Accounting Manager, representatives of the 
Communication department, Nature Unit and the Policy officer meets weekly to direct the work of the organization.  
 
STINAPA’s part-time interim Director, Peter Jager left in June 2020. He was replaced by Kerenza Rannou as Interim 
Director. After a lengthy hire process, Jan van der Ploeg was selected as STINAPA Bonaire Director. Jan relocated to 
Bonaire from the Netherlands and started work in October 2020.  
 
The Washington Slagbaai Park full time Manager, Albert Crestian, works with 9 full time staff members. The 
management of the Bonaire National Marine Park was overseen by Interim Manager, Leonel Martijn, with 9 additional 
full time staff members until August 2020 when Judith Raming was hired as Marine Park Manager.  
 
A full time Human Resource Office, Sabrina Bielars, was hired in June 2020 and she took over duties which included 
oversight of the Union Contract and STINAPA’s HR Manual, health care provision for staff, and introduced an on-line 
system to improve HR management within the organisation.  
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Protected areas and species 
Washington Slagbaai Park (also known as Washington Slagbaai National Park) 
Area:    4,286 hectares [14,000 acres] 
Established:   1969 
 
Encompassing the entire northwest tip of Bonaire, the Washington Slagbaai Park is the oldest and one of the largest 
terrestrial protected area’s in the Dutch Caribbean, covering approximately 17% of the island.  
The park is made up of two former plantations and is rich in cultural, historical and ecological heritage, which is 
explained at the visitor centre museum at its entrance. Its unpaved roads offer an adventurous ride and a variety of 
lookout points with shaded spots to enjoy spectacular views. With its abundant dry forest, cactus, scrub and wetland 
habitats, the park provides a safe haven for the island’s native terrestrial species, such as the endemic Yellow-
shouldered Amazon Parrot (Lora), Caribbean Flamingo, Parakeet and Green Iguana. Additionally, many species of 
migratory birds from North America use the Park as a stopover during their annual migrations. The park received over 
40,000 local and international visitors yearly (pre-covid-19). In the Park, hiking, climbing Brandaris, mountain biking, 
birdwatching, snorkelling and scuba diving are some of the most popular activities.  Several shoreline access points 
provide access to the sea. 
 

Bonaire National Marine Park 
Area:    2,700 hectares [6,700 acres] 
Established:   1979 
National Park:   Declared in 1999; recognised as a National Park by the Netherlands in 2012 
 
Bonaire’s most celebrated natural resources are found underwater. The islands entire coastline is surrounded by fringing 
coral reefs that rank amongst the most resilient and diverse in the Caribbean. The Marine Park encircles the island of 
Bonaire from the highwater mark to the 200’ (60m) depth contour. Its Popular dive sites are located all around the west 
coast and around the uninhabited island of Klein Bonaire. It is a multi-use MPA enabling a wide range of recreational 
activities on which the islands tourism driven economy is heavily dependent. The park includes a range of ecosystems 
such as coral reefs, seagrass beds and mangrove forests. These ecosystems host a range of rare and endangered species 
such as elkhorn and staghorn corals and over 400 different species of fish, including elusive frogfish and seahorses. 
Marine mammals such as Bottlenose dolphins and whales are also frequently spotted foraging its waters. The Bonaire 
Marine Park includes two Ramsar sites: Lac Bay and Klein Bonaire. Bonaire Marine Park is Regularly ranked in the top 
five dive destinations in the Caribbean, and it has been designated a UNEP Demonstration Site. 
 

Species  
Globally important species, including IUCN listed critically endangered, endangered and vulnerable species, CITES and 
SPAW listed species, all of which are of high conservation value can be found on Bonaire (see summary below). Red 
List Critical species are shown in the appendix, for the full list and database visit Parks-Work.com. 
 

Table 2 Species of conservation importance on Bonaire 

 RL Critical RL Endangered RL Vulnerable CITES I CITES II SPAW II IBA species 

Marine 10 21 44 15 250 46 7 

Terrestrial 0 2 7 2 34 4 8 

Total 10 23 51 17 284 50 15 
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Ramsar sites 
Bonaire has five Ramsar sites, all of which were designated in 1980, covering a total of 3,152 hectares: 
 

x Lac Bay [Site # 199]: at 700-hectares, Lac is the largest semi-enclosed bay in the Dutch Caribbean. It is part of 
the Bonaire National Marine Park and includes a shallow sandy bay covered in dense seagrass beds, fringed 
by red mangroves and separated from the sea by coral debris and red algae banks. Lac Bay is recognised 
internationally for its importance to migratory and waterbirds and is also known worldwide as the spot 
where freestyle windsurfing was born.  The mangroves provide shelter for fish and invertebrates and 
contribute large quantities of organic debris to the bay, creating highly productive waters. Lac is an important 
feeding area for water birds and invertebrates, roosting site for frigate birds, a nursery for (reef) fish and 
important feeding ground for foraging green turtles. 
 

x Pekelmeer [Site # 200]:  is part of a saltwater lake (“pekelmeer” in Dutch) situated on the south shore of 
Bonaire. It includes a shallow hypersaline lagoon with saltpans, and the dikes, beaches and reefs separating 
the lagoon from the ocean. The sparsely vegetated site supports important nesting colonies of Caribbean 
flamingo. In 2019, the Site was extended to include a 500-metre buffer zone, which covers part of the fringing 
reefs of Bonaire, one of the most biodiverse reefs in the region that provides refuge to several threatened 
species of fish and coral.  
 

x Klein Bonaire Island & adjacent sea [Site 201]: is a 600-hectare uninhabited coral island supporting a sparse 
cover of shrubs and cacti. Brackish lagoons and fringing coral reefs support a rich marine fauna. The island is 
surrounded by coral reefs which are heavily visited by SCUBA divers. Access to the uninhabited island of Klein 
Bonaire is limited to visits by boat. The sandy beach ‘No Name’ at Klein Bonaire is particularly valuable, as it is 
the most important turtle- nesting site on the island and is also a hot spot for tourist visits. 
 

x Gotomeer [Site # 202]: is a 150-hectare site along the southern border of the Washington Slagbaai Park. It is 
a shallow, permanent saline lagoon, isolated from the sea by a bank of beach rock. Brine shrimp and brine 
flies provide valuable food sources for birds, particularly flamingo, and the saliña is a staging area for a variety 
of Nearctic breeding species. 
 

x Slagbaai [Site # 203]: is a 90-hectare site located within the Washington Slagbaai Park. It is a shallow, 
permanent saline lagoon, isolated from the sea by a bank of beach rock. Brine shrimp and brine flies provide 
valuable food sources for birds, particularly flamingo, and the saliña is a staging area for a variety of Nearctic 
breeding species.  

 

Important Bird Areas (IBAs) 
A total of six IBAs have been identified on Bonaire covering a range of habitats from coastal lagoons and salt flats to 
freshwater springs and vegetated hillsides. These are home to a number of species, identified by BirdLife International 
as ‘trigger species’ whose presence provides the justification for an Important Bird Area (IBA) designation, such as the 
Caribbean Coot, Terns, Yellow-shouldered Amazon (locally called the ‘Lora’). Three of the IBAs (Klein Bonaire, Lac Bay and 
Pekelmeer) are also recognised as Ramsar wetlands. The IBAs cover more than 24,000 hectares. With one exception, all 
are recognised within Bonaire’s Global Zoning Plan and therefore have some legal protection. Whilst Dos Pos lies outside 
of the Washington Slagbaai Park, it is actively managed by Echo, the local parrot conservation foundation.  
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Assessment of conservation targets 
An initial viability assessment conducted in August 2018 gives an indication of the status of the conservation targets 
within Bonaire’s protected areas.  Collectively these targets represent the biodiversity of concern. The conservation 
target viability assessment should be constantly reviewed and updated. It helps to define goals and to inform 
implementation of management practices as part of an adaptive management process. 
 

Table 3 Overview of conservation target status 

ITEM 
(Target, Key Ecological Attribute (KEA), Indicator) 

STATUS FUTURE STATUS 

CORAL REEFS (RIF DI CORAL) Fair Fair 
KEA: Coral 'health' Fair  
Indicator: Coral cover Fair  
Indicator: Coral recruitment Fair  
Indicator: Algae cover Fair  
DRY FOREST (MONDI SEKU) Fair Fair  
KEA: Diversity / balance of native vegetation  Fair  
Indicator: Relative abundance of native vegetation    
KEA: Soil quality  Fair  
Indicator: Nutrients    
Indicator: Soil thickness    
MANGROVES (PALO DI MANGEL) Good Good 
KEA: Area size Good  
Indicator: Area size Good  
KEA: Species boundaries Fair  
Indicator: Location Fair  
SALIÑA Good Good 
KEA: Vegetation surrounding salinas (Vegetashon rondó di e salinas) Good  
Indicator:  Vegetation cover and plant diversity    
KEA: Water quality  Good  
Indicator: Dissolved oxygen    
Indicator: Salinity    
Indicator: Temperature    
SEA GRASS (YERBA DI LA MAN) Poor Fair 
KEA: Area size Poor  
Indicator Area size or cover Poor  
KEA: Species composition Poor  
Indicator: Species composition / invasive species Poor  
WATER QUALITY (KALIDAT DI AWA) Not Specified Not Specified 
KEA/Indicator: Temperature in normal ranges Not Specified Not Specified 
KEA/Indicator: Salinity Not Specified Not Specified 
KEA/Indicator: Oligotrophy Not Specified Not Specified 
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Threats and issues 
Direct threats are defined as activities, caused or aggravated by humans, which have a negative impact on or degrade 
ecosystems, habitat or species and can lead to their loss or damage.  
 
The following table presents an overview of threats facing STINAPA’s conservation targets which were identified as 
part of the Open Standards workshop in August 2018. Each threat is rated using three criteria:   

x Scope:   The geographic scope of the threat  
x Severity:  The level of damage to the conservation target  
x Irreversibility:  The degree to which the effects of the threat can be restored  

 

Table 4 Threat assessment by staff 

Threats / Targets Dry 
Forest Saliñas Coral 

Reefs Mangroves Sea 
Grass 

Water 
Quality 

Sustainable 
recreation 

Summary 
Threat 
Rating 

Unsustainable (reef) 
fishing     High Low High   High High 

Coastal run-off     High High Low Medium   High 
Climate Change 

(effects)     High     High   High 

Overgrazing High Medium           Medium 
Invasive species 

(fauna) Medium Medium     High     Medium 

Unsustainable coastal 
development     High Low Medium Low   Medium 

Land-based discharges   Low Medium     Medium Low Medium 

Unsustainable use   Low High Low Medium Low Low Medium 

Increase of storms / 
hurricanes     High         Medium 

Oil spills     Medium Low Low Medium   Medium 

Poor infrastructure             High Medium 

Sargassum     Low Medium Low Low   Low 

Drought (sekura) Medium             Low 

Fire (kandela) Low             Low 
Marine-based 

discharges & small 
spills 

    Low     Low   Low 

Overcrowding             Low Low 
Invasive Species 

(Flora) Low Low           Low 

Crime / vandalism / 
theft             Low Low 

Summary Target 
Rating Medium Medium Very 

High High High Medium High High 
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Specific threats identified by managers and their staff are presented below: 
 

Table 5 Threats to Washington Slagbaai Park 

Threat Detail 

Invasive fauna 

Feral goats in the Washington Slagbaai Park are a major threat to biodiversity. As a result of chronic 
long term overgrazing the native flora in the park is considered to be seriously at risk. A 2018 
survey indicated that there are 3- 4,000 feral goats in the Slagbaai plantation alone. Eradication of 
goats from Slagbaai is STINAPA’s highest priority in the Park 
Other alien invasive species which are also threatening biodiversity include pigs, donkeys, rats, cats 
and dogs which variously effect the flora, bird and reptile populations. 

Invasive flora Rubber vine and Mexican creeper (Coralita), and calatropis are present in the Park 
 

Table 6 Threats to Bonaire National Marine Park 

Threat Detail 

Wastewater - sewage 

Sewage makes its way onto Bonaire’s coral reefs through inadequate wastewater treatment and use 
including poorly maintained septic tanks. Sewage is a cocktail of substances, a number of which are 
dangerous to coral reef ecosystems and those who use them. Sewage is a source of harm to Bonaire’s 
coral reefs and can potentially cause illness.  

Wastewater - run-off 

In addition to septage, run-off may contain any number of other pollutants such as oil and heavy 
metals and sediment which will turn the water ‘muddy’. Where sediment settles on marine 
organisms, particularly corals, it smothers and kills them. Changes in land use from vegetated areas to 
urban areas increases run off. 

Development - tourism and 
recreational facilities, 

housing and urban areas, 
harbour and dock 

development 

Building developments for tourism are often carried out in the coastal zone. This presents particular 
problems with land clearance allowing sediment as well as cement, building material and rubbish to 
be blown or washed into the sea if preventative steps are not taken. Since 1995 there have been 
plans to dredge and develop Saliña di Vlijt, north of Kralendijk, for tourist accommodation and 
facilities. 

Fishing and harvesting 
aquatic resources 

Sport fishing, artisanal fishing, collection and poaching take place in the Marine Park. There is some 
poaching of conch from Lac some illegal fishing on the reefs around Bonaire. There are restrictions on 
fishing gear, spearfishing is banned and snorkel fishing is severly restricted. Fish protected areas have 
been set up to safeguard reef fish populations.  

Cruise ships 
In 2019 cruise tourist numbers increased due to shifting government policy. Tourists take tours to No 
Name beach and Sorobon. Both of these areas are Ramsar sites and very sensitive habitats, without 
adequate facilities. 

Sargassum 
Periodic inundations of sargassum weed on the windward shore of Bonaire have caused havoc and 
untold harm to seagrass beds, mangroves and the animals which live there particularly in and around 
Lac, and also affected the Lagun area.  

Invasive flora 

The Indian Ocean seagrass Halophila stipulacea is growing in Lac and Lagun (East Coast) - taking over 
from the local species, Syringodium filiforme. It was first seen in 2011. Turtles have been seen feeding 
on it, but it is considered to have a low nutritional value. This may cause problems for the health of 
turtles. 

Invasive fauna 

Lionfish are not native to the Caribbean and arrived as part of a region wide invasion. They have no 
natural predators. Lionfish are effective predators and voracious feeders and are able to consume 
fish up to their own body length. They grow and reproduce quickly and are resistant to parasites. 
They are known to have a significant impact on juvenile reef fish but the effect their rapidly 
increasing populations will have on Bonaire’s reefs is not yet fully understood. 
Baseline studies have been conducted and there is an active programme of removal with volunteer 
hunters using specially modified spearguns ‘ELFs’ to catch and kill lionfish. Abundant lionfish have 
been found in very deep water around Bonaire. There is some economic benefit as lionfish meat is 
sought after and has high commercial value.  
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Relationship to other organisations 
STINAPA Bonaire is a founding member of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance and in 2020 was represented on the 
Board by Kerenza Rannou.  
 
Nationally STINAPA works with civil servants within a number of different Ministries including the Ministry of the 
Interior, the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Works.  
 
STINAPA works with 50 local stakeholder groups and partners including local government, civil servants, enforcement 
agencies, the tourism industry, businesses, the education sector, agricultural and fisheries and non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs).  
 
A summary of international, regional, national and local stakeholders and partners with whom STINAPA worked in 
2020 is provided below.  

Table 7 Stakeholders – partners and targets  

Group Stakeholder / partner 
International 

partners 
World Wildlife Fund (WNF) 

Regional partners Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA), Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife 
Regional Activities Centre (SPAW-RAC), Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute 

National 
Government 

Dutch Ministries of Agriculture (LNV), Interior (BZK), Education (OCW), Infrastructure 
(I+W) including Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat) 

Island Government 
and quasi-

governmental 
institutions 

Island government (public entity/OLB), Harbour Office, Department of Spatial 
Development (DRO), Legal Department (JAZ), Executive Committee of the Island 
Government, Agriculture Department (LVV), Public health Department, Tourism 
Corporation Bonaire, Chamber of Commerce, Selibon (waste management), WEB 
(water and energy) 

Enforcement 
agencies 

Police, Coast Guard, Royal Marechaussee (K.Mar), Customs (Douane), Department 
of Enforcement (Toezicht/Handhaving), 

Tourism sector 

CURO (Dive Operator Association), BONHATA (Hoteliers Association), WAB 
(Watersport Assocation Bonaire), water sports operators including windsurf, kitesurf 
and snorkelling companies, boat hire companies, sail boats (sunset sail, kite and sail 
etc) 

Businesses Cargill (solar salt works), BOPEC (oil transhipment facility) 

Education Local primary and secondary schools, Education Dept, Jong Bonaire (after school 
programme) 

Fishing Commercial fishermen, recreational fishermen, sports fishermen, artisanal 
fishermen, Piskabon (Fishermens’ co-operative) 

Agriculture Kriabon (Agricultural co-operative) 

NGOs Echo Foundation, Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire, Reef Renewal Bonaire, Animal 
Shelter, Bonaire Duradero, Bon Berde,  
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Human resources 
STINAPA works with full time and part time staff members, volunteers and interns as well as sub-contracting work 
locally. Whilst staff working hours were reduced in 2020 STINAPA was available by phone for emergencies, outside of 
normal working hours: 6am-8am and 4pm-9pm. 
 

Staff members 
The following table gives an overview of STINAPA’s staff for the calendar year 2020.  

Table 8 STINAPA Staff 2020 

Position Name Start year % of year 
worked Highest academic qualification 

Director Jan van der Ploeg 2020 25 PhD 
Interim Director Peter Jager 2019 50 Masters 
Accounts manager  Kerenza Rannou 1996 100 Bachelors 
     
HR  Sabrina Bielars 2020 58 MBO 
Financial admin assistant Patrick Wirjosentono 2019 67 Bachelors 
Financial admin assistant Anouk Bonenkamp 2017 100 Bachelors 
Accounting Officer Raynold Lepelaars 2020 33 Bachelors 
Director's assistant Laetitia (Titia) Borm 2017 100 Bachelors 
Receptionist July-Ann Frans 1996 100 Higher School Leaver 
Cleaner Sixta (Sally) Thode 1996 100 None 
     
Wildlife biologist  Caren Eckrich 2015 100 Masters 
Wildlife Biologist Paulo Bertuol 2012 100 Masters 
Wildlife Biologist trainee Roxanne Francisca 2018 100 Bachelors 
Communications/PR Xenah Cicilia 2019 100 Bachelors 
Communications/PR Ruby Pouchet 2019 100 Bachelors 
Assistant education/outreach Diana St Jago 2010 100 Bachelors 
Eduction Joselle Margarita 2012 100 Professional Qualification 
Education   Desiree Croes 2009 100 Bachelors 
Education   Maria-Guanela Sluis 2019 58 Bachelors 
Policy advisor Wijnand de Wolf 2016 100 Bachelors 
     
WSP Manager  Albert Crestian 2017 100 Bachelors 
TPA Chief ranger  George Thode (Cultura) 1981 100 Professional Qualification 
TPA Ranger  Clifford Cicilia 1995 100 Professional Qualification 
TPA Ranger  Ruthsel Paula 2006 100 Professional Qualification 
TPA Maintenance Person  Henry Beaumont 2003 100 None 
TPA Maintenance Person  Alfonso (George) Sargoza 1992 100 None 
TPA Maintenance Person  Jonathan Pourier 2006 100 None 
TPA Ranger Rishison Frans 2015 100 None 
TPA Ranger Sixto Trenidad 2019 100 None 
TPA Ranger Ovier Maduro 2019 17 None 
     
BNMP Manager Judith Raming 2020 42 Masters 
BNMP Manager (interim) Leonel Martijn 2017 100 Higher School Leaver 
MPA Chief Ranger  Edwin Domacasse 1994 100 Professional Qualification 
MPA Ranger  Michel Meye 2009 100 Professional Qualification 
MPA Ranger  Suradno Mercera 2009 100 Professional Qualification 
MPA Ranger  Enchomar Wanga 2018 100 None 
MPA Ranger  Nashantra Mercera 2018 67 None 
MPA Ranger  Alessandro Vargas 2019 83 None 
MPA Ranger  Edgar Ortegon 2019 100 None 
MPA Ranger  Gideon Cecilia 2018 100 None 
MPA Ranger  Shurendy Eugenia 2020 100 None 

 
NOTE: Staff whose names are in pale type, left STINAPA during 2020 
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Additional qualifications 
 
Additional qualifications listed in the table below have been identified as important for Protected Area staff. The overall 
capacity of staff members to carry out their work can be valued in terms of their experience (years of service), academic 
qualifications and additional qualifications. 
 

Table 9 Staff qualifications 
 

Special 
police 

powers 

Boat Captains 
license 

Fire arms 
license 

Driving 
license 

First aid 
course 

SCUBA 
certified 

Director    + + + 
Interim Director       

Accounts manager     +   

       

HR     +   

Financial admin assistant       

Financial admin assistant    + +  

Accounting Officer    +   

Director's assistant     +  

Receptionist    +   

Cleaner       
       

Wildlife biologist    + + + + 
Wildlife Biologist   + + + + 
Wildlife Biologist     + + + 
Communications/PR    + +  

Communications/PR    +   

Assistant education/outreach    + + + 
Education +   + + + 
Education      + + + 
Education       +  

Policy advisor +   + + + 
       

WSP Manager  +   + +  

TPA Chief ranger       +  

TPA Ranger    +  + + + 
TPA Ranger   +  + + + 
TPA Maintenance Person     + +  

TPA Maintenance Person   +  + + + 
TPA Maintenance Person     + +  

TPA Ranger    + +  

TPA Ranger  +  + + + 
TPA Ranger     +  

       

BNMP Manager    +   

BNMP Manager (interim) +   + + + 
MPA Chief Ranger    + + + + + 
MPA Ranger  +    + + 
MPA Ranger  +   + + + 
MPA Ranger     + + + 
MPA Ranger      +  

MPA Ranger        

MPA Ranger   +  + + + 
MPA Ranger     + +  

MPA Ranger     + + + 
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Table 10 Training courses, meetings and workshops attended by STINAPA staff 

Course, meeting, workshop name Staff involved 
Duration, 
including 

travel 
Location 

First Aid training (EHBO) Roxanne Francisca 2 days Bonaire 

Underwater Cultural Heritage Meeting Roxanne Francisca 
Paulo Bertuol 3 days Curacao 

Ecosystem Based Management Caren Eckrich 
Albert Crestiaan 5 days St. Maarten 

Nature Inclusive Planning 

Paulo Bertuol 
Caren Eckrich 
Roxanne-Liana Francisca 
Wijnand de Wolf 

2 days Bonaire 

NWO Islanders at the Helm Caren Eckrich 
Roxanne-Liana Francisca 1 day Bonaire 

Masterplan 2030 Roxanne-Liana Francisca 3 days Bonaire 
Resilience Building in Marine Protected 
Areas 

Caren Eckrich, Roxanne Francisca 
Paulo Bertuol 3 days Bonaire 

Social media workshop Xenah Cicilia, Ruby Pouchet 3 hours Online 
NEPP Implementation Agenda workshop Management Team + biologists 1 ½ day Bonaire 
Blue Destination Steering Committee Wijnand de Wolf 40 hours Bonaire 
Tourism Recovery Plan Workshops Wijnand de Wolf, Kerenza Frans 8 hours Bonaire 

Bonaire Master Plan Workshops Wijnand de Wolf, Kerenza Frans, 
Paulo Bertuol 12 hours Bonaire 

EEZ Commissie Wijnand de Wolf 1 day Bonaire 

Geology course Roxanne Fracisca, Edgar Ortegon, 
Clifford Cicilia 14 hours Bonaire 

First aid, CPR and fire safety training 18 staff members 3 hours Bonaire –  
Fire dept 

Collaborating with Interpreters to 
Communicate Science in National Parks - 
Workshop 

Paulo Bertuol 2 hours Online 

Reverse coral reef degradation to enhance 
well-being on Bonaire - Meeting Paulo Bertuol, Roxanne Francisca 3 hours Online 

Restore and conserve the unique habitats 
and species on Bonaire - Meeting 

Paulo Bertuol, Roxanne Francisca, 
Caren Eckrich 3 hours Online 

Sustainable use of land and water for the 
development of economy of Bonaire - 
Meeting 

Paulo Bertuol, Roxanne Francisca, 
Caren Eckrich 3 hours Online 

Invasive Species Symposium - Hosted by 
ICMBIO - Brazil Paulo Bertuol 8 hours Online 
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Contractors 
STINAPA works with a number of contractors, these are outlined below. 

Table 11 STINAPAs contractors  

Work Company/consultant 

Interim Director Venator BV 

Lac management  Stichting Internos 

Open Standards Oscar Maldonado 

Open Standards - Goat project - Restructuring  Nature2 / Kalli De Meyer 

Management Success (annual assessment) Kalli De Meyer / Duncan MacRae 

Fencing - Terrestrial tree monitoring  Bon Berde / Quirijn Coolen 

Field work and data processing April – May 2020 Wild Conscience 

Notary Mr. Anouk Schouten 

Lawyer  HBN Law 

Lawyer Van Eps Kunneman van Doorne 

Lawyer New Ground Law BV 

Auditors Ernst & Young 

Payroll program  Gamma IT Solutions 

HR assessments Linkels & Partners 

Arbo doctor  Occumed CN 

Papiamentu classes Motivisatie 

Team time sub Infinity Enterprises 

4 Your Safety: staff training Angeline de Roode 

First Aid course Sicurezza 

Reef ranger course Seven Seas Care 

IT support Crowded House 

Web hosting CMS Designs 

On-line fee system Reef Support 

Payment gateway for online payment system CXPay 

Consultancy online payment system Marketing Match BV 

Art design Blendr 

Architectual  Bodifee design 

Graphic design and artwork Deviate design 

Art design October Butterfly 

Photography, videography  Van der Kamp fotografie en beheer 

Copy editing Reef Traveler 

Translation services Apoyo 
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Volunteers and Interns 
STINAPA continued to work with local volunteers on numerous projects, including youth and education, lionfish removal 
and Lac restoration. 
 
STINAPA’s Education officer coordinates the volunteer group who support the Junior Ranger programme. Stichting 
Internos runs a group of volunteers called “Mangrove Maniacs” who meet on a regular basis to maintain the channels 
in the mangrove system at Lac together in co-ordination with STINAPA staff members. STINAPA controls the registration 
and distribution of ELFs (spears used to remove invasive lionfish from the reefs) to certified dive volunteers who remove 
lionfish from Bonaire’s reefs. More than 300 PADI Lionfish Hunter certified scuba divers, resident on Bonaire, assisted 
with the removal of invasive lionfish from the Marine Park throughout 2020.  
 
STINAPA’s “Nature Team” volunteers provided assistance for all or part of the year, and included: 
 

Table 12 Nature Team 

Monalisa Domacasse Marcel van der Kamp 
Kevin O Brien Rick Davis 
Sue O Brien Marsha Davis 
Aja Radl Dimar Kalma 
Scott Gilchrist Kim White 
Bob Burks Sharon Gelmers 
Libby Burks Ryan Augusta (former junior ranger) 
Diana Gevers Mavelly Velandia (former junior ranger) 
Yliany Welvaart Meghan Velandia former junior ranger) 
Sabine Engel  

 
The following volunteers, including three former Junior Rangers, supported the Junior Ranger programme throughout 
the year: 
 

Table 13 Volunteers 

Aliki Zwart [Feb-March] Cyndi Byrd [Apr-Sept] 
Mackenzie Stoeltje [Apr-July] Donnie Byrd [Apr – Sept] 
Nashantra Mercera (occasionaly) Maria Put [July-Sept] 
Pascal van Empelen  [Apr-Nov] Martina Voortman [Apr-Nov] 
Niels den Toom [Apr-Nov] Rugymia Tweed 
Artie de Vries [Oct] Baukje Wassenaar-Verbeek [Apr-Sept] 
Joel Candelaria  Roger 

 
Intern, Aliki de Zwart, a 3rd year biological and pharmaceutical laboratory student at HoGent University in Belgium 
worked on water quality studies in the first quarter of the year.  
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Operational management 
Operational management is the day to day work of a protected area. These tasks are described in more detail in an 
appendix to this report. The various aspects of operational (or core management) tasks are: 
 

• MANAGEMENT 
• ADMINISTRATION 
• INCOME GENERATION 
• FIELD ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE 
• EDUCATION 

• OUTREACH 
• MONITORING- RESEARCH 
• LAW ENFORCEMENT 
• ADVICE 

 
In 2020 the staff time spent addressing marine and terrestrial conservation was fairly well split: 51% of staff time was 
spent on work related to the Bonaire National Marine Park and the marine environment, with the remaining 49% was 
spent on conservation of the Washington Slagbaai Park.  

 
Figure 1 Division of STINAPA’s staff time between marine and terrestrial work 

The charts below show how the staff time is divided between the various operational tasks. The charts take into account 
how much time individual staff members spent working for the organization throughout the year i.e. if they were full or 
part time, or if they started or finished working part way through the year. 
 
Marine 
Field administration and maintenance includes patrolling, which is a core field task, providing an ongoing presence in the park, 
which will often include assisting users, responding to safety and enforcement issues, maintaining moorings/trails and basic 
monitoring. Keeping good field logs is essential as are period inspections and maintenance of buildings, vehicles, boats, moorings, 
tracks, trails and roads as well as mooring buoys, signage, markers and special equipment. 
 
For the Marine Park staff field administration and maintenance took up 42% of staff time. Administration (29%) 
Monitoring-research (8%) and Management (7%) respectively took the most significant remaining shares of staff time. 
 

Marine

Terrestrial
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Figure 2 Bonaire National Marine Park operational tasks: staff time division 

Terrestrial 
For the Washington Slagbaai Park staff field administration and maintenance took up 44% of staff time. Administration 
(26%), Education (10%) and Management (8%) took the most significant remaining shares of staff time. 
 

 
 

Figure 3  Washington Slagbaai Park operational tasks: staff time division 

 

Operations 
Management  
The Board of STINAPA lost an iconic member and life-long conservationist when Bruce Bowker passed away age 73, in 
May 2020, after falling from a roof. Bruce was a founding member of the Dive Operators Association, CURO and the 
first qualified dive instructor on Bonaire. Amongst his other clean up activities, Bruce and his team spent years 
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collecting and disposing of car wrecks. He is best remembered for being instrumental in securing the island of Klein 
Bonaire. Bruce set up the Foundation Preservation Klein Bonaire and campaigned for over a decade until Klein Bonaire 
was purchased and donated back to the people of Bonaire in December 1999. He had been a STINAPA Board member 
for over 15 years.  
 
Before the COVID-19 pandemic was declared, the STINAPA Board had been discussing moving towards a two-tier 
system of governance, but this was put on hold due to the pandemic as was the restructuring of day-to-day 
operations, including the development of a new organogram and reviews of staffing and staff capacity. Accounting 
Manager, Kerenza Rannou, together with the Director’s Assistant provided liaison and secretariat functions for the 
STINAPA Board by organizing and preparing Board meetings throughout 2019.  
 
Staff hires included STINAPA’s first Human Resource Officer, Sabrina Bielars, in June 2020, Marine Park Manager, 
Judith Raming Van Moll in August 2020 and Director, Jan van der Ploeg in October 2020. Judith Raming Van Moll took 
over from interim Marine Park Manager, Leonel Martijn who had held that position since March 2018. Jan van der 
Ploeg took over from Interim Directors, Peter Jager (January – June) and Kerenza Rannou (June – September). Three 
rangers left during the course of the year as well as an Education officer, further restricting STINAPA’s human resource 
capacity in the field. 
 
STINAPA completed the Open Standards Conservation Action Planning initiative, which started in 2018 and was 
funded by WWF-Nederland. This project clarified STINAPA’s vision, as well as the thematic and geographic scope of 
their work, conservation targets, partners, stakeholders, threats and issues. In 2020 this process was concluded with 
the development of conservation strategies, objectives and actions. The Open Standards work was done with a high 
degree of staff engagement, despite COVID-19 restrictions which prevented project leader, Oscar Maldonado, from 
being present on site. STINAPA’s Conservation Action Plan was finalized in the mid-year and included detailed work 
plans and budget estimates designed to empower effective management of Bonaire’s protected areas. The 
Conservation Action Plan is an important and useful document and the development of simple and practical work 
plans is an essential final step. 
 
Both the Bonaire National Marine Park (2006) and Washington Slagbaai Park (2006) management plans are out of 
date and need to be updated.  
 
STINAPA’s Annual Report 2019 was provided to the island government (OLB) together with financial reports in 
fulfilment of reporting obligations for the nature subsidy. The Accounting Manager was responsible for financial 
administration and payroll administration, budgeting as well as financial updates (profit and loss, balance sheet and 
budget comparisons) throughout the year as well as making sure reporting requirements were met. A financial 
statement was produced at the end of the year and STINAPA received a positive auditors’ letter for the fiscal year 
2019. Additionally, Annual Reports were finalized for the years 2016 – 2019 inclusive.  
 
STINAPA’s Management Team met regularly throughout 2020.  
 
STINAPA provided advice to government on a number of topics including: 

x Dutch Government’s Nature and Environmental Policy Plan for the Caribbean Netherlands (Bonaire, St 
Eustatius, Saba) 

x Bonaire Master Plan 
x Bonaire’s Blue Destination initiative 
x Review of Bonaire’s spatial plan 
x Bonaire’s Tourism Recovery Plan 
x Tourist taxes 
x Re-routing of no-fly zones 
x Law enforcement 
x Proposed developments in the Marine Park including piers at Contour Global, Airport and the south pier 

extension 
x Goat control and removal 
x Nature Inclusive workshops 
x Water quality statement  

 
Internal policies which were developed/updated in 2020 include: 

x Staff time off and anniversaries 
x Staff uniforms policy 
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x Human Resource policy handbook 
 
STINAPA staff met with State Secretary Knops in 2020 and discussed the proposed coral action plan and Nature and 
Environmental Policy Plan and met with the Permanent Chamber (Vaste Kamer) at the beginning of the year.  
 

Administration 
In addition to ongoing computing, filing, and ad hoc communications with stakeholders and interested parties, 
STINAPA staff worked on a variety of other tasks related to general administration. COVID-19 related restrictions 
upended the administration from March onwards, starting with a full lockdown in March and April 2020 and, once 
restrictions eased a situation where office and administrative staff were encouraged to work from home, fewer staff 
were allowed at any given time in the STINAPA headquarters and, whilst the workload was largely unchanged, staff 
were only allowed to work 6 hour days in order to benefit from Government payroll support.  
 
Whilst STINAPA’s plans to secure larger offices was put on hold, to ease overcrowding a 20’ container on site at 
STINAPA headquarters was converted into additional office space.  
 
Monthly and quarterly financial reports (profit and loss/balance sheets) were produced throughout the year and 
finances came under continual scrutiny. All possible budget cuts, totalling an estimated US$ 1 million, were made to 
ensure that staff would not have to made redundant due to financial losses caused by the COVID pandemic.  
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Income Generation 
STINAPA’s most significant source of income is from admission fees. The type and amount of admission fees are 
outlined below. 

Table 14 STINAPA fee structure 

Fee Amount 
Diver admission fee:  $45.00 per year 
Other Marine Park user admission fee:  $25.00 per year 
Marine Park day pass:  $15.00 per day 
Washington Slagbaai Park admission fee:  $20.00 per year for locals 
Washington Slagbaai day fee: $3.00 per day for locals 
Washington Slagbaai day fee: $5.00 per day for cruise boat visitors 
Visitor centre admission: $3.00 per day 

 
Additionally, STINAPA charges for private moorings as well as for the use of public yacht moorings 

x Private moorings require a $450 initial fee for administration and the first year and thereafter cost $280 per 
year to maintain 

x Public yacht mooring use is charge at $10.00 per night 
 
The collection of diver admission fees continued to be complicated as two systems (payment on site with PIN 
machines and an on-line system) are being run in parallel, effectively doubling the administrative burden. Throughout 
2020 niggling issues with the on-line payment system meant that the system is not as user friendly as it should be. 
Getting this right is important as STINAPA wants to encourage on-line sales in future.  
 
Grants and subsidies received in 2020 included the following: 

x US$ 150,000 from the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance Conservation Trust Fund 
x US$ 64,461 government support for STINAPA’s nature education programme 
x US$ 23,445 from WWF-NL for sargassum management 
x US$ 17,333 from WWF-NL for the implementation of Open Standards for Conservation 
x US$ 6,000 from Cargill for the establishment of a greenhouse at the Fundashon Kas Boneiriano 
x US$ 825 for a bee project 
x US$ 107 for Save our Sharks project 

 
Several funding requests were written by the Nature Unit including an application to WWF-Nederland which was not 
funded. Negotiations are underway with the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture regarding funding for the goat removal 
project and for the purchase of sargassum removal equipment.  
 
Additionally, STINAPA received $390 from the government’s “Boomfonds” which is earmarked for reforestation work 
on the island. Kayak course participants pay $28.00 each to become certified kayak guides, and a Kadimo Survival hike 
in the Washington Park at the start of 2020 raised $255. 
 
Donations and souvenir/merchandise sales are not a major source of income for STINAPA. Donations, which can be 
made via the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance website, totalled just US$ 3,214 for the year with US$ 2,000 coming 
from one private individual. Some books, cards, coral ID cards and bird guides were sold raising US$ 1,200. In kind 
donations included donations of dive gear for the Junior Ranger programme.  
 

Field Administration and Maintenance 
STINAPA boats and cars are maintained by contractors with rangers carrying out weekly maintenance for an estimated 
two hours on boats and three hours on the five vehicles for each park. Up to date logs are kept of boat and car 
maintenance. 
 
General maintenance tasks included: 

x General repairs to STINAPA HQ and the buildings in the Washington Slagbaai Park 
x Conversion of a 20’ container into office space at STINAPA HQ 
x Marine Park collects trash from Klein Bonaire twice weekly and cleans up plastic  
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Bonaire National Marine Park 
One of the greatest challenges in 2020 was the confusion surrounding COVID-19 restrictions and lack of clarity about 
what staff tasks Marine Park staff were and were not allowed to do. This effected not just the office-based staff but also 
field staff, patrolling, boat deployment etc. For much of the year Marine Park boats could only be used for emergencies, 
as a result of which patrols were erratic and staff were not allowed to approach Marine Park users. Whenever possible 
patrols were scheduled 3-4 times a week, including at the weekend and often during the week. There is some recording 
of incidents but regular patrol logs are not kept. 
 
Several rangers left which reduced staff capacity whilst COVID-19 related restrictions, reduced working hours and 
caused intractable scheduling problems.  Restricted access to STINAPA’s HQ meant that the Park Manager, Assistant 
Manager and Chief Ranger worked primarily from home and meetings with Rangers had to be scheduled at remote 
outside locations. Planned staff training courses could not be held and working with stakeholders and partners became 
particularly difficult.  
 
The Marine Park runs 5 vehicles and three boats: 

x Veliger: small Boston Whaler used in Lac 
x Flechero: tender which was out of service for 4 months 
x Kabei di Laman: patrol boat which is serviced regularly and used with Coast Guard and Customs officials 

 
The Marine Park maintains a total of 90 public, town and private moorings, which take two full months of staff time 
for four staff to maintain. Mooring inspections of public (diver) moorings were delayed until May and continued for 
the remainder of the year with 7 mooring buoys and tackle removed per week. Mooring tackle is changed at least 
once a year, including the buoy, down line and pick up line and mooring logs are kept. Most of the problems with 
mooring use are caused by boat rentals, where renters do not have a boat license, are unaware of the rules and 
regulations and frequently do not know how to safely drive a boat.  
 
Shore marker stones throughout the Marine Park were repainted by Junior Rangers and volunteers and entry and exit 
stones were added. Rocks were also used to designate ‘no go’ areas and signage at Lac was replaced.  
 
Sites of special interest for the Marine Park include Lac, Kite Beach (Atlantis) and Klein Bonaire.  
 
For the management of Lac, STINAPA works closely with Stichting Internos and a group of volunteers called the 
Mangrove Maniacs who maintain channels to improve water flow. Problems include the poaching of conch, drug 
trafficking and the use of kite surfing hydrofoils in the bay. There were two small-scale instances of sargassum washing 
up on shore at the Kontiki beach during March-May and volunteers assisted STINAPA staff with the cleanup. 
 
Kite Beach is an area set aside for kite surfing and the Marine Park is anticipating a request form the Kite Surfers 
Association Bonaire to extend the area they are allowed to use. The mooring buoy was removed from the dive site at 
Atlantis, and divers are advised not to dive at Kite Beach (Atlantis) due to the danger of collision with kite surfers.  
 
There is currently no management regime or management plan for the use of Klein Bonaire. Problems include beach 
use conflicting with turtle nesting, illegal camping on Klein Bonaire and illegal fishing activity (fishing for sharks and rays). 
 
The working relationship with dive and watersports operators is not optimal. Marine Park staff have been able to 
develop a good working relationship with the newly formed Kite Surfers Association Bonaire.  
 
A third line of moorings was established in the bay of Kralendijk adjacent to existing public yacht moorings to address 
the need for more private moorings. Due to liability issues, in addition to private mooring fees, owners will be required 
to have a contract with STINAPA and will be strongly advised to remove vessels from moorings during weather events 
and wind reversals.  
 
The Marine Park worked on the development of an integrated Sargassum Response plan which will be completed in 
2021 and which identifies lines of responsibility for government and third-party responders. STINAPA requested funding 
from the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture to purchase heavy equipment to support the Sargassum Response plan including 
2.5m of booms, conveyor belts, anchors, power jacks.  
 
The Marine Park has an exemplary lionfish control programme. Lionfish population counts indicate that populations are 
well controlled in shallow water, except within the Marine Reserves where diving is prohibited.  
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Water quality studies were initiated in October with the collection of water samples for the Dutch Ministry of 
Infrastructure/Rijkswaterstaat, from 11 sites in the Marine Park.  
 
Washington Slagbaai Park 
COVID-19 related restrictions meant that the Washington Slagbaai park was shut down March – April 2020 and had 
restricted opening hours for much of the year. Staff were only allowed to work 6 hours per day and a shift system had 
to be established to cover the workload. Lack of income meant that much of the work planned for the year, including 
recreational enhancement and development of new sites of interest, had to be cancelled or postponed. Additionally, 
heavy rains closed the park for 29 days in 2020. Whenever the park was open to visitors, patrols were held morning 
and early afternoon.  
 
The park was lucky to have three interns and two people from a rehabilitation programme (Reclassering) in 2020 who 
assisted with planting, painting, road maintenance and clean ups.  
 
Visitation decreased dramatically after March/April when the global pandemic was declared and remained low 
throughout the year, allowing staff to focus on maintenance of the roads and general maintenance including 
buildings, road markers and signage. The park owns its own bobcat and flat truck which allows staff to undertake 
minor road maintenance and the garage was expanded with a concrete floor and roof. Other road maintenance work 
is subcontracted to a local construction company. Maintenance work included repairs to the concrete roads, work on 
the visitor centre, painting of the buildings at Slagbaai, repair of picket fences at the park entrance. There was no 
maintenance of the park’s hiking trails in 2020.  
 
Road repairs to both the short and long route were carried out early in 2020. However, unusually heavy rains from 
October – December, caused the newly repaired roads to be washed out. The concrete roads in the park, most of 
which are located between Slagbaai and the main entrance, were constructed 40 years ago (1985-1987) and are 
urgently in need of major repair. They were upgraded in 2020 until such time as funding can be found for more 
fundamental repairs to be undertaken. At one point the grader being used to fix the roads became stuck, keeping the 
park closed for two extra days and leaving the worst affected areas unrepaired. 
 
Staff worked on fence repairs to the perimeter fences as well as the fence between the Washington and Slagbaai 
plantations. This necessitated reopening old roads to the boundary fence and the Washington-Slagbaai fence. Fence 
repairs were categorized as either ‘repair’ or ‘rebuild’. Much of the damage to fences is caused by poachers, who cut 
the wire, and corrosion. 
 

x Perimeter fence (Lasana - Playa Grandi): 1804m 
x Labra perimeter fence:   2868m 
x Fence between Washington-Slagbaai: 7123m 

 
Park staff repainted concrete road markers as well as the signs on the approach road to the park. Park staff intend to 
place a sign board at the start of the approach road to the park indicating whether the park is open or closed. Sign 
boards in the park are badly in need of repair, including in the museum. 
 
The focus of much of the Washington Park staff work throughout the year was the removal of goats from Slagbaai. 
Staff worked with local teams using traditional ‘mandamentu’ and ‘korementu’ practices to trap and remove goats as 
well as managing water traps, using judas collars to track herds and shooting. Approximately 500 goats were removed 
during the year. As part of this project a pilot area encompassing approximately 8% of Slagbaai was fenced and goats 
removed. Staff are working with the Donkey Sanctuary to remove donkeys from the park. 
 
Sites of special interest in the park include the museum at the park entrance, Pos Bronswinkel and the Lighthouse. 
Preliminary work establishing the Limits of Acceptable Change in the park indicated that there may be a need to 
spread visitation from Wayaka to adjacent areas such as Boca Catuna.  
 
Inspection of the old lighthouse at Malmok revealed that the brickwork is crumbling and the building will need to be 
repaired. STINAPA staff, together with the fire department, fought fires in the park that were lit in 5 termite nests 
near Tolo. 
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Education 
STINAPA’s education programme consists of both in and out of school activities. Classroom based presentations and 
associated outdoor activity programmes are age specific and focus on elementary school children. STINAPA’s out of 
school activity programmes include a snorkel club (Tortuga di Boneiru) and the Junior Ranger programme. The Junior 
Ranger programme is considered a regional poster child of a successful integrated island education programme.  
 
Through its education programmes, STINAPA is able to embed nature education in the local community and this work 
is highly valued by teachers and children alike. Despite COVID-19 restrictions the programmes continued in a modified 
formal throughout the year.  
 
Throughout 2020 Education staff worked hard to keep activities on track and focused on networking with schools and 
volunteers. Bonaire’s elementary schools were closed from March until June but STINAPA was able to provide a full 
suite of classroom-based activities from January to March and May through to December. Scheduling was problematic 
and all missed classes in school (March to June) had to be skipped as there was no time or facility for catch up.  
 
The in-school education programme works will all 8 elementary schools on Bonaire for children aged 4-12 years and 
provides one outdoor activity and one presentation in the classroom every day on the topics which include parrot fish, 
mangroves, coral biology, sharks, birds and bats. The programme reaches an estimated 2,500 elementary school 
children annually and kids all receive bookmarks and colouring books. No teacher training classes were held in 2020 
due to COVID-19 restrictions. STINAPA’s school boxes were underutilized and need more promotion. School boxes 
include newly renovated boxes on the topics of Birds, Corals, Donkeys and specially protected area, Lac.  
 
The snorkel programme, Tortuganan di Boneiru, received a face lift in 2020 with new materials, more material 
available on-line, new posters, new certificates and T-shirts for participating kids. Five groups of 10 children each (50 
kids) participated in this four-week long programme throughout 2020. 
 
Despite a steep learning curve for STINAPA staff, using Zoom meetings, video calls and similar, the Junior Ranger 
programme continued throughout the year with academic portions provided through on-line learning experience and 
an activity programme which was held every Saturday. There were recorded presentations and homework for the 35 
Junior Rangers, aged 13-21 years, enrolled in the programme. Saturdays were used for all the outdoor activities which 
included snorkelling, fish ID classes, development of a greenhouse and drip system at the Fundashon Kas Bonariano 
garden (linked to the Festival Planta Palu). Volunteer support actually increased in 2020 despite several volunteers 
being forced to leave the island. Unfortunately, the Junior Ranger annual debate had to be cancelled due to COVID-19 
related restrictions. Landmark successes included members of the Junior Ranger programme diving with Governor 
Rijna and with Commissioner den Heyer who had to learn to dive for the occasion.  
 
STINAPA provides additional educational activities on request. In 2020 this included providing shark presentations at 
Jong Bonaire over a three-day period for all pupils of the high school (SGB) from 13-15 years old. STINAPA was invited 
to give presentations on coral biology and wetlands to the Gifted Pupil programme. Through Bonaire DOET, STINAPA’s 
Junior Rangers organized a coastal cleanup. Festival Planta Palu was held at the entrance to the Washington Park over 
the course of one week where each school had one day for 5th graders (9 year olds) to plant trees. This worked very 
well and will be repeated in future. And 350 kids participated in a drawing competition which included a poster of the 
winning entry. STINAPA helped the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance run ‘The Big Nature Quiz’, a virtual quiz 
competition.  
 
A “Ranger course’ is under development and is open to people working in the dive industry who want to participate as 
volunteers. In 2020 twenty dive staff enrolled and participated in presentations and activities.  
 

Outreach  
Highlights of the year included the production of monthly newsletters throughout 2020 which were sent out 
electronically to stakeholders and anyone who signed up for the newsletter when they purchased their on-line nature 
fee. Although the production of the newsletter, and especially searching out information and stories, was time 
consuming it received good feedback. A series of live sessions and videos was produced for FaceBook. Comments on 
social media became more positive over the year with fewer ‘haters’ responding negatively to posts. 
 
Challenges included an ‘image problem’ both internally as well as in the eyes of the local community, which is 
exacerbated as STINAPA is focusing on hard to understand and unpopular topics like the removal of goats from the 
Slagbaai park and fishing restrictions. Businesses too often fail to see the ‘greater good’ which STINAPA promotes. 
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There is a lot of work needed to rebuild strong relations with the local community and other stakeholders, through 
open, honest and transparent communication. Unfortunately work on a Communication Strategy was postponed to 
2021. 
 
Content on the STINAPA website was actively maintained throughout 2020. There were regular social media posts to 
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter including FaceBook pages dedicated to Nature Education (NME), STINAPA Bonaire 
and Junior Rangers, with a total of 15000+ likes on FaceBook. Instagram and Twitter accounts are linked to STINAPA’s 
Face Book posts.  
 
Videos were produced including a series on ‘Ban piska’ (let’s fish!) addressing fisheries issues, rules and regulations 
which was designed to encourage users to fish responsibly. The most popular video was an interview with Chief 
Ranger, Din Domacasse’s father but also included live interviews with the Chief Ranger and Interim Marine Park 
Manager, Leonel Martijn.  
 
There were 22 press releases sent out to the local media in 2020 on topics which included goats, snorkel fishing use of 
public moorings, campfires, Fish Aggregation Devices, Junior Ranger programme, new staff members and events. The 
local media also picked up on a number of stories which were profiled in STINAPA’s newsletters. Radio spots were run 
throughout the year and live interviews with Marine Park staff helped to answer questions about park rules. Tourist 
TV continues to broadcast a short film about the Marine Park. The local media interviewed Interim Marine Park 
Director, Leonel Martijn about snorkel fishing and Nature Unit member, Roxanne Francisca about the need to remove 
goats from the Washington Slagbaai Park.  
 
The Nature Fee brochure was updated and new tags were designed for 2021. Dive orientation signs were updated. 
Visitation was so low that only about 1/5th the number of brochures were needed by the parks and no brochures had 
to be reprinted in 2020. Staff worked with the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance to review CITES information and help 
distribute materials on island.  
 
Bonaire won Scuba Diving magazines 2020 Readers’ Choice Awards for diving experience in the Caribbean & Atlantic 
category.  
 
STINAPA ran only two events in the Washington Slagbaai Park during 2020 including the Lagadishi Walking trail and a 
Survival trail. Sixteen volunteers also took part in a clean-up on Klein Bonaire with Marine Park Rangers who took the 
accumulated trash bags to Selibon. 
 

Monitoring - Research 
Successes in 2020 included the successful establishment of a Dry Forest monitoring programme which was initiated in 
the Washington Slagbaai Park. Water samples were collected for the Dutch Ministry of I+W/Rijkswaterstaat and the 
removal of goats from the park is underway and has necessitated the acquisition of weapons permits and training.  
 
A coral bleaching report for the Bonaire National Marine Park was finalized in 2020 presenting the results of five years 
of data collection. Staff collected data on goat and donkey populations in the Washington Slagbaai Park and 
opportunistically monitored the presence of feral pigs and cats. Light and temperature sensors were deployed at 3 
additional sites around Bonaire. STINAPA is proposing to collaborate with Cornell University to process data and 
publish the results of five years of Caribbean Waterbird Census work from Bonaire’s wetlands.  
 
The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic were frightening not just from a financial perspective but also because of the 
drastic reduction in manpower. The Nature Unit is chronically understaffed and is accustomed to having support from 
interns and volunteers who, in 2020, were unable to travel to Bonaire. The Nature Unit also received little support 
from park rangers who themselves were struggling with reduced working hours and tough scheduling as a result of 
COVID-19 restrictions. The importation of specialised items of equipment such as silencers and soft nose bullets 
became problematic due to tougher regulations and high US domestic demand.  
 
The proposed Limits of Acceptable Change study was postponed due to lack of funding. On a positive note, the lack of 
tourists gave nature on the island a much-needed break.  
 
There were a number of publications in 2020 for work which had been facilitated by STINAPA, included: 
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Senger DF, Hortua DS, Engel S, Schnurawa M, Moosdorf N, Gillis LG. Impacts of wetland dieback on carbon 
dynamics: A comparison between intact and degraded mangroves. Science of The Total Environment. 2021 
Jan;753:141817. 
  
Temmink RJ, Christianen MJ, Fivash GS, Angelini C, Boström C, Didderen K, Engel SM, Esteban N, Gaeckle JL, 
Gagnon K, Govers LL. Mimicry of emergent traits amplifies coastal restoration success. Nature 
communications. 2020 Jul 22;11(1):1-9. 
 
Barten, Robin JP, Rene H. Wijffels, and Maria J. Barbosa. "Bioprospecting and characterization of temperature 
tolerant microalgae from Bonaire." Algal Research 50 (2020): 102008. 

 
Additionally, a short note was published by Naturalis, on a newly discovered species on Bonaire.  
 
The table below provides an overview of science and monitoring projects which involved STINAPA staff in 2020. 
 

Table 15 Science and monitoring projects involving STINAPA 

Category Name Lead scientist / institution 

Birds Flamingo abundance: data collected monthly Frank van Slobbe / DRO 
Paulo Bertuol/ STINAPA 

Birds Yellow shoulder amazon roost count Julianka Clarinda / Echo 
Albert Christian / STINAPA 

Birds Caribbean waterbird census: conducted 4 times /year at 8 sites Paulo Bertuol/ STINAPA 
Water 
quality Water quality testing: sampling at 16 sites x 3 times Caren Eckrich / STINAPA 

Fish Shark monitoring; sightings: acoustic tagging of 4 sharks Caren Eckrich / STINAPA 
Invasive sp. Goat removal Slagbaai: baseline survey in Slagbaai Albert Cristian / STINAPA 
Invasive sp. Lionfish abundance and control Paulo Bertuol/ STINAPA 

Marine 
mammals Marine mammal monitoring  Caren Eckrich / STINAPA 

Plants Dry forest monitoring: 53 sampling sites/24 surveyed Julianka Clarinda / Echo 
Paulo Bertuol/ STINAPA 

Plants Seagrass and mangrove monitoring Sabine Engel 
Caren Eckrich / STINAPA 

Invasive sp. Goat and donkey abundance in the Washington Slagbaai Park Paulo Bertuol/ STINAPA 
Coral Coral bleaching monitoring: ten sites Caren Eckrich/ STINAPA 
Water 
quality Water temperature and light monitoring Roxanne Francisca/STINAPA 

Invasive sp. Invasive species monitoring and control: goats, pigs, donkeys Paulo Bertuol/STINAPA 
Water 
quality WEB discharge monitoring Caren Eckrich/STINAPA 

Coral Coral and sponge transplantation Caren Eckrich/STINAPA 

Invasive sp. Sargassum monitoring Roxanne Francisca/STINAPA 
Sabine Engel 

 
 
[For a complete list of new and ongoing science and monitoring programmes on Bonaire please see Appendix].  
 
 
 
 
Invasive species 
In addition to targeted removal of goats in Slagbaai, staff also removed 3 cats out of an estimated population of 
approximately 200 feral cats in the Washington Slagbaai Park.  
 
Disease 
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STINAPA is monitoring reefs for the presence of Stoney Coral Tissue Loss Disease and has notified dive operators and 
stakeholders to the threat. Dive operators know that they should be disinfecting gear in a 5% bleach solution.  
 
Other tasks 
Marine park staff responds to animals struck by boat propellers. Fishing is permitted within certain areas of the park 
which sometimes leads to discarded nets that are retrieved when reported to STINAPA. 
 

Law enforcement 
The island resolution required to enact the Nature Ordinance was passed in December 2018 and STINAPA now has 
five staff members with special police powers (BAVPOL) giving it a much stronger basis for enforcement activities. In 
general, it is still difficult for STINAPA to effectively deal with infractions and there are still cases of offences not being 
pursued by the courts and fines being too low to be effective.  
 
There were some issues regarding CITES enforcement. The Public Prosecutor did not have sufficient information on 
CITES regulations and local fishermen are not familiar with CITES restrictions, for example conch regulations.  
 
Permitting continues to be problematic as the government does not have a fulltime permitting officer and applicants 
can wait for up to three years for permits to be processed. All other permit decisions must be handled within 120 days 
but the time frame for permits regarding nature is indefinite. This becomes difficult and unenforceable when diver 
operators run their business without a valid permit. In the case of the use of kite surfing hydrofoils in the Marine Park, 
despite a negative advice from the Nature Commission the issue remains unresolved and hydrofoils continue to be 
used on a regular basis.  
 
STINAPA staff provided feedback on the proposed National government Nature and Environmental Policy Plan for 
Bonaire, Saba and St Eustatius as well as feedback on the National Fisheries Policy Plan.  
 
There were a number of incidents in the Marine Parks that required intervention mostly regarding fishing within no 
fishing zones, spearfishing and snorkel fishing. Five official warnings were given, diving gloves were confiscated, gill 
nets were confiscated from two fishermen and 127 juvenile conch were confiscated at Lac. 
 
Prosecutions were issued for the following: 

x Kiting in an area where kite surfing is prohibited: successfully prosecuted with a fine of $40.00 issued 
x Snorkel fishing: successfully prosecuted 
x Illegal construction of an artificial beach without a permit by a waterfront business 
x Disposal of wastewater into the Marine Park by a business 

 
STINAPA staff co-operate well with the police, attend weekly operational meetings and collaborate on a regular basis 
with the Coast Guard and Customs. STINAPA will be proposing an additional four staff members for special police 
powers (BAVPOL) training.  
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Projects  
In addition to operational management, parks will often carry out projects. A project is a limited time undertaking 
with a beginning and an end. It will include specific goals, objectives and benchmarks and will generally take place 
within defined constraints of time and resources. 
 

Table 16 Projects in 2020 

Name of 
project Project activities in 2020 Funder Budget Status 

Conservation 
Action Plan / 

Open Standards 

Work sessions with staff including 
review of CAP, strategy development, 
work planning, review and delivery of 
updated Conservation Action Plan  

WWF  Completed 

Limits of 
Acceptable 

Change 

Draft proposal to send to potential 
funder. Preparation initiated and full 
survey of the Washington Park 
including beaches, sites of interest. 
Meetings with experts at WUR and 
McCool about project set up 

  On hold. 

Slagbaai: goat 
removal 

A Goat Project Team was set up at the 
beginning of 2020 and met monthly 
throughout the year to guide the 
project.  
- Baseline inventory conducted to 
establish goat population numbers 
- Pilot fenced area of 140ha 
established at Slagbaai (8% of park 
area) + goats removed using traditional 
methods and shooting 
- Monitoring of the remaining goats in 
the area (140 ha area) 
- Goat removal in other areas using 
traditional methods and water traps 
for live capture of goats 
- Judas collars use to track the location 
of goat herds  
- Meetings with the Lieutenant 
Governor’s office and local police 
about expanding weapons’ permits 

National 
Government: 
Ministry LNV 

 Ongoing 

WEB laboratory Lab facility established at WEB for use 
by STINAPA and visiting researchers 

Dutch Ministry 
LNV  Pending/ 

Ongoing 
Creation of tern 
islands in Salina 

Slagbaai 

One island completed. Second island in 
the planning CARGILL  Ongoing 

Save our Sharks 

Additional acoustic receiver deployed; 
data retrieval from receive located at 
Playa Benge 
- 2 shark tagging expeditions to Lac 
and Willemstoren 

DCNA / National 
Postcode Lottery  On hold. 

Lac ecological 
restoration 

Monitoring of seagrass beds, clearing 
of channels, conch monitoring   Ongoing 

Baseline water 
sampling for 

Rijkswaterstaat 

Water samples were collected from 16 
locations around Bonaire, in two 
rounds of sampling 

Dutch Ministry 
I&W  Completed 

Water quality 
monitoring 

draft protocol 

Establish water quality monitoring for 
Bonaire including locations and 
parameters 

  Completed 
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Financial reporting 
 
Profit and loss 
 
Balance sheet 
 
Audit 
 
Available on request 
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Appendices 
Red List Critically Endangered Species 

Group name Scientific name English Dutch Papiamentu 

Corals – stony Acropora cervicornis  Staghorn Coral Hertshoornkokraal Koral Kachu di 
Biná 

Corals – stony Acropora palmata Elkhorn Coral Elandgeweikoraal Koral Kachu 
grandi 

Fish Epinephelus itajara 
Atlantic Goliath 
Grouper, Jewfish, 
Goliath Grouper 

Reuzenzeebaars djukfes 

Fish Epinephelus striatus Nassau Grouper Nassaubaars jakupepu 

Fish Hyporthodus nigritus Warsaw grouper     

Sharks and rays Carcharhinus longimanus Oceanic Whitetip Shark Witpunthaai   

Sharks and rays Pristis pectinata Sawfish, Smalltooth 
Sawfish Zaagvis Zaag 

Sharks and rays Pristis pristis Largetooth sawfish Zaagvis   

Reptiles - turtles Eretmochelys imbricata  Hawksbill Turtle karetschildpad karèt 

Reptiles - turtles Dermochelys coriacea  Leatherback Turtle lederschildpad Drikil 
 
For full the full conservation species lists please visit parks-work.com.  
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Science and monitoring projects implemented or ongoing on Bonaire in 2020 
 
The following table gives an overview of the science and monitoring projects which were carried out on Bonaire 
involving the Bonaire National Marine Park and/or Washington Slagbaai Park. Research and monitoring conducted in 
the Bonaire National Marine Park requires a positive advice from STINAPA and a permit from the government. Many 
projects receive logistical, office, information and field support. STINAPA staff are therefore involved directly or 
indirectly in these projects, whether or not they contribute to field work or are authors in the final scientific 
publications.  
 

Marine mammals BO-43-021.04-007  Marine mammals in the Dutch 
Caribbean 

WUR: Dolfi Debrot,  Dick de Haan, 
Meike Scheidat 

Fisheries Co-management in small scale fisheries  
(Literature study Funded by WWF-NL) 

WWF-NL: Pieter van Baren, Simaima 
Petzold, Philipp Pattberg 

Fisheries Market & Supply Chain Analysis study  
(Funded by WWF-NL) 

WWF-NL: Pieter van Baren 
The Good Fish Foundation: Irene 
Kranendonk 

Fisheries Historical fisheries  
(Funded by WWF-NL) 

WWF-NL: Pieter van Baren  
Terramar Museum Bonaire: Ruud 
Stelten 

Birds BO-43-021.04-018 - Flamingo mortality STINAPA 

UNESCO BO-43-021.04-004 + BO-11-019.02-050 Bonaire 
National Marine Park as UNESCO World Heritage WUR: Dolfi Debrot 

Spatial Planning KB-36-005-002, KB-33-010-003- Nature inclusive spatial 
planning for Small Island Development States WUR:  Peter Verweij 

Coral Reef 
Ecosystems 

Bloom dynamics of benthic cyanobacterial mats on 
coral reefs 

FSU: Ethan Cissell (Ph.D. student),  
Sophie McCoy" 

Bioproducts 

Stand-alone production of algal products for food, 
feed, chemicals and fuels 
- Bioprospecting and directed evolution of microalgae 
from Bonaire 

WUR: R.H. Wijffels, Rocca Chin-on, 
Robin Barten (PhD students) 
Institute for Sustainable Technology: 
Rita Peachey 

Coral Reef 
Restoration 

Epigenetic responses to environmental stressors in 
Acropora corals, and applications to coral reef 
conservation 

FIU (EEL): Serena Hackerott  (PhD 
student), Jose Eirin-Lopez 
RRFB: Francesca Virdis 

Coral Reef 
Restoration 

Development of restoration methods for threatened 
Caribbean coral species RRFB:  Francesca Virdis 

Invasive species 
Socio-ecological connectivity of tropical coastal 
ecosystems: how to enhance restoration and 
conservation of ecosystem services 

RU: Luuk Leemans (PhD student), 
Marieke van Katwijk 
WUR: Marjolijn Christianen 

Invasive species Global defaunation and plant invasion: cascading 
effects on seagrass ecosystem services 

WUR: Marjolijn Christianen, Fee 
Smulders (PhD student) 
STINAPA: Sabine Engel, Jessica 
Johnson 

Marine 
ecosystems Taxonomy and biodiversity in Lac Bay 

STINAPA Sabine Engel, Caren Eckrich 
Ecosub: Godfried van Moorsel 
CEAB: Daniel Martin 

Marine Litter 
Clean Coast Bonaire (Citizen science project, OSPAR 
methodology) 
(Funded by WWF-NL) 

Clean Coast Bonaire:  Carolyn 
Caporusso 
DCNA/SCF: Dahlia Hassell 

Terrestrial Litter Terrestrial Litter Monitoring- (CROW methodology)- 
(Funded by WWF-NL) 

Clean Coast Bonaire:  Carolyn 
Caporusso 

Birds Bird Monitoring (Caribbean Waterbird Census) STINAPA: Paulo Bertuol 

Birds Flamingo Abundance DRO: Frank van Slobbe, CARGIL 
STINAPA: Paulo Bertuol 

Birds Yellow-shouldered Amazon parrot roost counts 
Echo: Julianka Clarenda 
DRO: Diego Marquez 
STINAPA: Albert Christiaan 

Birds Tern monitoring (artificial nesting islands) STINAPA: Paulo Bertuol 
WUR: Dolfi Debrot 
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Environmental Coastal waters (light, temperature, three depths) STINAPA:Caren Eckrich, , Roxanne 
Francisca 

Environmental 
Water quality testing 
(BON:  impact of increasing freshwater production on 
the reefs in front of the desalination plant in Hato) 

STINAPA:Caren Eckrich, , Roxanne 
Francisca  

Hydrology Hydrology Lac Bay STINAPA: Sabine Engel 
WUR: Klaas Metselaar 

Invasive species 
Goat and/or donkey removal: 
-Washington Slagbaai National Park 
- Lac Bay area (exclusion plots) 

STINAPA: Paulo Bertuol 
WUR: Dolfi Debrot 
DRO: Frank van Slobbe 

Mammals Bat monitoring  WildConscience: Fernando Simal, 
Linda Garcia 

Mammals Dolphin monitoring (since 1999) Ron Sewell 
Plants Dry forest monitoring STINAPA: Paulo Bertuol 

Artificial 
intelligence 

Tracking digital footprints in Bonaire’s landscapes with 
Artificial Intelligence 

WUR: Jan Tjalling, Peter Verweij 
Zakiul Jailani (student) 

Bats Impact of barriers in maternity caves  
HAS: Jilly Sarpong (student) 
Wildconscience: Fernando Simal 
VISR: Jafet Nassar 

Bats Bat maternity roost: Effect of  barrier on the two 
species of small insectivorous bats 

Wildconscience: Fernando Simal, 
Daniela Simal (student) 

Birds Annual lora count: counting Bonaire’s endemic parrot 
with the help of volunteers  

Echo: Julianka Clarenda  
STINAPA: Albert Christiaan 

Climate change Teatime4science (seagrass and mangroves 
http://www.teatime4science.org) STINAPA: Sabine Engel 

Coral Reef 
Ecosystems 

Effect of coastal runoff on cyanobacteria abundance 
and interactions 

WMR: Erik Meesters, Lisa Becking, 
Danielle de Kool (student), Sharelle 
Verheij (student) 

Coral reefs Status coral reefs (GCRMN transects at 115 sites-every 
3 years since 2014) 

WUR: Erik Meesters 
Students: Chantal Visser, Max van 
Aalst, Arjen Okma, Freek Hoen 
Stinapa: Caren Eckrich 

Coral restoration Application of bacteria as probiotics in coral reef 
restoration 

Hogeschool Leiden: Arjen 
Speksnijder, Floyd Wittink, Maarten 
Morsink 
Naturalis: Bert Hoekseman 
WUR: Reindert Nijland 
RRFB: Francesca Virdis 

Coral restoration The effect of Acropora cervicornis outplanted colonies 
on fish communities in Bonaire’s restored site  

WMR: Erik Meesters 
RRFB: Francesca Virdis 
Students: Sander Heijnens 
(University of Utrecht), Anne Top 
(Wageningen University) 

Fish Shark telemetry project 
STINAPA: Caren Eckrich and 
Roxanne-Liana Francisca 
HAS: Brent Hoogervorst (student) 

Sargassum Effect of sargassum brown tides on mangroves, 
seagrass beds and water quality in Lac Bay 

WUR: Mauk Westerman Holstijn 
(student) 
RU: Luuk Leemans  

Seagrass The impact of defaunation on seagrass resilience   WUR: Fee Smulders, Dave Willemsz 
(student) & Wout Hendriks (student) 

Seagrass The Influence of bioturbation and influx of nutrients 
and grazing pressure on T. testudinum & H. stipulacea  

WUR: Fee Smulders, Mickey 
Boässon (student) 

Squid Anti-predator behavior of Caribbean Reef Squid University of Exeter: Rahul Jaitly, 
Olivia Forster, Mackenzie Stoeltje 

Coral Reef 
Recovery 

Commentary: Managing Recovery Resilience in Coral 
Reefs Against Climate-Induced Bleaching and 

Meesters, E. / Bak, R.P.M. / van 
Duyl, F.C. 
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Hurricanes: A 15 Year Case Study from Bonaire, Dutch 
Caribbean 

Tourism 
Tracking digital footprints in Bonaire’s landscapes 
Spatial distribution and characterization of tourists on 
Bonaire using social media 

Diana Slijkerman, Jan Tjalling van 
der Wal, Pepijn de Vries, Peter 
Verweij 

Coral reef 
ecosystems Coral Spawning Monitoring RRFB: Francesca Virdis 

Seagrass and 
mangrove 

ecosystems 

Seagrass and mangrove monitoring including macro 
invertebrates 

STINAPA: Sabine Engel, Caren 
Eckrich 
WUR: Klaas Metselaar 
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Glossary 

Actively managed park 

A park where management activities are carried out by dedicated (full or part-time) staff on 
a regular/daily basis within an organisation, which has a defined mission and goals and 
where staff time is organised to address core management tasks as well as proactively 
tackling issues and threats. A non-actively (passively) managed park would lack a defined 
mission and goals, staff time would not be allocated to address core tasks and would react 
to threats and issues in an ad-hoc fashion. 

Adaptive management A management system, which includes reviewing past performance and incorporating 
'lessons learnt' and improvements into the ongoing management and planning process. 

Biodiversity The total diversity of living organisms as well as the ecosystems of which they are part 
(includes species diversity, genetic diversity and ecosystem diversity) 

Capacity A combination of the resources available to manage a park. 

Co-management A management structure whereby the park management organisation and stakeholders 
share joint authority and responsibility for making decisions about resource management. 

Context 
Aspects of park management which form part of the circumstances in which the PMO 
operates and which change infrequently such as tenure, international recognition, zoning, 
legislation etc. 

Effective management 

Management driven by a clear mission and goals, which includes stakeholder input, past 
and present achievements, issues and threats. These are normally captured in a 
management document such as a management plan. The level of effectiveness depends on 
how the park’s resources (financial, human, physical and information) are deployed to 
implement the PMOs mission and goals and to address operational activities, threats and 
issues. 

Evaluation Judgement or assessment of achievement against predetermined criteria. 

Goal A broad statement indicating what the park is trying to achieve through its management 
efforts 

Habitat The ecological area occupied by an organism, population or community as characterised by 
both its physical and biotic properties.  

Human resources The full and part time staff (and their attributes), volunteers, interns as well as individuals 
and organisations used on a consultancy/contractual basis. 

Invasive species 
Non-indigenous species (or exotic species) introduced by human actions, whose 
introduction causes, or is likely to cause, economic or environmental harm or harm to 
human health. 

Issue Anything with the potential to negatively impact on the conservation of the park’s natural 
resources. If not addressed issues could threaten the sustainable conservation of the park. 

Management capacity A measure of a park’s ability to fulfil its mission and goals in terms of the available resources 
(physical, human, financial and information). 

Management 
effectiveness The degree to which management achieves the goals and objectives of the park. 

Management Success 
Evaluation 

The evaluation of the positive achievements of a park - primarily relating to the 
management and conservation of values of the park. 

Monitoring 
The regular collection and analysis of information, which allows a PMO to measure change 
in the physical, social and economic environment of the park. This information should be 
used to guide management efforts.  

Operational activities Activities that are essential to the ongoing management of an actively managed park.  

Park 
An area of land and/or sea, which is dedicated to the protection and maintenance of 
biological diversity, natural and associated cultural resources and is managed through legal 
or other effective means. 

Partner An individual or an organisation with whom staff of a park collaborate for the benefit of the 
park. They do not hold a vested interest in the park. 

Physical resources Any resource that can be uniquely identified, this includes buildings, transport, and 
infrastructure. 

Pressure A diffuse external impact on a park created by human activities, which requires a 
management response in order to sustainably protect the resource from harm 

Project 
A defined enterprise executed to achieve a particular aim with in a defined time period. 
Projects can involve research, capacity or infrastructure development, education or other 
aspects of management. 
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Protected area (park) 
network 

A coherent group of protected areas (preferably ecologically linked) operating co-
operatively to increase management effectiveness by improving their ability to lobby, 
fundraise and manage as well as to build internal capacity through the exchange of 
knowledge, expertise, information and or resources.  

Resources The financial, human, physical and information resources available for day-to-day 
operations 

Research Hypothesis driven scientific investigation(s) limited by time. 

Stakeholder An individual, group or organisation with a vested interest in the management of a park, 
who can affect or be affected by park management decisions.  

Threat 

A biological, chemical or physical process or entity, which damages, destroys or degrades 
the natural resource. A threat can be an entity such as an organism, which becomes a pest, 
or a process such as an increase in erosion, which damages habitat or can result from 
human activities such as anchor damage.  

Use A human activity that takes place within a park. 

Value 
The importance of a park in terms of a range of variables, including biological, ecological, 
cultural, wilderness, economic, social characteristics as well as scientific, international or 
national significance.  
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Acronyms 
 

AIS 
Automatic Identification System (for 
identifying the status and movements 
of registered marine vessels) 

AGOA French Antilles Marine Mammal 
Sanctuary 

BNMP Bonaire National Marine Park. 

BRUV Baited Remote Underwater Video 

BZK Dutch Ministry of the Interior and 
Kingdom Relations 

CARMABI Caribbean Research and Management 
of Biodiversity Foundation 

CaMPAM Caribbean Marine Protected Area 
Managers (Organisation). 

CARIMAM Caribbean network for the 
conservation of marine mammals  

CITES Convention for International Trade in 
Endangered Species 

DCNA Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance 

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone 

EPIC Environmental Protection in the 
Caribbean  

GCFI Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute 

GCRMN Global Coral Reef Monitoring 
Network 

IUCN International Union for Nature 
Conservation 

MPA Marine Protected Area  

NGO Non-Government Organisation. 
 

NIOZ 
Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek 
der Zee, research institute in the 
Netherlands 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

PA Protected area 

SBMU Saba Bank Management Unit 

SCF Saba Conservation Foundation 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SPAW 
The Protocol Concerning Specially 
Protected Areas and Wildlife (also 
SPAW-RAC) 

STENAPA St. Eustatius National Parks 
Foundation 

STINAPA Stichting Nationale Parken 

UNEP CAR 
United Nations Environment 
Programme – Caribbean Regional 
Office 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation. 

USFW U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

WIDECAST Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network 

WNF/WWF Wereld Natuur Fonds – World 
Wildlife Fund, Netherlands 

WUR Wageningen University Marine 
Research (formerly IMARES) 

YARARI 
Marine mammal and Shark Sanctuary 
established in the Dutch Caribbean 
EEZ 
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Elements of protected area management 
 
Management Success examines three elements of protected area management: 

x context within which parks operate 
x resources at their disposal (financial, human, physical and information)  
x operational management (tasks they perform) 

Required operational management activities may be captured in legislation and/or in a service level 
agreement (SLA) with government.  

 

Context 
A protected area is managed within defined physical and management characteristics that represent the 
‘context’. The context of the protected area defines how the protected area is likely to be managed.  
Three main aspects of context have been identified through the Management Success project. 
 

 

Background 

 
Background includes physical aspects such as the location, size, zonation, legal 
protection and formal designation, international and regional designations (such as 
Ramsar sites, Important Bird Areas, World Heritage status) as well as governance 
aspects such as the governance structure, tenure and any management or service level 
agreements with government. 
 

Values 

 
The values of a protected area include biodiversity values (habitats/species), landscape, 
geological, historical, cultural, spiritual and/or aesthetic values. Protected areas can also 
have significant economic value in terms of employment opportunities, tourism and 
extractive use (fishing, farming, forestry). Other values include environmental and 
ecosystem services. 
 

Threats 

 
Threats are any event or activity external to the park which directly degrades or causes 
an undesirable change to the abundance, distribution, composition or condition of the 
biodiversity within the park. Most threats are caused or aggravated by human activity. 
Examples of threats include poaching, overgrazing, unregulated development and road 
construction. The relationships between threats and the effects on the resources and 
values of a protected area are complex, and often interrelated. Significant threats will 
include the direct and indirect results of climate change, invasive / introduced species, 
land conversion and development, including tourism related development. These 
threats contribute to the direct loss of habitat and species from protected areas. 
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Resources 
The level of management which a park can aspire to depends in large part on the available resources. If the 
resources are not available or are restricted, park capacity will be limited. Resources include: 
 

x Financial resources (income) 
x Human resources (staffing) 
x Physical resources (equipment and materials) 
x Information resources (reports, maps, data that aid management) 

 
 

Financial resources 
Income can come from a variety of sources including government subsidies, admission fees, fees for service, 
grants and ‘friends of’ groups, franchises and similar. Ensuring parks have sufficient income is particularly 
problematic for parks in the Dutch Caribbean as they are ineligible for most international and multilaterial 
funds (USAID, World Bank/GEF) as well as many domestic funding soures. Income needs to adequately 
cover operational costs, including staffing, as well as providing funds to address threats and issues. A key 
aspect of income is its sustainability; a constant flow of income – ‘structural funding’ - is required to retain 
staff and maintain operations and is a key to long-term success. 

 
Human resources 
In order to function well, parks require adequate staffing including at least a manager and assistant 
manager/chief ranger for each protected area as well as an adequate number of rangers, administrative 
staff, communication, education and science staff four or more rangers, an administrator and an education 
officer. They may additionally have project staff. Where an island has the management of both terrestrial 
and marine parks, they will frequently employ a director to oversee the management of both parks, park 
administration, lobbying, fundraising and who will be responsible for representation. Parks may actively or 
passively run volunteer programmes and work with interns, trainees and/or consultants. 

 
Physical resources 
The physical resources available to the park affects the ability of the staff to carry out their work. An 
adequately equipped park will have adequate buildings (office, workshop, storage/lockup) well equipped, 
fully furnished offices, boats, vehicles, maintenance equipment, drilling equipment (to place moorings), 
scientific and field equipment. 

 
Information resources 
Parks need easy access to up to date and accurate information about the protected area and all facets of 
operation. This increases the capacity of the protected area to make well informed management decisions, 
to communicate well and to provide effective outreach and education and outreach. Information resources 
should include management plans, appropriate satellite images, maps (topographical and bathymetric), tide 
and current data, habitat maps, species lists and maps, published and unpublished scientific reports, socio-
economic and economic data.  
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Operational Management 
Park operational management has been defined by Park managers themselves in the Dutch Caribbean through 
a collaborative process. The following provides operational management in a summarized form: 

Management 

Park staff will typically serve as a secretariat for their Boards and will be involved in preparing and 
organising Board meetings, agendas and minute taking. Management is responsible for the 
implementation of strategies, and for the development and implementation of planning, budgeting, 
reporting, accounting oversight as well as the production of Annual Reports and Financial statement 
including audits (if required) and any other reporting. 

Administration 

Administration includes daily tasks such as handling correspondence, general inquiries, filing as well 
as all aspects of financial administration (bookkeeping, accounting, invoicing and payments, travel 
logistics) human resource management (personnel administration, contracts, job descriptions 
payroll, staff development, work planning and scheduling), and may include handling project 
administration and oversight of admission fees, souvenir items and similar. 

Income 
generation 

Income generation includes the acquisition, administration and reporting for (government) subsidies, 
fees, concessions, franchises, fee for service and similar as well as grants and project funding. 
Additionally, parks may run ‘friends of …’ groups, actively soliciting donations from the public or 
corporate sponsors. Souvenir purchase, maintenance of inventory and sale of souvenir items can be 
another source of income as well as fee for service, franchises and similar. 

Field 
administration 

and 
maintenance 

Patrolling is a core field task, providing an ongoing presence in the park, which will often include 
assisting users, responding to safety and enforcement issues, maintaining moorings/trails and basic 
monitoring. Keeping good field logs is essential as are period inspections and maintenance of 
buildings, vehicles, boats, moorings, tracks, trails and roads as well as mooring buoys, signage, 
markers and special equipment.  

Education 

Education refers to formal training either within the school system or as part of an out of school 
activities programme, as well as vocational training or similar for adults. Parks will have some form of 
Junior Ranger programme and/or Snorkel Programme to complement their activities in schools as 
well as training courses for local educators  

Outreach and 
communication 

Parks typically engage in an array of activities designed to provide information and to educate users, 
including islanders, visitors and specific user groups. These are generally captured in a 
communication plan and will include developing programmes for targeted audiences to increase 
knowledge about the park, to change behaviour and/or build stewardship. Outreach includes signage 
and materials, such as posters, brochures and leaflets (often in multiple languages). Parks actively 
engage with their local media through newspapers, television, radio interviews and advertisement 
spots (PSAs). Parks maintain an on-line presence through websites and on social media. Many 
produce some form of newsletter and publish regular updates on their work.  Organising and 
participating in events provide outstanding opportunities for outreach. Additionally, some parks have 
visitor centres, trail shops or museum and many also provide guided tours and excursions. 

Science and 
monitoring 

Parks collect information on the state of their natural resources, the use of resources including socio-
economic data. Monitoring programmes, as well as being used to look at changes over time, 
frequently address specific management issues. Site characterization is important and includes 
physical mapping and biological inventories. Additionally, parks may support hypothesis driven 
scientific research projects to address specific topics with defined research priorities specifically to 
address management needs. Damage assessment, impact of invasive species, evaluating the effects 
of restoration work are other topics for research and monitoring work. 

Law 
Enforcement 

Local, national, regional and international legislation forms the basis for the legal protection of the 
protected area and the implementation of conventions, laws, rules and regulations are a core task of 
every park. Parks interpret the legislation for all user groups, providing guidance and advice as well 
as enforcing the law by issuing verbal and written warnings, giving summary fines and writing up 
offences. Other legal mechanisms such as establishing rules, publishing guidelines, issuing permits 
and exemptions are useful tools to control and regulate activities. Parks are frequently involved in 
the permitting processes for activities within the protected area and may work co-operatively and 
assist other enforcement agencies such as police, customs and/or coast guard. 

Advice 

Protected area staff work with decision makers to integrate management priorities into island and 
national planning, give advice, petition government and are frequently represented on government 
advisory boards and committees. They work closely with government agencies and engage with 
stakeholders through a process of collaboration, by providing information and advice and meeting 
regularly with stakeholder groups. Partners may include research institutions, conservation 
organisations and funders both on island and abroad.  
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About this document 
This Technical Report has been prepared by Drs Duncan MacRae and Kalli De Meyer, for the Dutch Caribbean Nature 
Alliance as part of a multi-year, regional initiative to capture the ‘Management Success’ of park management 
organisations throughout the Dutch Caribbean.  
 
The ‘Management Success’ approach was developed in 2004, based on the IUCN Protected Area Management 
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Executive Summary 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 was exceptional and the most pervasive challenge was simply keeping the Saba 
Conservation Foundation (SCF) up and running. Tourism visitation to the island shut down in March 2020 and with it all 
income streams from diving, hiking, yachts and cruise boats were lost. Staff were hard pushed to keep up normal 
operations with many working from home for much of the year due to COVID-19 related restrictions. Staff team spirit 
and willingness to pitch in and help with everything from carrying material to the top of Mount Scenery to trail 
maintenance and the botanical garden was exceptional and fostered a strong feeling of camaraderie within the 
organisation, with everyone pulling together.  
 
The project to enhance the trail at the top of Mount Scenery was finalized in 2020 and exceeded project expectations 
by delivering additional board walks and viewing points. The Saba Bank Management Unit was able to continue with 
two of its long-term projects: GCRMN coral reef monitoring and collecting lobster larvae from the Saba Bank. Acoustic 
loggers, which had been placed on the Saba Bank to collect data on whales and dolphin had to be removed and the data 
could not be accessed. Other acoustic data tracking of reef and nurse sharks was retrieved and sent to the University of 
Wageningen for processing. Staff continue to be involved in providing assistance to the Public Entity regarding the 
proposed relocation of the main harbour to Black Rocks/Giles Quarter. An Environmental Impact Assessment of the 
proposed harbour relocation area is a requirement and work involved both terrestrial and marine surveys of the area.   
 
Two workshops were held during the first quarter of the year: an EU funded workshop held on ecosystem-based 
management on St Maarten and a sustainable funding workshop. The Sustainable Funding workshop, financed by the 
Wereld Natuur Fonds (WWF NL), provided a reality check and scan of funding opportunities as well as the chance to use 
a new tool, ECO2FIN. The workshop highlighted the urgent need for a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the Public 
Entity, which should be linked to structural funding if Saba’s National Parks are to be adequately resourced and managed 
in the future. 
 
SCF staff were able to provide feedback on the Dutch Government’s Nature and Environmental Policy Plan for the 
Caribbean Netherlands (Bonaire, Saba and St Eustatius) through remote workshops. The Saba Conservation Foundation 
was also involved in a National Geographic expedition to the Saba Bank in February and March 2020 where the team 
learned how to monitor sperm whale acoustic signals. A planned shark tagging expedition however, had to be 
postponed due to COVID-19 related restrictions. 
 
Funding support from the Dutch Government, which covered 25% of the Foundation’s salary costs, allowed SCF to 
survive and the National Parks to remain open. A special disbursement from the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance of 
US$ 150,000 provided much needed financial relief and supported SCF’s conservation efforts throughout the year. 
However, the COVID-19 induced financial crisis meant that the SCF offices could not be extended to leaving the SCF 
headquarters chronically overcrowded and staff with work-stations in the shop.  
 
Challenges continue to revolve around the chronic lack of adequate financial resources to cover recurrent management 
costs, estimated at US$ 750,000. This situation was severely aggravated by the COVID-19 pandemic. With no income 
from user fees, souvenir sales or similar, liquidity was a huge issue. Due to COVID-19 related restrictions, the steady 
stream of volunteers and interns who normally support SCF staff in their work stopped after March 2020. In previous 
years there would have been 6 students involved just in the fisheries monitoring. Several staff members have left the 
Foundation, in part due to COVID-19. The Educational Officer could not be kept on staff due to the loss of tourism 
revenues. The mental health issues generated by the COVID-19 pandemic will be yet another challenge in the future. 
Austerity measures included doing work in house which would normally be outsourced. SCF has put in a request to the 
Island Government to increase user fees but has so far had no response. 
 
An emerging challenge is the working relationship between the Saba Conservation Foundation, which is responsible for 
the management of the Saba National Marine Park and the Mount Scenery National Park and trails and the Saba Bank 
Management Unit, managed by a Steering Committee which is responsible for the management of the Saba Bank. There 
is a proposal to provide separation of both the operations and staff. This will require a substantial investment in 
resources, especially staff, if the demanding requirements of the Saba Bank Management Unit Steering Committee are 
to be met. A further challenge is that SCF is expected to provide employment for Sabans who are not able to integrate 
into the workforce and who typically require additional support and supervision, further overburdening staff.  
 
Finally, on a positive note, changes to the Board from 10th December onwards which included the recruitment of a ‘new 
generation’ of positive and dedicated members, ably lead by Board Chair, Peter Johnson, have breathed new life and 
energy into the Foundation.  
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Saba Conservation Foundation 
Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) is a local non-profit, non-governmental foundation (stichting) established on Saba 
in 1987 with a mission to preserve and manage Saba's natural and cultural heritage. It is firmly committed to the belief 
that a stronger island economy will result from the sustainable use of Saba's rich and virtually unspoiled natural 
resources.  
 
SCF is the only organisation on Saba with a mandate for nature conservation and environmental protection. To achieve 
its goals, SCF promotes the development and active management of parks and protected areas, manages a network of 
hiking trails, encourages the preservation of historic buildings, and promotes scientific research and education. SCF 
manages the Saba National Marine Park and oversees the day-to-day operations of the Saba Bank National Park. It is 
responsible for the Mount Scenery National Park (which includes the former Sulphur Mine property) as well as an 
extensive system of hiking trials.  
 
The foundation relies on fee-generated income, project funding, government subsidies and souvenir sales. Saba 
Conservation Foundation has its headquarters at Fort bay as well as a Trail shop and newly created Botanical Garden at 
Windwardside.  

Vision 
The Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF, the Foundation) has a vision of an island and community where:  

x nature is respected and protected; 
x nature continues to play a central role in the life and the economy of the island, notably through 

tourism and fisheries; 
x development is environmentally and economically sustainable, socially inclusive and culturally 

relevant; 
x people can live peacefully and harmoniously, free of poverty and insecurity. 

 
In this vision, Saba’s nature will be: 

x respected, known and appreciated by all; 
x well-preserved and protected, as much as possible, from internal and external sources of impact, 

including invasive species; 
x used sustainably for tourism, recreation, fisheries, agriculture, animal husbandry and other forms of 

economic and social development. 

Mission 
The mission of the Saba Conservation Foundation is: 
 

x to preserve and manage the natural environment of Saba in general, both on land and in the water, and in 
particular of areas that are exceptionally scenic, host endemic species of plants and/or animals, or that have 
unique ecological or geological, cultural or historical value. 

x to optimise the economic, educational, recreational and scientific potential of such areas to the benefit of the 
people of Saba and that of foreign visitors, insofar that this is not in conflict with the objectives of conservation 
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Board 
The Saba Conservation Foundation Board is in a state of transition. In December 2020 four of the seven original Board 
members resigned and a ‘new generation’ of positive and dedicated members, ably lead by Board Chair, Peter Johnson, 
have breathed new life and energy into the Foundation. The Foundation Board consists of at least 5 but not more than 
9 members and has decided to keep the Board small and transition to a more supervisory role, leaving day to day 
management decisions to the Parks Manager, Kai Wulf. 
 
The new Board wishes to increase the provision of support to the dive sector, including running the hyperbaric chamber 
and organising outdoor sporting events such as the triathlon and outdoor education.  
 
The Board is responsible for overseeing prudent management of the Foundation, policy decision making, fiscal oversight 
as well as approving annual action plans and budgets. Elected Board members have additional responsibilities in 
accordance with their respective positions as Board Officers. Board members are responsible for safeguarding the 
biodiversity and promoting sustainable management of the natural resources of Saba and in the region by supporting 
and assisting the protected area management and conservation of Saba’s intrinsic natural resources and protected 
areas. 
 
The Board approved a Strategic Plan and operational manual for the period 2019-2023.  
 

Table 1 Saba Conservation Foundation 2020 board members 

Role Name Joined Representing 

Chairperson Peter Johnson 2019 General community 
Vice Chair vacant   
Secretary Nicole Johnson 2019 Hotel and restaurant owner 
Treasurer vacant   
Member Lynn Costenaro  Dive shop owner 

 
There were no active committees within SCF in 2020. 
 

Management 
Consistent with its principles, values and strategies the Saba Conservation Foundation focuses on performing its mission 
and functions and on achieving its objectives through four complementary goals: 

x conservation and restoration of marine biodiversity 
x conservation and restoration of terrestrial biodiversity 
x maintenance and improvement of the sustainability of the fisheries sector 
x sustainable development and enhancement of nature tourism. 

 
There is no management contract with the Island Government and SCF receives government subsidies only to cover the 
cost of maintenance for the island’s hiking trails. These funds cover one staff position and pay trail cleaners with some 
funding for an afterschool programme. The amount of the subsidy has not changed for over a decade.  
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Protected Areas and species 

Mount Scenery National Park and Trails  
Area:  35 hectares [86 acres] 

Established:  2018 
Declared National Park: 2019 

SPAW recognition: 2019 
 
Vision statement 
The vision statement aims to inspire and is the key component of the Management Plan, namely: 
 
Mount Scenery Nature Park is treasured within the Kingdom of the Netherlands for its rich biodiversity and unique 
cultural heritage and is the cornerstone of sustainable development on the island of Saba. 
 
Geographic scope 
The boundaries of the Mount Scenery Nature Park are defined as: 
 
Mount Scenery Nature Park extends from the area around the top of Mount Scenery above the 550m contour and from 
there eastwards along the eastern border of the property owned by the Saba Conservation Foundation, known as the 
Muriel Thissel Park to the waterline of the sea on the north coast of the island and in the best of Troy Hill along the 
deepest line of the area known as Island Gut, directly south of the Well’s Gut to the waterline of the sea.  
 
Thematic scope 
Mount Scenery Nature Park has been established to conserve nature, protect and restore sites of cultural and historical 
interest and to raise the profile of Saba as an ecotourism destination by promoting sustainable use. 
 
Goals 

1. Protect the biodiversity whilst allowing ongoing traditional small-scale agriculture 
2. Improve and maintain access and safety of the trail system 
3. Restore, preserve and provide safe access to historical structures 
4. Promote small scale sustainable use in support of eco-tourism 

 
Saba may be the smallest of the Dutch Caribbean islands, but it harbours an extraordinary abundance and diversity of 
nature. Saba forms the peak of a 500,000-year-old dormant volcano and the island is guarded by steep cliffs on all sides. 
Saba has no permanent beaches and much of the island’s higher elevations are covered with dense primary and 
secondary rainforest, where trees covered with epiphytic plants and mosses soak up rain from the surrounding clouds 
and supply the forest and everything downslope with moisture. 
 
The Park includes the northern part of Saba, plus the centrally located Mount Scenery above 550 m elevation, an area 
of approximately 3.42 km2 (or 26% of the total island area). The main attraction is the mountain’s summit, with 887 
meters the highest point in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The Mount Scenery National Park includes everything 
from arid coastal vegetation and geothermal springs to rich cloud forest as well as the culturally important site of the island’s 
former sulphur mine. The cliffs around the island are important roosting and nesting sites for seabirds such as the Red-billed 
Tropicbird and Audubon’s Shearwater. 

Saba National Marine Park 
Area:  820 hectares [2,000 acres] 

Established:  1987 
Declared National Park:  2012 

 
No vision or goals specific to the marine park in the 1999 Management Plan. 
 
Mission  
To preserve the marine environment for the benefit of the people in perpetuity. 
 
The Saba National Marine Park surrounds the island stretching from the high-water mark to a depth of 60 m (200 ft) 
including the seabed and overlying waters around the island. It is most famous for its spectacular underwater 
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pinnacles, which rise from the ocean floor to within 20 meters of the surface. The pinnacles are covered with corals 
and sponges and form oases of marine life attracting sharks, tuna, foraging sea turtles and an abundance of reef fish. 
Large predatory groupers, snappers and grunts flourish in these protected waters. 

Saba Bank National Park 
Management Body: Saba Bank Management Committee 

Area: 268,000 hectares [662,000 acres] 
Established:  2010 

National Park:  Declared 2012 
SPAW recognition:  October 2012 

IMO PSSA: November 2012 (Particularly Sensitive Sea Area)  
 
Vision 
To secure a natural protected area that represents a unique and spectacular ecosystem. 
 
Mission 
To contribute to the preservation of Saba’s natural heritage and promote the sustainable use of the natural resources. 
 
Goals 

1. Dynamically manage the Saba Bank marine environment successfully as a nationally, regionally, and globally 
significant protected area, within an effective legislative framework and with commitment from stakeholders. 

2. Conserve, through practical conservation and active management; a) the natural values of the marine 
environment, including threatened, rare and endangered species, habitats, biological diversity, ecosystem 
processes and aesthetic values. b) the cultural and historical marine resources of the Saba Bank. 

3. Ensure the promotion of the marine environment as a traditionally and contemporarily valuable, sustainable, 
multiple use resource whilst establishing rules, guidelines and enforcing legislation for different users. 

4. Ensure the involvement of the local community and stakeholders, to cultivate a sense of partnership, improved 
information base and support for the zoning, regulations and management practices of Saba Bank. 

 
Saba Bank National Marine Park protects an offshore, submerged coral reef atoll—the third largest atoll of its kind in 
the world. Saba Bank is a flat-topped seamount rising 1,800 metres (5,900 feet) from the seafloor, crowned by living 
coral reefs. The wealth of biodiversity on the Saba Bank is astounding and includes sea turtles, humpback whales, more 
than 200 species of fish and unique marine plants found nowhere else in the Caribbean. The Bank is one of the, if not 
the, most diverse in marine macroalgae in the Caribbean. The Saba Bank is of high economic importance to the island of 
Saba. It supports nine full- time fishermen and has a direct economic value of over one million dollars a year. 
 
The Saba Bank Management Unit is a separate unit within Saba Conservation Foundation. The Foundation carries out 
all day-to-day management and receives a budget to cover staffing, office overheads, boat maintenance and general 
operational costs. The Saba Bank Management Unit reports to a Steering Group consisting of the Saba Parks Manager, 
representatives of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the Island Government. The Steering Group is responsible for 
overall planning and oversight. It convenes at least twice a year to evaluate and direct programme activities and every 
two years the programme is evaluated externally. 
 

Important Bird Areas (IBAs) 
There is just one IBA on Saba, a 2,145-hectare stretch of the cliffs and escarpments circling the coastline, which is an 
important area for breeding seabirds like the Red-billed Tropicbird and the Audubon’s Shearwater. Data on species 
occurrence seems to indicate that forested areas above 500 metres on Saba should be declared an IBA due to the 
presence of Bridled Quail- doves and Brown Tremblers, which are restricted-range species. Also, all habitats at sea level 
should receive active legal protection because of the breeding populations of Audubon’s Shearwaters and Red-billed 
Tropicbirds. Neither the current coastal nor the recommended inland IBA for Saba are legally protected and both are 
under threat, particularly from predators such as cats and rats. 
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Threats and issues 
The most pervasive issues facing the National Parks are:  

x Lack of structural funding to enable efficient management 
x Inconsistent support from the Public Entity  
x Lack of awareness generally about the value of nature and the need for conservation  

 
Direct threats are activities, caused or aggravated by humans, which have a negative impact on or degrade ecosystems, 
habitat or species within the parks and can lead to their damage or loss. Overviews of threats are presented in tables 
below.  

Table 2: Threats to Saba National Marine Park 

Threat category Detail 

Commercial and 
industrial areas: Dock 

development 

There are plans to potentially relocate the harbour to Giles Quarter. It is expected to have an 
impact on part of the marine park that has significant populations of endangered Acropora 
corals. Impacts will include removal of corals and an expected increase in run off from associated 
land clearance and road building. SCF has recommended that EIAs be conducted at both sites.  

Invasive; Marine 
predatory fauna 

species 

Indo-Pacific lionfish have established populations around Saba. They are voracious predators, 
reproduce and grow very quickly and have no natural predators in the Caribbean. It is feared 
that they are changing the ecology of the coral reefs by preying on juvenile fish.  

Waste Water; Run off 

Soil dumped to the west of the harbour, near Ladder Bay, 5000 truck loads of raw unstable soil 
dumped.  This soil continues to wash onto Tent reef, which was further stressed by a local 
landslide in 2014. Some soil was removed in 2017, but during heavy rain sediment is still entering 
the marine environment. 

Pollution 
Planned development of desalination plants that can produce fresh water for Saba. There has 
been no consideration of the impact on Tent reef of hyper saline water that may also have been 
heated. 

Invasive flora 
The invasive seagrass, Halophyla sp. has been spotted in the harbour area. The extent is 
unknown but this seagrass is known to outcompete native seagrass (Thalassia) and to be less  
palatable to turtles.  

 

Table 3: Threats to Saba Bank National Marine Park 

Threat category Detail 

Shipping lanes; 
commercial shipping 

There are shipping lanes, which skirt the edge of the Saba Bank PSSA. Noise from the ships is 
thought to affect the marine mammal communication. Vessels over 300 tonnes crossed over 
the bank in 2019, these vessels have the potential to run over fish traps, release ballast and/or 
discharge pollution over the National Park 

Invasive; Marine 
predatory fauna 

species 

Indo-Pacific lionfish have established populations around Saba. They are voracious predators, 
reproduce and grow very quickly and have no natural predators in the Caribbean. It is feared 
that they are changing the ecology of the coral reefs by preying on juvenile fish. 

Habitat shifting and 
alteration 

Loss in coral cover, phase shift to algae reefs from increased temperature, ocean acidification. 
Adaption to climate change may be limited through weakened resilience. 
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Table 4: Threats to Mount Scenery Nature Park and trails 

Threat Detail 

Invasive; Terrestrial 
predatory fauna 

species 

Saba’s avifauna is impoverished, in large part due to the presence of invasive predators. Cats 
and rats prey on ground nesting birds, including tropicbirds. Cats are known to prey on Bridled 
Quail dove, which may soon be designate as threatened; fewer and fewer numbers are being 
found in key areas. 

Invasive; Terrestrial 
flora 

The Mexican creeper, Corallita smothers trees and shrubs and out-competes native flora. There 
is a possibility that 80% of plants on Saba are non-native. 

Other threats 

Introduced genetic material (hybridisation of an endemic species), residential development, 
avalanches and landslides, small-holder grazing, ranching or farming, landfill development, 
terrestrial problematic species / diseases of unknown origin, garbage and solid waste. Plans are 
being made to build desalination plants to provide water to The Bottom, Windwardside and 
Hells Gate; these will require larger developments and there has been no mitigations suggested 
for brine output on to Tent Reef. 

Relationship to other organisations 
The Saba Conservation Foundation is a founding member of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance. SCF was represented 
on the Board throughout 2020 by Parks Manager, Kai Wulf.  
 
The Foundation works with 40 local stakeholder groups and partners including local government, civil servants, 
enforcement agencies, the tourism industry, businesses, the education sector, agricultural and fisheries and non-
governmental organisations (NGOs).  
 
A summary of international, regional, national and local stakeholders and partners with whom STINAPA worked in 2020 
is provided below.  

Table 5 Stakeholders – partners and targets 

Group Stakeholder / partner 
International partners World Wildlife Fund (WNF), International Coastal Cleanup, Divers Alert Network, AROSSTA 

(artificial reefs), AGOA, Marine Mammal Sanctuary. 
Regional partners  
 

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA), Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife Regional 
Activities Centre (SPAW-RAC), Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute, WIDECAST 

National Government Dutch Ministries of Agriculture (LNV), Interior (BZK), Education (OCW), Infrastructure (I+W) 
including Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat), Dutch Military, EEZ Committee 

National partners Wageningen Marine Research (formerly IMARES), 
Island Government 
and quasi-
governmental 
institutions 

Building and Zoning Department, Public Works, Harbour Office, Agriculture Department, 
Tourism Department, Education Dept, Power company (Gebe), Seamester, Island 
Government harbour development manager. 

Enforcement agencies Legal Department, Prosecutor's Office, Police, Coast Guard, Royal Marechaussee (K.Mar),  
Tourism sector Dive Operators, Hoteliers, Caribbean Explorer 
Businesses Medical School 
Education Local primary, Youth Groups, Broadreach (education - catamaran of students) 
Fishing Fisherfolk: commercial fishermen, recreational fishermen 
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Human resources 
The Saba Conservation Foundation operated with up to 11 staff members in 2020, only three of whom worked full time. 
Two new staff members joined the organisation in 2020, Rissa Rampersad, the Communication and Education officer 
and Zachary Johnson, Marine Park trainee. Several staff members left the organisation in part for COVID-19 related 
reasons: Zachary Johnson resigned in October 2020 and Jelle van der Velde and Risa Rampersad resigned in February 
2021.  

Staff members 
Table 6 Staff of Saba Conservation Foundation 

Name Position Start year Academic qualification 

Kai Wulf Parks Director 2009 BSc 

Ayumi Kurame Itzioka Saba Bank Science Co-ordinator 2017 BSc 

Arida Heyliger (Gia) Administrator 1997 School Leaver 

James Johnson Terrestrial Park Ranger 1995 School Leaver 

Shimail Levenston Terrestrial Park Ranger 2018 School Leaver 

Jelle van der Velde Marine Park Ranger 2013 None 

Zachary Johnson Marine Park Trainee 2020  

Rissa Rampersad Communication Education Officer 2020  

Sue Hurrell Trail Shop Clerk 2015 Higher School Leaver 

Tom Brokke Saba Bank Park Officer 2019 BSc 

Walter Hynds Saba Bank Park Officer 2019 School Leaver 
 

NOTE: Pale type indicates the staff member left the organisation in 2020 
 
Saba Bank Management Unit had three staff members in 2020: Ayumi Kuramae Izioka, Walter Hynds and Tom Brokke. 
Ayumi Kuramae Izioka is responsible for co-ordinating the science and research activities on the Saba Bank, liaising with 
fishermen and partners, managing data, students and volunteers as well as proposal and report writing. Walter Hynds 
is responsible for the boat, Queen Beatrix II and technical maintenance and Tom Brokke assists with boat maintenance, 
collecting fishieries data and safety equipment.  
 
Additional qualifications, listed in the table below, have been identified as important for Protected Area staff. The overall 
capacity of staff members to carry out their work can be valued in terms of their experience (years of service), academic 
qualifications and additional qualifications.  
 

Table 7. SCF staff: additional qualifications 
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Manager Kai Wulf 1     1 1 1 1 
Saba Bank Science Officer  Ayumi Kurame Itzioka         1 1 1 
Administrator Arida Heyliger (Gia)         1 1   
Terrestrial Park Ranger James Johnson     1   1 1   
Park Ranger Trainee Shimail Levenston         1 1 1 
Marine Park Ranger Jelle van der Velde       1 1 1 1 
Marine Park Ranger Trainee Zachary Johnson           1 1 
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Communication/Education 
Officer 

Rissa Shantelle 
Rampersad 

        1 1 1 

Trail Shop Clerk Susan Hurrell         1 1 1 
Saba Bank Officer Tom Brokke         1 1 1 
Saba Bank Officer Walter Hynds         1 1 1 

Staff development 
Throughout the year there was little opportunity for staff development, and, after March 2020, staff were unable to 
attend meetings and workshops due to COVID-19 related restrictions.  
 
Early in the year local naturalist and conservation professional, Tom van’t Hof, organised a training course for SCF 
Rangers, there was a First Aid training course for staff and Marine Park staff received training in the use of Nitrox. 
Additionally, Marine Park staff were trained in acoustic monitoring of whales and dolphin as part of the National 
Geographic expedition to the Saba Bank. 
 
The Saba Bank Science Co-ordinator attended a Fisheries Management course run remotely by the University of Florida, 
provided by Sea Grant Florida and the Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute (GCFI) 
 
Workshops 
Two workshops were held during the first quarter of the year: an EU funded workshop held on ecosystem-based 
management on St Maarten and a sustainable funding workshop. The Sustainable Funding workshop, financed by the 
Wereld Natuur Fonds (WWF NL), provided a reality check and scan of funding opportunities as well as the chance to use 
a new tool, ECO2FIN. The workshop highlighted the urgent need for a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the Public 
Entity, which should be linked to structural funding if Saba’s National Parks are to be adequately resourced and managed 
in the future. 
 

Consultants and outsourcing 
Much of the work which would normally have been subcontracted was carried out in house throughout 2020.  

Table 8. SCF consultants 

Name Work carried out 

Deviate Design Graphic design: signage and interpretative signage; logo redesign 
Dahlia Hassel Coral nursery and providing Board meeting support 
EcoVision Working for the harbour office to complete an EIA on the old harbour and on EIA for 

proposed harbour. 
Wolfs Company Sustainable finance for conservation workshop, including the development of a draft SLA 

with the island government. Training on the use of the Eco2fin tool to identify funding 
streams. 

 

Visiting researchers, Volunteers and Interns 
To the detriment of the Foundation, SCF was unfortunately unable to host volunteers and inters in 2020 due to COVID-
19 related restrictions. This contrasted with 2019 when 14 interns contributed 40 months of work to the Foundation on 
six key areas of work: 
 

x RESCQ project (coral nursery initiative) 
x GCRNM (coral reef monitoring) 
x AROSSTA (Artificial Reefs on Saba and Statia) 
x Fisheries and Lionfish removal 
x Diadema project (sea urchin populations) 
x Operational support  

 
The Canadian volunteers who have been assisting with the development and maintenance of the trails for more than 
twenty years, contributing 20+ volunteers annually for up to a month, were also unable to visit in 2020.   
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Operational management 
Operational management is the day-to-day work of a protected area. These tasks are described in more detail in an 
appendix to this report. The various aspects of operational management (or core management) tasks are: 
 

• MANAGEMENT 
• ADMINISTRATION 
• INCOME GENERATION 
• FIELD ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE 
• EDUCATION 

• OUTREACH 
• MONITORING- RESEARCH 
• LAW ENFORCEMENT 
• ADVICE 

 
In 2020 57% of Saba Conservation Foundation staff time was spent on work relating to the marine environment (31% 
Saba Bank, 26 % MPA), with the remaining 43% spent on terrestrial work including staffing the trail shop. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 SCF division of staff time between the Marine and Terrestrial work 

The charts below show how the staff time is divided between the Operational Management tasks. The charts take into 
account how much time individual staff members spent working at the organisation throughout the year i.e. if they 
were full or part time, or if they started or finished working part way through the year. 
 

For Saba National Marine Park Field Administration and Maintenance took 40% of staff time in 2020. Administration 
took 215% of staff time.  

 
 

Figure 2 Saba National Marine Park staff time division (26% of staff time through the year) 
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For the Saba Bank National Park Field Administration (48%), Monitoring and Research (14%) and Advice (10%) took 
the most significant shares of staff time in 2020. 

 
 

Figure 3 Saba Bank staff time division (31% of staff time through the year) 

 
For Mt Scenery National Park Field Administration and Maintenance (44%) and Administration (20% used the most 
significant shares of staff time in 2020. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 Mt Scenery National Park and terrestrial work (43% of staff time through the year) 
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Management 
Staff meetings were held weekly and lasted approximately 1 ½ hours each. Minutes were available to participants as 
well as a structured list of weekly action points. The Manager acted as a secretariat to the SCF Board in 2020 with 
support from DCNA’s Project Officer, based on Saba, Dahlia Hassell.  
 
The SCF strategic plan 2019-2023 and the newly approved Mount Scenery National Park Management Plan were 
implemented throughout the year. The marine zoning plan continues to be enforced. There was some informal planning 
carried for the Saba Bank with the Ministry of LNV and Public Entity of Saba.  
 
The SCF Board approved annual budgets for the marine and terrestrial parks in 2020. There were quarterly overviews 
of profit and loss and quarterly budget comparisons. A financial statement and accounts statement were prepared for 
the year 2019 but not audited. Three project reports were completed: 
 

x WNF project reporting 
x NRF reports for the fishermen’s shed refurbishment 
x Saba Bank report which was submitted to the Dutch Ministry of LNV and WNF  

 
The Parks Manager spent a considerable amount of time addressing personnel issues and working on staff management. 
Staff contracts were maintained however the human resource policy manual, benefits and salary scales are out of date. 

Administration 
The biggest administration related change was that most staff members spent the year working from home. Ironically 
this meant that for most staff members it was easier to work without the cramped conditions at the SCF headquarters 
and frequent interruptions by yachtsmen, visitors and for souvenir sales.  
 
The Trail Shop was closed from March 2020 onwards and all souvenir items were stored at the Fort Bay Headquarters. 
As well as on-going computing, filing, and ad hoc communications, staff worked on a variety of other tasks related to 
general administration, including, depositing funds and paying bills, the tanker logbook and visiting yachts log. Quarterly 
financial reports were produced, and income and expenditure were rigorously tracked throughout the year. A financial 
statement was produced for the year 2019 and is under audit by Tilly and Baker.  

Income Generation 
Collecting admission fees is always problematic with no entrance for the Mount Scenery National Park or trails, the 
Nature Fee is supposed to be collected by accommodation providers. Regarding the dive fees, dive operators are 
notoriously unwilling provide the number of divers in house and fee collection is difficult. However, in 2020 there were 
no visitors to the island after March 2020. Collectively the Nature Fee, Dive Fees, Hiking Fees and Yacht Fees, which 
would normally have contributed a significant amount of income, provided only around US$ 30,000 after tourist 
visitation ceased. The boutique cruise liner, Crystal Cruises, who had been hiring SCF for tender services, stopped visiting 
Saba after March 2021 and yacht visitation was also curtailed.  
 
SCF has petitioned the Island Government to increase user fees but has so far not had a response. The cost of guided 
hikes has been increased, but with no visitors, this was not much help. Saba Deep had already ceased trading before 
the pandemic but during 2020 Saba divers closed down and left the island and the remaining dive shop, Sea Saba, was 
running at around 10% capacity. 

Table 9: Income from admission fees (all figures US$) 

 2019 2020 
Dive fees ($3 per dive) 55,741 18,115 
Nature fees ($1 per night) 15,474 9,410 
Yacht fees 12,071 3,034 
Hyperbaric fee ($1 per dive) 10,678  
Guided hikes 2,544  
   
Total 98,527  32,579 
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Subsidies 
The Foundation receives an annual subsidy from the Island Government of US$ 88,000 for the maintenance of the 
system of trails on the island. This covers the salary for one staff person, fees for trail cleaners and some money for 
education. The Saba Bank Management Unit receives US$ 177,0000 from the Dutch Ministries for the management of 
the Saba Bank, which in 2020 included $1,800 for a Diadema (black spiny urchin) project. 
 
SCF had a total of US$103,000 in grant funding in 2020 and two new large funding requests were developed: 

x EU BEST 2.0 Plus application for a marine laboratory and project to reseed Diadema on the reefs 
x Resembid for a large scale reforestation project jointly with St Eustatius 

Funding requests were also submitted to Wereld Natuur Fonds INNO fund (WWF). 
 
The Trail Shop includes an inventory of goods, which are offered for sale. Merchandise is also stocked in the SCF office 
in Fort Bay. Time was spent ordering items for sale in the trail shop, stock keeping, producing sales reports and similar 
until March 2020 when the trail shop was shut down and the inventory was moved to the Park head office at Fort Bay. 
A total of US$ 3,596 was received in private donations and $2,936 was raised from the sale of souvenirs.  
 

Field Administration and Maintenance 
Patrolling within the Mount Scenery National Park and the National Marine Park is conducted as an ad hoc activity, 
twice a week for 2-4 hours. SCF has a daily presence on the trails and there is good reporting by trail users. 
 
In the Marine Park surveillance was irregular due to COVID-19 related restrictions. Two staff members had an exemption 
allowing them to be on the water to check on boats, moorings and for patrolling purposes. SCF staff act on reports from 
the coast guard, dive operators and members of the public and an AIS (Automatic Identification System).  
 
There was continuous patrolling of the Saba Bank at Moon Fish Bank. Staff were also involved in: 
 

x Spawning aggregation closure patrols with the Coast Guard  
x Surveillance from the office using telescopes.  
x The AIS system is used extensively to monitor the status of cargo boats and tankers.  

 
Infringements are reported to the Coast Guard who respond vigorously. Large ships are not insured to cross into the 
PSSA, so most divert around the area. 
 
One yacht suffered engine failure on the Saba Bank had had to be rescued. The owners donated $100 to the Foundation. 
 
A potential increase in volcanic activity on Mount Scenery is a cause for concern. A patch of dead vegetation as found 
which was likely the result of a vent becoming active. Rangers surveyed the site but could not find any definitive signs 
of volcanic activity.  
 
The Trail Shop was renovated in 2020, the cistern was fixed and a workshop – tool shed was added. Within ten years 
this building will need to be completely replaced. The refurbishment of the Fishermen’s shed was completed with 
funding from the National Relief Fund, water lines were connected and furniture added. The expansion of the 
Foundation head offices at Fort Bay was on hold due to COVID-19 pandemic issues.  
 
The network of hiking trails requires significant on-going maintenance. Normally, 6 trail cleaners are paid for 2 days a 
month, working on allocated sections of the trails. James Johnson works full time on the trails, 40 hours a week. 
Assistance is also received from individuals working on community service, Broadreach and other volunteers. Marine 
Park rangers also assist up to six days a year. Trail maintenance also involves the maintenance of the extensive signage, 
a total of 60 signs, mostly directional. There is no schedule for signage cleaning, but signs are cleaned regularly. 
 
The Foundation started upgrading the following trails in 2020: Mary’s Point, Middle Island Trail, Tara Round Trail, 
Dancing Place trail and Elfin Forest Trail. Trail head signage was upgraded, stairs were installed at look out points, and 
QR coded signage was added on the Hells Gate and Bottom look-out points. Triangular boundary markers were 
developed and installed demarcating the Mount Scenery National park. The Dancing Place trail was re-opened and made 
more accessible and the historical drystone walls on the Crispeen track were renovated by a local contractor. Something 
is going to have to be done about the historic sulphur oven at the Sulphur Mine, as it is slowly slipping into the sea.  
Cave excavations undertaken by SabARC have been finalized and the findings will be published shortly. 
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On the Mount Scenery trail benches and rest huts along the trails were repainted and signage was added to the shelters 
on the track, which included a map and information on flora and fauna. The board walks were finalized at the top of 
Mount Scenery together with look-out points.  
 
SCF has three vehicles and four boats that require regular maintenance. Maintenance of the Foundation’s vehicles is 
sub-contracted, but the majority of basic boat maintenance is carried out by SCF staff including hull cleaning, basic 
engine maintenance, hull repairs and paintwork.  
 

Table 10: Vehicles and boats 

Vehicles 
2017 Toyota Hilux 4WD 
Nissan 2 door truck (destroyed by an accident in 2019) 
Toyota bus - used for outside work 
Nissan 4 door truck 

Boats 
Queen Beatrix 1 (Saba Bank) 
Queen Beatrix 2 (Saba Bank) 
Lady Rebecca (Marine Park) 
2 tenders 

 
SCF maintains dive and yacht moorings. The dive moorings were downsized in 2020 and most of the mooring tackle was 
removed with only 5 yacht moorings in service (9 yacht moorings need to be re-installed) and 26 dive mooring in service 
(8 dive moorings have been lost and/or are in need of replacement). 
 

Table 11: Overview of yacht and dive moorings 

 In service Lost/need replacing Total 
Dive moorings 26 8 34 
Yacht moorings 5 9 14 
Fort Bay   2 
Total   50 

 
Normally, two moorings are inspected per week, with a log being kept of the inspections. A copy of the mooring status 
reports are sent to dive operators on a quarterly basis. This takes two full days for one staff member. Staff takes three 
hours to prepare lines for a small mooring and five hours for a large mooring. Once prepared a mooring takes on average 
two hours to install. The need for mooring maintenance in 2020 was low as there was no visitation to the island and the 
moorings were not in use. Five new yacht moorings were installed in Wells Bay in 2020. 
 
A total of nine yacht moorings and eight dive moorings are out of service, some of which cannot be replaced due to 
defective mooring installation equipment. SCF should be operating a total of 52 moorings. Many of the four tonne 
moorings (measuring 6*4*2 ft) sink into the sand and can no longer be used. SCF staff are currently experimenting with 
a Nemo power tool, an electric impact hammer drill to install drilled pin moorings.  
 
SCF maintains two acoustic noise loggers on Saba Bank (for whale monitoring) and one acoustic noise logger in SNMP. 
Noise logger maintenance involves four dives a year for collection and maintenance. There are also acoustic telemetry 
devices to track sharks in Marine Park and Saba Bank which are serviced once a year.  
 
The Foundation is part of the committee overseeing the spending of US$ 1.2 million on a project to control feral goats 
on Saba, which is funded as part of the Nature and Environmental Policy Plan by the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture and 
implemented by Dr Peter Havison. The project started in October 2020 and includes meetings and signage but there is 
little co-operation from local goat owners who have been told that the ‘grace period’ will end in March 2021.  
 
Fortunately, to date, the coral disease, commonly known as Stony Coral Tissue Loss Disease (SCTLD) has not been found 
on Saba’s reefs. It was first reported in Florida in 2014 has spread rapidly through the Caribbean, causing significant 
coral mortality on reefs throughout the region. As a direct result of this disease, pillar coral (Dendrogyra cylindrus) has 
been declared functionally extinct in the State of Florida, USA.  SCTLD currently poses a significant threat to coral reefs 
throughout the Caribbean. SCF staff have been making some preparations but divers visiting Saba, especially dive 
groups, refuse to use hire gear and are sceptical of sanitation with chlorine.  
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Invasive lionfish are a sought-after item which is not found in the fish traps on the Saba Bank. Where lionfish are found 
around dive moorings they are removed by lionfish hunters. Their catch is not recorded but is believed to be declining. 
There is a high demand for Lionfish in restaurants. On the Saba Bank, beyond a depth of 25m, Lionfish are found in 
considerable numbers. 

Education 
There were weekly visits to the local primary school and some clean ups were organised with high school students, but 
no in school teaching in 2020. Ironically, due to the COVID-19 situation engagement with local school children increased. 
Kids were taken hiking, there was a summer camp, clean ups, Sea Scouts and Snorkel Club. Around 30 children 
participated in the Sea Scout programme and, COVID-19 permitting, activities were held three times a week on Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday.  
 
A special hiking challenge was organised with an award and recognition for anyone who walked all of Saba’s trails.  

Outreach 
In terms of social media two Facebook pages, SCF and Saba Bank National Park, were kept up to date throughout 2020, 
for an audience of more than 5000 followers. SCF now posts regularly (2 x weekly) to FaceBook, Instagram and Tiktok. 
The SCF website was not updated, largely because this is not the most important platform for communication on Saba.  
 
 
New signage was developed and installed including: seven new trail head signs, Mount Scenery interpretive signs, sign 
boards at the airport. Trail etiquette signs have been developed and will be installed in 2021.  
 
New branding for SCF including an updated logo, letterhead, ID cards, business cards, stickers and more with a 
modernized design concept will be launched in 2021. Each SCF department has their own colour (Education – yellow; 
Saba Bank – dark blue; Marine Park – blue; Mount Scenery and trails – green) 
 
Events could not be held due to COVID-19 related restrictions.  

Monitoring-Research 
Saba Conservation Foundation was involved in a number of ongoing research and monitoring programmes in 2020 
including: 
 

x Black spiny urchin (Diadema antillarum) population assessments and settlement studies 
x Coral restoration: coral nursery (10 coral trees with 350 fragments, located at Leather Bay) 
x Red-billed tropicbird population monitoring 
x Red hind surveys on the Moon Fish Bank (December – February) including biomass estimates 
x Artificial reef surveys of shape effect on sessile organisms, corals and fish 
x Testing and comparing lionfish traps 
x Lobster larval recruitment study on the Saba Bank 
x Shark bycatch monitoring and reduction 
x Coral reef monitoring (GCRMN protocols) 
x Fish landings from the Saba Bank and monitoring of fishing effort (2 x month) 
x Acoustic telemetry studies of shark movements in the Marine Park and Saba Bank 
x Acoustic noise logger (AMAR) monitoring of marine mammals on the Saba Bank 
x Moonfish Bank spawning aggregation studies  
x Temperature monitoring on Mount Scenery 
x Opportunistic tagging of nurse sharks 
x Annual terrestrial bird counts 

 
It should be noted that over 90 sharks have been tagged in the waters around Saba of which 15 small nurse sharks have 
been recaptured from lobster pots, which is curious since juvenile shark generally do not eat lobster. Experimental 
lobster traps have been set up in the Harbour to determine how sharks escape from lobster traps.  
 
A report is due from the University of Wageningen providing insights into over 5 years of fisheries data 
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The coral nursery has been relocated to Leather Bay and contains 10 coral trees, which need to be cleaned on a weekly 
basis. They contain approximately 350 fragments of Acropora which are being traced and photographed. There was no 
coral outplanting in 2020.  
 
An ambitious project was submitted to Resembid jointly with St Eustatius aimed at selective reforestation and the 
development of an ethno-botanical garden on Saba with native species only including rough skin lemon, bitter orange, 
avocado, cacao and lignum vitae. Additional sites for reforestation have been selected including an area at Hells Gate 
which was acquired by Tom van’t Hof and Janine leSeuer for the residents of Hells Gate.  
 
A number of native iguana had to be relocated from Booby Hill where they were ravaging residents gardens. It appears 
that the iguana aggregate. They were relocated to Wells Bay towards Mary’s Point where they are unlikely to trouble 
anyone. 
 
Work on the invasive rubber vine (Corallita sp), monitoring of invasive lionfish numbers and tracking of the invasive 
seagrass (Halophila sp) cannot be continued due to lack of capacity.  
 
Management Success Project: The management success project is an ongoing project designed to measure the 
management effectiveness of each of the park management organizations in the Dutch Caribbean. The management 
success project has developed a tool for collecting data using objective indicators to measure ’success’ across a broad 
spectrum of protected area management tasks and activities.  
 
Species observations in the field included humpback whales, numerous pods of dolphins, a turtle nest and hatchlings in 
Cove Bay and for the first time the presence of Wilson's storm petrel (Oceanites oceanicus) was documented for the 
Saba Bank. 
 

Law enforcement 
The Parks Manager remains on 24 hour emergency response stand by and SCF continues to monitor shipping activity 
(direction, speed anchoring status) on the Saba Bank using the Automatic Identification System (AIS). Law enforcement 
on the Saba Bank works well. There were some violations involving tugboats illegally crossing the Saba Bank. These were 
passed along to the Coast Guard who follow up rigorously. Additionally a warning was issued to a fisherman fishing for 
lobster on the Saba Bank without a license. And one process verbal was issued for illegal spearfishing.  
 
Whilst there were no land tenure issues in 2020, the owners of private land on Maskerhorn Hill were not happy that 
SCF rebuilt the trail to the top of the hill.  
 
The Moonfish Bank was closed to fishing form the 1st December to the end of February. This closure is designed to 
protect Red Hind spawning aggregations from overfishing. The Saba Bank Officer worked with the Coast Guard to 
address reports of illegal fishing activity. 
 
The Foundation is happy that it enjoys good relations with the local Police and the Chief of Police, but rapid personnel 
changes within Customs make it difficult to work with them effectively. Only the Parks Director, has special police 
powers at this time.  
 

Advice 
The Foundation continued to support work by the Island Government regarding the Harbour extension project and the 
Environmental Impact Assessment for the proposed relocation of the Harbour to the Black Rocks/Giles Quarter area. 
SCF carried out three surveys of the existing harbour to assess the likely impacts of moving the existing harbour walls. 
Staff also conducted thorough terrestrial and marine surveys of the proposed site for a new harbour at Black Rocks/Giles 
Quarter and looked into the possibility of relocating corals. 
 
SCF staff were able to provide feedback on the Nature and Environmental Policy Plan for the Caribbean Netherlands 
which was developed by the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture and presented to Dutch Parliament on 24th April 2020 who 
approved it. The development of an implementation plan is still under way.  
 
The Foundation provided the Island Government with advice about lobster traps, as the Dutch Ministry of LNV wanted 
Saban fishermen to change their traps to fully compliant versions which include a biodegradable escape hatch, in case 
the traps are lost. SCF staff will not take the lead on enforcement of fish trap regulations as they believe that the 
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government should take a bottom-up approach, working with local fishermen, not imposing legislative changes on 
them. 
 

x Goat eradication: SCF are not taking lead in the project, however, staff are maintaining an advisory function 
and will be involved in the implementation as work will be carried out within the boundaries of the Mt Scenery 
National Park. 

x The SCF manager sits on the drone advisory board. Drone use in the parks has been banned unless specifically 
authorised. The advisory board plans to develop rules involving caution zones and prohibited zones, whilst 
managing the 4nm airport restriction.  

x SCF worked with the public to move heavy materials to the top of Mt Scenery for the development of board 
walks to create work opportunities. 

Projects 
Below is an overview of the projects from 2020: 

Table 12 Overview of SCF projects in 2020 

Project Description Funding 

Mary's Point trail 
creation 

Construction of a hiking trail from 
near Wells Bay to the former 

settlement at Marys point. Work 
completed in 2018, project 

administration finished in 2019. 

Funding from EU BEST managed by Saba Island 
Government 

Trail construction 

Working on Mas Cohones and Elfin 
forest trail in 2019, started with 

Crispeen track, The Ladder 
refurbishment, Mt Scenery 
boardwalks and platforms. 

Funding from EU BEST managed by Saba Island 
Government using Canadian volunteers 

Botanical garden 

Development of a Botanical 
Garden for Saba in the land 
adjacent to the trail shop in 

Windwardside. 

Project run by island government financed by 
government. Total of $150k, SCF invoices for 
expenditure. Project proposal submitted in 
2016 and used for a plan. 

Disaster relief 

To support recovery efforts post 
Hurricanes Irma ad Maria in 2017. 
Finalised the construction of the 

fishermen shed / educational 
materials storage shed and some 

refurbishment. 

NRAF National Rapen Fonds, $102,000 

WNF Saba Marine 
Park 

Lionfish, coral nursey and 
enforcement. 20,000 euros over two years (reported June to 

June). 

Coral nursery (RESQ) 

Growth of Acropora corals in 
underwater ‘gardens’ using a tried 

and tested method. The coral 
fragments are then planted out 

onto the reef. In 2018 40 
fragments were planted, many 

continue to grow, although there 
has been a 50 % loss due to swells, 

algae growth, predation and 
attachment 

EU BEST funding finished in 2019, the project 
continues as part of the WNF project funding. 

Artificial reef 
(ARROSTA) 

Artificial reef maintenance 
SCF are reimbursed for some related 
expenditure. 

Lionfish fishery 
development 

Aims to: 1. Trial different fish trap 
designs and 2. assist in the 

development of a market and 
associated supply chain. 

Saba Bank Management Unit funding from the 
Ministry 
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Financial reporting 
 

TBA 

Figure 5 SCF Profit and Loss 2020 
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Appendix 

Glossary 

Actively managed park 

A park where management activities are carried out by dedicated (full or part-time) staff on 
a regular/daily basis within an organisation, which has a defined mission and goals and where 
staff time is organised to address core management tasks as well as proactively tackling issues 
and threats. A non-actively (passively) managed park would lack a defined mission and goals, 
staff time would not be allocated to address core tasks and would react to threats and issues 
in an ad-hoc fashion. 

Adaptive management A management system, which includes reviewing past performance and incorporating 
'lessons learnt' and improvements into the ongoing management and planning process. 

Biodiversity The total diversity of living organisms as well as the ecosystems of which they are part 
(includes species diversity, genetic diversity and ecosystem diversity) 

Capacity A combination of the resources available to manage a park. 

Co-management A management structure whereby the park management organisation and stakeholders 
share joint authority and responsibility for making decisions about resource management. 

Context 
Aspects of park management which form part of the circumstances in which the PMO 
operates and which change infrequently such as tenure, international recognition, zoning, 
legislation etc. 

Effective management 

Management driven by a clear mission and goals, which includes stakeholder input, past and 
present achievements, issues and threats. These are normally captured in a management 
document such as a management plan. The level of effectiveness depends on how the park’s 
resources (financial, human, physical and information) are deployed to implement the PMOs 
mission and goals and to address operational activities, threats and issues. 

Evaluation Judgement or assessment of achievement against predetermined criteria. 

Goal A broad statement indicating what the park is trying to achieve through its management 
efforts 

Habitat The ecological area occupied by an organism, population or community as characterised by 
both its physical and biotic properties.  

Human resources The full and part time staff (and their attributes), volunteers, interns as well as individuals and 
organisations used on a consultancy/contractual basis. 

Invasive species Non-indigenous species (or exotic species) introduced by human actions, whose introduction 
causes, or is likely to cause, economic or environmental harm or harm to human health. 

Issue Anything with the potential to negatively impact on the conservation of the park’s natural 
resources. If not addressed issues could threaten the sustainable conservation of the park. 

Management capacity A measure of a park’s ability to fulfil its mission and goals in terms of the available resources 
(physical, human, financial and information). 

Management 
effectiveness The degree to which management achieves the goals and objectives of the park. 

Management Success 
Evaluation 

The evaluation of the positive achievements of a park - primarily relating to the management 
and conservation of values of the park. 

Monitoring 
The regular collection and analysis of information, which allows a PMO to measure change in 
the physical, social and economic environment of the park. This information should be used 
to guide management efforts.  

Operational activities Activities that are essential to the ongoing management of an actively managed park.  

Park 
An area of land and/or sea, which is dedicated to the protection and maintenance of biological 
diversity, natural and associated cultural resources and is managed through legal or other 
effective means. 

Partner An individual or an organisation with whom staff of a park collaborate for the benefit of the 
park. They do not hold a vested interest in the park. 

Physical resources Any resource that can be uniquely identified, this includes buildings, transport, and 
infrastructure. 

Pressure A diffuse external impact on a park created by human activities, which requires a 
management response in order to sustainably protect the resource from harm 

Project 
A defined enterprise executed to achieve a particular aim with in a defined time period. 
Projects can involve research, capacity or infrastructure development, education or other 
aspects of management. 
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Protected area (park) 
network 

A coherent group of protected areas (preferably ecologically linked) operating co-operatively 
to increase management effectiveness by improving their ability to lobby, fundraise and 
manage as well as to build internal capacity through the exchange of knowledge, expertise, 
information and or resources.  

Resources The financial, human, physical and information resources available for day-to-day operations 
Research Hypothesis driven scientific investigation(s) limited by time. 

Stakeholder An individual, group or organisation with a vested interest in the management of a park, who 
can affect or be affected by park management decisions.  

Threat 

A biological, chemical or physical process or entity, which damages, destroys or degrades the 
natural resource. A threat can be an entity such as an organism, which becomes a pest, or a 
process such as an increase in erosion, which damages habitat or can result from human 
activities such as anchor damage.  

Use A human activity that takes place within a park. 

Value 
The importance of a park in terms of a range of variables, including biological, ecological, 
cultural, wilderness, economic, social characteristics as well as scientific, international or 
national significance.  

 

Acronyms 
 

AIS 
Automatic Identification System (for 
identifying the status and movements 
of registered marine vessels) 

AGOA French Antilles Marine Mammal 
Sanctuary 

BNMP Bonaire National Marine Park. 

BRUV Baited Remote Underwater Video 

BZK Dutch Ministry of the Interior and 
Kingdom Relations 

CARMABI Caribbean Research and Management 
of Biodiversity Foundation 

CaMPAM Caribbean Marine Protected Area 
Managers (Organisation). 

CARIMAM Caribbean network for the 
conservation of marine mammals  

CITES Convention for International Trade in 
Endangered Species 

DCNA Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance 

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone 

EPIC Environmental Protection in the 
Caribbean  

GCFI Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute 

GCRMN Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network 

IUCN International Union for Nature 
Conservation 

MPA Marine Protected Area  

NGO Non-Government Organisation. 
 

NIOZ 
Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek 
der Zee, research institute in the 
Netherlands 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

PA Protected area 

PSSA Particularly Sensitive Sea Area 

SBMU Saba Bank Management Unit 

SCF Saba Conservation Foundation 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SPAW 
The Protocol Concerning Specially 
Protected Areas and Wildlife (also 
SPAW-RAC) 

STENAPA St. Eustatius National Parks 
Foundation 

STINAPA Stichting Nationale Parken 

UNEP CAR 
United Nations Environment 
Programme – Caribbean Regional 
Office 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation. 

USFW U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

WIDECAST Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network 

WNF/WWF Wereld Natuur Fonds – World Wildlife 
Fund, Netherlands 

WUR Wageningen University Marine 
Research (formerly IMARES) 

YARARI 
Marine mammal and Shark Sanctuary 
established in the Dutch Caribbean 
EEZ 
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Elements of protected area management 
 
Management Success examines three elements of protected area management: 

x context within which parks operate 
x resources at their disposal (financial, human, physical and information)  
x operational management (tasks they perform) 

Required operational management activities may be captured in legislation and/or in a service level agreement 
(SLA) with government.  

 

Context 
A protected area is managed within defined physical and management characteristics that represent the 
‘context’. The context of the protected area defines how the protected area is likely to be managed.  
Three main aspects of context have been identified through the Management Success project. 
 

 

Background 

 
Background includes physical aspects such as the location, size, zonation, legal protection 
and formal designation, international and regional designations (such as Ramsar sites, 
Important Bird Areas, World Heritage status) as well as governance aspects such as the 
governance structure, tenure and any management or service level agreements with 
government. 
 

Values 

 
The values of a protected area include biodiversity values (habitats/species), landscape, 
geological, historical, cultural, spiritual and/or aesthetic values. Protected areas can also 
have significant economic value in terms of employment opportunities, tourism and 
extractive use (fishing, farming, forestry). Other values include environmental and 
ecosystem services. 
 

Threats 

 
Threats are any event or activity external to the park which directly degrades or causes 
an undesirable change to the abundance, distribution, composition or condition of the 
biodiversity within the park. Most threats are caused or aggravated by human activity. 
Examples of threats include poaching, overgrazing, unregulated development and road 
construction. The relationships between threats and the effects on the resources and 
values of a protected area are complex, and often interrelated. Significant threats will 
include the direct and indirect results of climate change, invasive / introduced species, 
land conversion and development, including tourism related development. These threats 
contribute to the direct loss of habitat and species from protected areas. 
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Resources 
The level of management which a park can aspire to depends in large part on the available resources. If the 
resources are not available or are restricted, park capacity will be limited. Resources include: 
 

x Financial resources (income) 
x Human resources (staffing) 
x Physical resources (equipment and materials) 
x Information resources (reports, maps, data that aid management) 

 
 

Financial resources 
Income can come from a variety of sources including government subsidies, admission fees, fees for service, 
grants and ‘friends of’ groups, franchises and similar. Ensuring parks have sufficient income is particularly 
problematic for parks in the Dutch Caribbean as they are ineligible for most international and multilateral 
funds (USAID, World Bank/GEF) as well as many domestic funding sources. Income needs to adequately cover 
operational costs, including staffing, as well as providing funds to address threats and issues. A key aspect of 
income is its sustainability; a constant flow of income – ‘structural funding’ - is required to retain staff and 
maintain operations and is a key to long-term success. 

 
Human resources 
In order to function well, parks require adequate staffing including at least a manager and assistant 
manager/chief ranger for each protected area as well as an adequate number of rangers, administrative staff, 
communication, education and science staff four or more rangers, an administrator and an education officer. 
They may additionally have project staff. Where an island has the management of both terrestrial and marine 
parks, they will frequently employ a director to oversee the management of both parks, park administration, 
lobbying, fundraising and who will be responsible for representation. Parks may actively or passively run 
volunteer programmes and work with interns, trainees and/or consultants. 

 
Physical resources 
The physical resources available to the park affects the ability of the staff to carry out their work. An 
adequately equipped park will have adequate buildings (office, workshop, storage/lockup) well equipped, 
fully furnished offices, boats, vehicles, maintenance equipment, drilling equipment (to place moorings), 
scientific and field equipment. 

 
Information resources 
Parks need easy access to up to date and accurate information about the protected area and all facets of 
operation. This increases the capacity of the protected area to make well informed management decisions, 
to communicate well and to provide effective outreach and education and outreach. Information resources 
should include management plans, appropriate satellite images, maps (topographical and bathymetric), tide 
and current data, habitat maps, species lists and maps, published and unpublished scientific reports, socio-
economic and economic data.  
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Operational Management 
Park operational management has been defined by Park managers themselves in the Dutch Caribbean through 
a collaborative process. The following provides operational management in a summarized form: 
 

Management 

Park staff will typically serve as a secretariat for their Boards and will be involved in preparing and 
organising Board meetings, agendas and minute taking. Management is responsible for the 
implementation of strategies, and for the development and implementation of planning, budgeting, 
reporting, accounting oversight as well as the production of Annual Reports and Financial statement 
including audits (if required) and any other reporting. 

Administration 

Administration includes daily tasks such as handling correspondence, general inquiries, filing as well 
as all aspects of financial administration (bookkeeping, accounting, invoicing and payments, travel 
logistics) human resource management (personnel administration, contracts, job descriptions payroll, 
staff development, work planning and scheduling), and may include handling project administration 
and oversight of admission fees, souvenir items and similar. 

Income 
generation 

Income generation includes the acquisition, administration and reporting for (government) subsidies, 
fees, concessions, franchises, fee for service and similar as well as grants and project funding. 
Additionally, parks may run ‘friends of …’ groups, actively soliciting donations from the public or 
corporate sponsors. Souvenir purchase, maintenance of inventory and sale of souvenir items can be 
another source of income as well as fee for service, franchises and similar. 

Field 
administration 

and 
maintenance 

Patrolling is a core field task, providing an ongoing presence in the park, which will often include 
assisting users, responding to safety and enforcement issues, maintaining moorings/trails and basic 
monitoring. Keeping good field logs is essential as are period inspections and maintenance of buildings, 
vehicles, boats, moorings, tracks, trails and roads as well as mooring buoys, signage, markers and 
special equipment.  

Education 

Education refers to formal training either within the school system or as part of an out of school 
activities programme, as well as vocational training or similar for adults. Parks will have some form of 
Junior Ranger programme and/or Snorkel Programme to complement their activities in schools as well 
as training courses for local educators  

Outreach and 
communication 

Parks typically engage in an array of activities designed to provide information and to educate users, 
including islanders, visitors and specific user groups. These are generally captured in a communication 
plan and will include developing programmes for targeted audiences to increase knowledge about the 
park, to change behaviour and/or build stewardship. Outreach includes signage and materials, such as 
posters, brochures and leaflets (often in multiple languages). Parks actively engage with their local 
media through newspapers, television, radio interviews and advertisement spots (PSAs). Parks 
maintain an on-line presence through websites and on social media. Many produce some form of 
newsletter and publish regular updates on their work.  Organising and participating in events provide 
outstanding opportunities for outreach. Additionally, some parks have visitor centres, trail shops or 
museum and many also provide guided tours and excursions. 

Science and 
monitoring 

Parks collect information on the state of their natural resources, the use of resources including socio-
economic data. Monitoring programmes, as well as being used to look at changes over time, frequently 
address specific management issues. Site characterization is important and includes physical mapping 
and biological inventories. Additionally, parks may support hypothesis driven scientific research 
projects to address specific topics with defined research priorities specifically to address management 
needs. Damage assessment, impact of invasive species, evaluating the effects of restoration work are 
other topics for research and monitoring work. 

Law 
Enforcement 

Local, national, regional and international legislation forms the basis for the legal protection of the 
protected area and the implementation of conventions, laws, rules and regulations are a core task of 
every park. Parks interpret the legislation for all user groups, providing guidance and advice as well as 
enforcing the law by issuing verbal and written warnings, giving summary fines and writing up 
offences. Other legal mechanisms such as establishing rules, publishing guidelines, issuing permits and 
exemptions are useful tools to control and regulate activities. Parks are frequently involved in the 
permitting processes for activities within the protected area and may work co-operatively and assist 
other enforcement agencies such as police, customs and/or coast guard. 

Advice 

Protected area staff work with decision makers to integrate management priorities into island and 
national planning, give advice, petition government and are frequently represented on government 
advisory boards and committees. They work closely with government agencies and engage with 
stakeholders through a process of collaboration, by providing information and advice and meeting 
regularly with stakeholder groups. Partners may include research institutions, conservation 
organisations and funders both on island and abroad.  
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Executive Summary 

Successes were hard to find in 2020 but included a significantly improved relationship with the local government, with 
increased trust and collaboration and good progress on the development of new nature legislation for the island, which 
is now ready for gazetting. STENAPA staff were able to provide feedback on the Dutch Government’s Nature and 
Environmental Policy Plan for the Caribbean Netherlands (Bonaire, Saba and St Eustatius). Another important 
accomplishment in 2020 was the development of a Management Plan for the St Eustatius National Marine Park, which, 
despite COVID-19 related challenges, included significant stakeholder input. This highly interactive process resulted in 
a final draft version of the St Eustatius National Marine Park Management Plan by the end of the year.  
 
Funding support from the Dutch Government, which covered 25% of STENAPA’s salary costs, allowed the Foundation 
to remain open and a special disbursement from the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance of US$ 150,000 provided much 
needed financial relief and supported STENAPA’s conservation efforts throughout the year. 
 
Challenges throughout the year revolved around a fundamental lack of financial resources and human resource capacity 
at the parks, which was aggravated by the COVID-19 related restrictions and left staff feeling as though their workload 
had increased significantly, whilst their pay had not. With no income from user fees, souvenir sales or similar, liquidity 
was a huge issue, resulting at one point in staff being unable to buy paper for the printer.  
 
Due to COVID-19 related restrictions, the steady stream of volunteers and interns on whom STENAPA has come to rely 
stopped and it was only possible to get support when volunteers were from the Netherlands and were prepared to stay 
for three months. For the first time in decades there were no “Working Abroad” volunteers to assist park staff, so that 
much of what STENAPA had wanted to accomplish had to be put on hold or cancelled. Overall manpower capacity was 
reduced by an estimated 50% slowing down all projects and resulting in the loss of the student accommodation. The 
loss of tourism and consequent economic situation impacted everything including in kind donations to STENAPA, and 
for the first time the Marine Park staff found themselves even paying for tank fills. 
 
These factors together meant that STENAPA was forced to focus on much needed consolidation and essential services 
and little additional progress was made. The office expansion was completed in 2020 giving the Marine Team their own 
dedicated office space. Internal financial administration was improved, through resource planning and budgeting and, 
at the end of the year the Foundation managed to close its books with no financial deficit. 
 
Project work which continued, included: 

• Coral nursery (part of a coral restoration initiative) 
• Redesigning the Botanical Garden 
• Sea turtle beach monitoring at Zeelandia 
• Fencing for free roaming animal control 
• Marine mammal monitoring via permanent hydrophone 
• Shark acoustic tracking (nurse and reef sharks) with Dr Erwin Winter (Wageningen University) 

 
STENAPA staff participated in the reforestation project, led by ReforeStatia and were able to provide important support 
to the government project lead to control free roaming animals (principally goats). STENAPA supported the initiative to 
ban single use plastics, which will come into effect in 2021 and numerous project proposals were written including: 

• Joint project with St Kitts and Hawaii addressing Stoney Coral Tissue Loss Disease 
• Upscaling of a project funded by WWF-NL addressing head starting Diadema (black spiney urchin) 
• Trail project for signage 
• EU BEST 2.0 funding applications 

 
There were regular social media posts throughout the year. Even though school and out of school activities were 
cancelled, there was a summer camp for local kids for two weeks with 10 children attending each week. DCNA organised 
a Nature Quiz, which was well received. All other outreach activities including popular nature awareness talks in the 
town and the planned Nature Chase triathlon event had to be cancelled. 
 
Raising awareness about the value of nature on land and in the sea remains a critical issue which exists at all levels. A 
new government installed in October 2020 without consultation, proposed to shut down the free roaming grazer control 
programme, which is a critical component of an initiative to safeguard native flora and fauna and help to ‘re-green’ the 
island.  
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Stoney Coral Tissue Loss Disease (SCTLD) has been found throughout Statia’s reefs and has had a significant impact. 
Treatment with anti-biotics was labour intensive and largely unsuccessful. It appears that the disease presents 
differently than Florida, where it originated in 2017 and STENAPA is investigating this with the support of institutions in 
Hawaii and on St Kitts.  
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St Eustatius National Parks Foundation (STENAPA) 

STENAPA is a local non-profit, non-governmental foundation (‘stichting’), established on St Eustatius in 1988 and 
registered at the Chamber of Commerce. The Foundation is governed by a Board of between 5 and 9 members and its 
purpose is to “acquire, preserve, protect, and administer marine and terrestrial areas worthy of preservation” on the 
island of St Eustatius.  
 
STENAPA has the legal mandate from the Public Entity of St Eustatius, under a Service Level Agreement, to manage and 
maintain the Statia National Marine Park and manages the Quill-Boven National Park and the Miriam C. Schmidt 
Botanical Garden.  

Vision statement 
Nature is recognized and treasured as an important resource and its monetary and intrinsic values are taken into 
account in the sustainable development of St Eustatius. 

Mission 

• STENAPA is dedicated to manage, conserve and restore St Eustatius’ natural resources and educate the 
community of its values. This to sustain and improve the value and benefits of the natural resources and the 
ecosystem services it provides so that socioeconomic, political and cultural needs of current and future 
generations can be met. 

Board 
St Eustatius National Parks Foundation has a permanent Board, which oversees Foundation activities and directs overall 
strategy. Elected Board members have additional responsibilities in accordance with respective positions. The Board 
Statutes were last updated in 2018. The Board meets monthly with the Director responsible for the agenda, minute 
taking and sharing the minutes with the Board. 

Table 1 STENAPA 2020 board members 

Role Name Joined Representation - experience 
President Dorette Courtar  2019 Medical doctor 
Secretary Sara Hellevang  2019 Dive shop owner 
Treasurer Taro Merkman  2019 Agriculture Centre Foundation 
Member Rignaldo Merkman 2017 Pharmacist technician 
Member Marijolijn Berkel 2017 Management assistant, Hospital 
Member Kay Boyd 2005 Retired 
Member Merrill Brown 2017 Fisherman / boarding agent. 

 
There were no active committees within STENAPA in 2019.  

Management 
The Island Government of the Public Entity St Eustatius assigned the day-to-day management of the Statia National 
Marine Park to STENAPA under a ten-year Service Level Agreement signed on the 18th June 2019.  
 
Under the Service Level Agreement, STENAPA is responsible for: 

 
• Protecting ecosystems and habitats including coral reefs, seagrass beds, nesting beaches 
• Conservation of endangered and critically endangered species including turtles, sharks, grouper, 

corals and marine mammals 
• Management of a turtle conservation programme 
• Controlling invasive species, such as lionfish 
• Research and monitoring 
• Providing operational support for scientific research and advice regarding CITES and other relevant 

treaties. 
• Providing advice regarding legal issues and development 
• Ensure park management is informed by expert guidance  
• Dive and snorkel site maintenance (36 sites) 
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• Awareness and outreach, including visitor centre, junior ranger club, school programme, summer 
club, outreach to the local community, media relations and working with stakeholders 

• Patrolling and assisting with law enforcement 
• Providing immediate response to oil spills 
• Beach and underwater clean ups 
 

Conservation targets 
Conservation targets are the ecological systems and processes, habitats, communities and species that represent 
biological diversity found within a park.  
 
The conservation targets for the Statia National Marine Park have been defined as: 

 
• Coral reefs 
• Sea grass beds (native) 
• Grouper 
• Marine turtles 
• Sharks, rays and marine mammals 
• Conch 

 
The conservation targets for the Statia Terrestrial Park Quill/Boven have been defined as: 
 

• Birds 
• Lesser Antillean Iguana 
• Red bellied razor 
• Statia Morning Glory 
• Forest and dry shrub 

 

Objectives for the year 
STENAPA’s Multiyear Strategic Plan was approved by the Board in 2018 and was used to guide work throughout 2020. 
 
1. Bring focus in our work  
Given the lack of capacity and funds, STENAPA has chosen to focus the work and thus complete fewer task but with 
better execution. The work of STENAPA is explicitly stated in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) although the funding is 
insufficient to complete all tasks outlined in the agreement. Through prioritization of tasks and projects the work will 
stay manageable. 
 
2. Fundraising and communications  
The subsidy from the Public entity is not expected at this moment or in the foreseeable future to cover the financing 
needs for STENAPA to complete the tasks outlined in the SLA. Acquiring additional project funding is the main priority 
and a strategy to reach financial sustainability has been developed and is being implemented. With structural funding, 
STENAPA would be able to pay better salaries and hire additional staff, who can improve management and 
conservations efforts especially terrestrially. PR and communications are essential for fundraising and we strive to have 
a close cooperation with stakeholders to achieve our tasks. 
 
3. Building a robust organization  
 
STENAPA is working hard on improving financial administration and structural stability of the organization. 
Improvement has ensured more stability within the organization and we have regained trust from partners and donors. 
STENAPA is able to administer and handle large projects responsibly and according to international bookkeeping 
guidelines and rules. However, STENAPA is still vulnerable given the lack of structural funding and due to low salaries, 
we have a high employee turnover resulting in lack of continuity in certain parts of the organization. STENAPA will 
continue to strive to build a professional and stable organization to improve nature management on St Eustatius. 
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Protected areas and species 

Quill-Boven National Park 
Area:  540 hectares [1,350 acres] 

Established:  1997 
Declared National Park:  2012 

 
The Quill-Boven National Park is made up of two distinct protected areas, one at the northern and the other at the 
south-eastern tip of the island. The “Northern Hills”, the area of the National Park locally known as “Boven”, is made up 
of five hills and the valleys in between: Boven, Venus, Gilboa Hill, Signal Hill and Bergje. Boven is an eroded, extinct 
volcano and the landscape in this part of the Park is dry, with thorny scrub and savannah-like vegetation. “The Quill” is 
a 600-metre (1,969 feet) dormant volcano covered in dense tropical forest. It is located on the south-eastern end of the 
island and includes areas of primary and secondary rainforest. 
 
The Quill-Boven National Park protects approximately 26% of the land area of St. Eustatius and includes biologically 
diverse habitats ranging from arid coastal areas and dry forests at lower elevations to evergreen seasonal forest on the 
Quill. At higher elevations there are orchids, ferns, mosses, and Kapok . The rarest and most endangered plant within 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands, an endemic creeping vine, called the Statia Morning Glory, occurs only within the 
Boven section of the National Park. The Statia Morning Glory is the only island-endemic plant species on St. Eustatius, 
its range in the wild is very limited and it is therefore of particularly high conservation value. 
 
Abundant archaeological sites can be found on the island and within the National Park including a fort, slave villages, 
industrial complexes, plantations and walls dating from the 16th and 17th centuries. The Quill-Boven National Park 
offers some of the best hiking in the Dutch Caribbean with views of neighbouring islands Saba and St. Kitts. 
 
Land above 250 m is protected from development, however, encroaching development of areas adjacent to the Quill-
Boven National Park is a cause for concern, as is access to the main trail head for the Quill, which crosses private 
property. 
 

Statia National Marine Park 
Area:  2,750 hectares/6,800 acres 

Established:  1996 
Declared National Park:  2012 

 
The Statia National Marine Park has been established to protect and improve biodiversity, regulate and promote 
sustainable use of the park and a green economy for the island through education and collaboration. The park surrounds 
the island of St. Eustatius and extends from the high-water mark to the 30-metre (100’) depth contour and extends 
significantly into the territorial waters around St. Eustatius.  
 
Reserves 
Within the Marine Park, there are two marine reserves (the Northern and Southern Reserves). No fishing or anchoring 
is allowed in these areas in order to protect the coral reefs. Most of the coral reefs around Statia are contained within 
the Reserves. Throughout both Reserves, dive moorings are maintained to prevent anchoring, while allowing the 
opportunity to enjoy the unique experience of diving on Statia’s reefs. The Reserves were set up to conserve marine 
biodiversity, restore fish stocks, promote sustainable tourism, and safeguard the marine ecosystem. 
 
STENAPA’s vision for the Marine Park is that the park is “recognized as a local, regional and international example of 
successful marine conservation for its work in protecting its rich biodiversity and unique cultural heritage for future 
generation 
 
The Marine Park supports biologically rich patches of coral reef, extensive seagrass beds and open water communities, 
which are considered amongst the healthiest in the Caribbean. In some areas of the Park, hard and soft coral cover 
combined is as high as 50% (combined soft and hard corals) and reefs are home to an abundance of species, including 
charismatic seahorses, and occasional manta rays, sharks and turtles. The Park lies on the seasonal migration route for 
Humpback Whales. Turtle nesting at Zeelandia beach is well documented. 
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Miriam C. Schmidt Botanical Garden 
Area:  5.3 hectares 

Established:  1998 
 
The Miriam C. Schmidt Botanical Garden is located on the southern slopes of The Quill. The Garden is named after Miriam 
Schmidt, a Statian woman and founding Board member of STENAPA whose ambition to protect the rich biodiversity of her 
island resulted in the founding of the youngest botanical garden in the Dutch Caribbean. The Botanical Garden is a haven from 
wandering livestock, invasive ornamental species and the pressures of development.  
 
The Botanical Garden is dedicated to: 

• Preservation and enhancement of existing ecosystems and the cultural heritage of Statia –  to reintroduce species 
that once thrived on Statia and protect them for future generations. 

• Conservation of available resources using sustainable practices – solar energy and rainwater catchment cisterns, 
composting and making mulch from garden debris. 

• Education of residents and visitors about Statia’s rich biodiversity – with guided tours, information and public events. 

Important Bird Areas (IBAs) 
Both sections of the National Park, Boven and The Quill, are recognised as Important Bird Areas and this designation 
was made based on nine “trigger species” which include hummingbirds, Bridled Quail-doves, Brown Tremblers and 
Pearly-eyed Thrashers. Boven includes an estimated 100-200 Red-billed Tropicbirds and is a regionally important 
breeding colony for these birds. Free roaming goats and feral chickens as well as crabs, cats and rats pose the biggest 
threats to these areas. 

STENAPA has datasets from bird monitoring going back to 2009, based on standardised point counts and transects which 
are conducted both inside and outside of the island’s IBAs. This data not only provides a good indication of how local bird 
populations are faring, but also an indication of the general health of ecosystems 

Species  
St. Eustatius is home to an abundance of globally important species including critically endangered and endangered and 
vulnerable species, CITES and SPAW listed species all of which are of high conservation value. Red List Critical species 
are shown in the appendix, for the full list and database visit Parks-Work.com. 

Table 2 Species of conservation importance on St. Eustatius 

  RL Critical RL Endangered RL Vulnerable CITES I CITES II SPAW II IBA species 
Marine 10 21 44 15 249 46 7 

Terrestrial 3 3 2 1 53 4 10 
Total 13 24 46 16 302 50 17 
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Threats and issues 

The most pervasive issues facing the National Parks are:  
• Lack of structural funding to enable efficient management 
• Inconsistent support from the Public Entity  
• Lack of awareness generally about the value of nature and the need for conservation  

 
Direct threats are activities, caused or aggravated by humans, which have a negative impact on or degrade ecosystems, 
habitat or species within the parks and can lead to their damage or loss. Overviews of threats are presented in tables 
below.  

Table 3 Threats to the St. Eustatius National Marine Park 

Threat Notes 

Disease 

Stoney Coral Tissue Loss; 2014 discovered in Florida, moved though the Caribbean, discovered on 
St Eustatius reefs in 2019, started monitoring in 2019. There is uncertainty as to what causes the 
disease. 20 species of coral are affected, it leaves bare skeleton in a few months. The disease is 
spread by physical touch. Ballast water may be responsible for some of the spread. There is a very 
high infection rate as most corals are not very resilient. 

Shipping lanes; 
commercial 

shipping 

Busier shipping lanes and the constant threat of possible collisions and ship grounding. Some anchor 
damage occurred in the marine park in 2014.  

Wastewater;  
run-off 

Domestic and urban wastewater runs feely into the marine environment from poorly maintained 
septic tanks, during and after rainfall. As well as nutrient rich sewage, run-off contains several other 
pollutants such as oil and heavy metals. Terrestrial sediments are also found in runoff, which turn 
the water cloudy and settle on marine organisms, smothering and killing them. 

Soil erosion, 
sedimentation 

Sediment laden terrestrial run off easily finds its way onto coral reefs and marine habitats during 
times of rain. Sediments often contain poisons and they settle corals, smothering them. 

 
The table below gives an indication of the threat level for each of the National Park’s conservation targets  
 

The following criteria are used to assess the severity of the threat (high – medium – low) 
• Scope: geographic extent of the threat across the conservation target 
• Severity: level of damage to the conservation target 
• Irreversibility: degree to which the effects of the threat cannot be restored 

Table 4 Threats to conservation targets for the St. Eustatius National Marine Park 

Threat/Target Coral reef Seagrass Grouper Turtles 
Sharks, 

rays, 
Marine 

mammals 
Unsustainable fishing MED MED V HIGH LOW MED LOW 
Coastal development V HIGH MED LOW V HIGH MED LOW 
Free roaming goats V HIGH V HIGH HIGH V HIGH MED  LOW 
Oil spills/pollution HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH 
Invasive fauna - lionfish HIGH LOW V HIGH LOW LOW LOW 
Invasive flora – seagrass 
(H. stipulacea ) 

LOW V HIGH LOW HIGH LOW LOW 

Noise pollution HIGH LOW MED MED MED HIGH 
Anchoring V HIGH V HIGH LOW LOW LOW LOW 
Untreated sewage V HIGH MED MED MED MED LOW 
Littering (plastics) HIGH MED MED HIGH MED MED 
Diver damage MED LOW LOW MED LOW LOW 
Catch/bycatch HIGH LOW N.A LOW HIGH LOW 
Climate change HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH 
Disease HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH 
Events (sargassum) LOW LOW LOW V HIGH LOW LOW 
Extreme weather V HIGH V HIGH LOW MED MED LOW 
Summary HIGH MED MED HIGH -

MED 
MED MED - 

LOW 
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Table 5 Threats to the Quill-Boven National Park 

Threat Notes 
Small-holder grazing, 
ranching or farming 

Goats, sheep, pigs, donkeys and chickens roam the park freely, grazing on low and young 
plants, reducing ground cover, leading to erosion. 

Invasive; terrestrial 
fauna 

Green Iguana, mongoose, monkeys are all found on neighbouring islands, and continue to be 
an unrealised threat that could have devastating effects on the island's ecology. Giant African 
snails were introduced to St Eustatius in 2013 and are present on the island. 

 
Additional threats which occur inside or outside of the National Parks but which may impact on them in the future 
include:  
 

• Change of ownership of the oil terminal facility which may result in higher impacts on the marine environment 
and decreased funding and in-kind support  

• Coastal development 
• Spread of Corallita, an invasive vine, which smothers existing vegetation to form dense impenetrable thickets, 

killing the native species and changing the plant community’s structure and ecological functions 
• Spread of Halophila stipulacea, an invasive seagrass which has been colonising new areas and replacing native 

turtle grass (Thalassia testudinum) 
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Relationship to other organisations 

STENAPA is a founding member of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance and in 2020 was represented on the Board by 
Director, Erik Boman.  
 
Nationally STENAPA works with civil servants within a number of different Ministries including the Ministry of the 
Interior, the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Works.  
 
STINAPA works with over 40 local stakeholder groups and partners including local government, civil servants, 
enforcement agencies, the tourism industry, businesses, the education sector, agricultural sector and fisheries and non-
governmental organisations (NGOs).  
 
A summary of international, regional, national and local stakeholders and partners with whom STENAPA worked in 2020 
is provided below.  

Table 6 STENAPA key stakeholder groups 

Group Stakeholder / partner 
International 

partners World Wildlife Fund (WNF) 

Regional partners 
Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA), Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife 
Regional Activities Centre (SPAW-RAC), Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute, 
WIDECAST, MPA Connect 

National Partners 

National Government representative (Rijksvertegenwoordiger), Dutch Ministries of 
Agriculture (LNV), Interior (BZK), Education (OCW), Infrastructure (I+W) including 
Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat), University of Wageningen, Dutch Military, 
Wageningen Marine Research, Bird life international, Van Hall Larenstein 

Island Government Island Secretary, Commissioners, Harbour Office, Building and Zoning Department, 
Public Works, Legal Department, Department of Agriculture 

Enforcement 
agencies Prosecutors Office, Legal Office, Police, Coast Guard, Royal Marechaussee (K.Mar) 

Tourism sector Tourism Association, Dive operators, Hoteliers, Restaurants, Apartments 
Businesses Statia Oil Terminal (GTI), Tug boats/barges, Shipping agents, Construction 
Research Caribbean Netherlands Science Institute (CNSI) 
Education Local primary schools, Education Dept, Youth Groups 

Fishing Fisherfolk 
Agriculture Farmers 

NGOs Plastic Recycling, Statia Waste Solutions, Statia Pride 
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Human resources 

STENAPA works with full time and part time staff members, volunteers and interns and sub-contracts work locally.  

Staff members 
In 2020 STENAPA had ten full time members of staff, all of whom worked a full year. Staff have 27 years of collective 
work experience with STENAPA (at year end 2020). 
 

Table 7 STENAPA staff members 
Name Position Start year Academic qualification 

Erik Boman Director, E.B. 2019 PhD 
Jessica Berkel MP Manager 2007 Msc 
Achsah Mitchell Outreach officer 2018 Masters of research 
Francois Mille National Park Ranger (Marine Park) 2018 Diploma 
Sussette Hassell Administration 2019 MBO Admin 
Rupnor Redan National Park Ranger (Trails) 2016 Diploma 
Ervin Arnaud National Park Ranger (Botanical garden) 2019 High School Leaver 
Marit Pistor National Park Ranger (Marine Park) 2019 BSc 
Adam Mitchell Reforestation Project Manager - on site 2019 BSc 
Philippa King Reforestation Ranger 2019 BSc 

 
Additional qualifications 
 
Additional qualifications listed in the table below have been identified as important for Protected Area staff. The overall 
capacity of staff members to carry out their work can be valued in terms of their experience (years of service), academic 
qualifications and additional qualifications.  
 

Table 8 STENAPA staff: additional qualifications 
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Director    + +  + 

MP Manager +   + + + + 

Outreach officer     + + + 

National Park Ranger (Marine Park) + +  + + + + 

Administration    + + +  

National Park Ranger (Trails)    + + + + 

National Park Ranger (Botanical garden)    + +   

National Park Ranger (Marine Park)    + + + + 

Reforestation Project Manager - on site     +  + 

Reforestation Ranger     +   
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Staff development 
Table 9 Training courses, meetings and workshops attended by STENAPA staff 

Course, meeting, workshop name Staff involved Duration, including travel Location 
DCNA Virtual Board meeting Director 2 days Virtual 
PADI Dive Master Marit Pastor   

 
Restrictions imposed by COVID-19 impaired STENAPA’s ability to attend conference and workshops and made face to 
face meetings and attendance at training courses impossible. STENAPA’s administrator does receive on the job training 
in financial administration from STENAPA’s accountant.  

Consultants and outsourcing 
STENAPA used three contractors to carry out work in 2020,  

Table 10 STENAPA consultants 

Name Work carried out Duration (days_ 
Parks Work [Kalli De 
Meyer; Duncan MacRae] 

St Eustatius National Marine Park 
Management Plan 

20 

Hdo Administration Office Bookkeeper  80 
Eco professionals Bird monitoring 10 

 

Volunteers and Interns 
Table 11 STENAPA volunteers and interns 2020 

Name Focus 
Estimated 

duration (days) 
Kevin Harmsen Terrestrial park 50 
Nina Flier Terrestrial park 80 
Frelon Charlie Terrestrial park 20 
Henry Cole Terrestrial park 22 
Gemma Cockshott Terrestrial park 22 
Ines Freire Marine Park 120 
Joao Coronel Marine Park 120 
Megan Smock Marine Park 53 
Alexander Moore Marine Park 150 
Emily Croasdale Marine Park 100 
Kevin Harmsen Terrestrial park 50 
Nina Flier Terrestrial park 80 

 
Working Abroad, a UK based volunteer organisation, has supported the ‘St. Eustatius Conservation Project’ since early 
2003. Groups of up to eight volunteers normally visit for a period of two months to work on the Marine Park, the Quill 
National Park and the Botanical Garden. A contribution is received from each volunteer to cover the costs of staying in 
a rental house, and to cover project costs.  
 
However, COVID-19 restrictions in 2020 meant that STENAPA’s usual volunteer and intern-based workforce was unable 
to assist for most of the year.  This represented a significant loss of manpower. 
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Operational management 

Operational management is the day to day work of a protected area. These tasks are described in more detail in an 
appendix to this report. The various aspects of operational management (or core management) tasks are: 
 

• MANAGEMENT 
• ADMINISTRATION 
• INCOME GENERATION 
• FIELD ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE 
• EDUCATION 

• OUTREACH 
• MONITORING- RESEARCH 
• LAW ENFORCEMENT 
• ADVICE 

 
In 2020 41% of STENAPA’s staff time was spent on work related to the marine environment, with the remaining 59% 
spent on terrestrial issues. 
 

 

Figure 1 Staff time division between terrestrial and marine (10 staff full-time equivalent). 

 
The charts below show how the staff time is divided between the Operational Management tasks. The charts consider 
how much time individual staff members spent working at the organisation throughout the year i.e. if they were full or 
part time, or if they started or finished working part way through the year. 
 

 
Figure 2 St. Eustatius National Marine Park: staff time division between operational management tasks. 
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Figure 3 Quill-Boven National Park: staff time division between operational management tasks. 

 

Management 
There were no changes to the Board, Service Level Agreement with government or similar in 2020, but the Board did 
update its vision and mission statements. Meetings were held with the commissioners, but due to COVID-19 restrictions 
these were not on a regular basis. 
 
Staff worked hard on the legislation including reviewing all existing nature ordinances relevant to flora, fauna and 
conservation in an effort to update and modernize the nature legislation for St Eustatius. This is ready to be gazetted 
and once it is in force it will be a vast improvement over the current situation. 
 
STENAPA’s relationship with Government was much improved in 2020 and staff provided advice on a number of issues 
including: 

- Nature legislation 
- Roaming animal project 
- Development 
- Recruitment 
- Policy regarding land use 
- Fisheries and agriculture 
- Nature management 

 
A new Management Plan for the St Eustatius National Marine Park was developed in 2020 in close co-operation with 
STENAPA staff and stakeholders. It reached final draft stage in December 2020. Staff had annual workplans and budgets 
which were approved by the Board.  
 
A new policy document was developed which provides a set of criteria for the evaluation of projects, their selection and 
approval.  

Administration 
The office expansion was completed in 2020 and the Marine Team now have their own dedicated office space as a result 
of which the office space is much more functional. Despite the lack of tourist vegetation, staff felt that the workload 
remained unchanged and the lack of interns and volunteers resulted in more work.  
 
Internal financial administration was improved, through resource planning and budgeting and, at the end of the year 
the Foundation managed to close its books with no financial deficit. Quarterly technical and financial reports were 
produced along with statement of profit and loss for each ‘department’ and the 2019 Financial Statement was 
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completed and submitted to the Tax Office. The 2016 audit was finally completed in 2020. Accounting company, Fersant, 
on St Maarten has been hired to bring the audits up to date.  
 

Income Generation 
COVID-19 related funding support from the Dutch Government, which covered 25% of STENAPA’s salary costs, allowed 
the Foundation to remain open and a special disbursement from the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance of US$ 150,000 
provided much needed financial relief and supported STENAPA’s conservation efforts throughout the year whilst other 
sources of income plummeted.  
 
Travel restrictions resulted in little or no income from admission fees and souvenir sales. Donations were reduced to 
approximately $200 for the year and some in-kind support from the dive industry (tank fills) was lost whilst dive staff 
continued to assist with mooring maintenance and installation. There was also an in-kind contribution of solar panels 
by local businesses and flashlights for turtle patrols by Mr Craig Wilson. A new system was set up to track the sale of 
trail and dive tags and this is a great improvement over the past. An old quad was sold for $500, three old boat engines 
were sold for $3000 and an old van for $4000. STENAPA is currently quite well equipped due to a policy of including 
equipment needs in project proposals.  
 
The admission fee structure is unchanged: 
 

- Dive fee: $30 per year or $ 6 per dive 
- Trail fee: $10 per year 
- Yacht fee: $10 per night or $30 per week 

 
STENAPA received a subside of $178,000, of which $100,000 is from the terminal and $78,000 from government. An 
addition $45,000 was received in COVID-19 relief and staff salaries were covered to $60,000.  
 
Grant funding included: 

- $79,000 in trail improvement funded by the Dutch Ministry of the Interior 
- $20,000 for Diadema research funded by WWF-NL 
- $7,000 for the roaming animal project in materials and working hours for erecting fences will be compensated 

($8,000) 
 
A number of funding requests for grant funding were written, including: 

- EU BEST 2.0 projects 
- Oil terminal for a project to fund a virtual reality film of Statia’s coral reefs for outreach and PR purposes 
- Oil terminal for a sea grass monitoring project 

 
 
There are a number of ideas for novel souvenir items including eco-friendly items, locally produced souvenir mugs and 
upcycled blocks and 3D turtle pendants.  
 

Field Administration and Maintenance 
The office expansion was completed in 2020 and the Marine Team now have their own dedicated office space. 
Additional storage space means that equipment is more secure than ever and the meeting room was renovated and is 
now equipped with a large flat screen TV.  
 
Fences were erected as part of the free roaming animal project in Boven and the Northern Hills with the Department of 
Agriculture. The entire Northern Hills is to be fenced off at its narrowest point and the government is repairing the road 
to Venus Bay. Free roaming animal removal is being undertaken together with goat owners and there is a small exclusion 
project near the solar park. 
 
There was some maintenance of the road to the Botanical Garden as the old slave walls were encroaching on the road. 
Trail maintenance was hampered by the fact that there was only one terrestrial park ranger available to do this work. A 
vegetable patch was constructed at the Botanical Garden. 
 
A detailed 3D map of the Atlantic coast and ash layers revealed the fact that St Eustatius must have had a previously 
undiscovered volcano which is out at sea. 
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The trail into the Quill had to be closed due to a landslide and has remained shut since November. Staff are working to 
build an easier trail into and out of the Quill. Staff were involved throughout the year in the on-going ReforeStatia 
project. There was some coral restoration at Crooks Castle near the harbour and at Jenkins Bay where coral nubbins 
were outplanted. Most of the outplanted corals were staghorn coral and survivorship was high. A picnic table was set 
up at Zeelandia Beach. 
 
Staff work with 1 patrol boat and a dinghy with engines which were purchased in 2019 for the Marine Park as well as 2 
quads and 4 trucks, the maintenance of which is outsourced. One of the park trucks was involved in a collision with a 
cistern and was out of commission for 6 months.  
 
There are a variety of moorings in the Marine Park some made of concrete as well as blocks, Helix moorings and coral 
anchors. No new moorings were installed in 2020. Demarcation buoys disappeared from the southern reserve and were 
not replaced. Moorings were maintained throughout the year about once every 3-4 months and staff keep a detailed 
mooring log.  
 
There were no routine patrols in the terrestrial or the Marine Park and patrolling was integrated into other work. Marine 
patrols are carried out on the Atlantic side of the island when the sea state permits. Two interns got lost and had to 
swim to shore from Crooks Castle, below the harbour.  
 
The COVID-19 related lock down in March and April was difficult and extremely unsettling. Staff were forced to work 
from home and needed curfew passes to be able to continue with basic park management tasks in the field.  
 

Education 
There are four schools which participate in STENAPA’s education programme for schools: 

- Golden Rock Catholic school 
- Bethel Methodist school 
- Seventh Day Adventist 
- Governor de Graaf school 

 
From January to March 2020 there were field trip with school children, including hiking with Made in Statia and the 
ReforeStatia programme reaching approximately 500 local children. Custom made lessons have been developed and 
there are school boxes which are administered by CNSI. The school programme is run during the morning for 8 groups 
of children aged 5-12 years so that the Education Office has the chance to interact with all age groups.  
 
The Junior Ranger programme includes 

- Introduction to STENAPA (map of Statia, location of the parks) 
- Statian wild animals (recognition and age-appropriate games) 
- Trees and tree planting 

 
STENAPA intended to start collaborating with Mega D Youth Foundation (MYF) working with 10 year olds enrolled in 
their programme once every 2 months. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 restrictions this was not possible although one 
group managed to camp out at the Botanical Garden early in the year.  
 
There was no interest in the Junior Rangers but kids did participate in the DCNA Nature Quiz. There are also some 
logistical problems still to be solved as STENAPA rangers only work until 4.00pm and high school runs until 3.00pm, 
which does not allow enough time to run good programmes with staff support.  
 
STENAPA got a strong start with nature awareness in 2020 with posters, cards, website material, banners and radio 
slots. But COVID-19 related restrictions meant that meetings had to be called off after March 2020. There were some 
night patrols looking for turtle crawls and excavations with up to 15 people.  
 
STENAPA did run a summer camp in 2020 accommodating 10 kids per week for two weeks, one group with kids aged 8-
11 years and the second with kids aged 12-15 years. The programme offered hiking, snorkelling, activities on Zeelandia 
beach and iguana patrols.  
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Outreach 
STENAPA was busy throughout the year posting updates to social media, primarily FaceBook but also Instagram and 
Twitter. The most popular posts are about iguana and turtles and staff try to post material on a daily basis (Marine 
Monday, Terrestrial Tuesday etc.). Separate pages were created for the Marine Park, ReforeStatia, Iguana foundation, 
Miriam C Schmidt for the Botanical Garden events, Youth Nature Education and Volunteers. 
 
STENAPA produced 9 newsletters in 2020 with a focus on ReforeStatia and a Marine Park special edition on sea turtles. 
The local news media like to take stories from STENAPAs Newsletters. 
 
A number of short 1-2 min videos were made for social media including iguana videos and a series of pieces on “Tammi 
the Turtle”, which were very popular. Interviews were given to the local media including material on Red Billed 
Tropicbirds and Nature on Statia.  
 
The website front page banners were changed and there were regular news updates. Materials included the production 
of large posters which were hung at restaurants, office and the museum as well as fliers which were included in local 
newspapers. Signage in the park removed, reframed and replaced.  
 
DCNA organised a remote social media training event for education and outreach staff in November 2020 by Empower. 
The course focussed on Instagram and FaceBook and included an app to make up stories. It was instructive to share 
material.  
 
STENAPA attempted to organise a Nature Chase in 2020 but this had to be cancelled. Several clean ups were held during 
the year including at Zeelandia Beach and Wilhelmina Park and a record was kept of the trash collected which was made 
up mostly of beer bottles and plastic bottles. 
 

Monitoring-Research 
Only one group of researchers visited St Eustatius in 2020 to study invasive seagrass, Halophila stipulacea.  
All other planned trips were cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions.  
 
A SWOT special edition report was published in 2020 on Sea Turtles in the Caribbean which included information from 
St Eustatius. Erik Boman co-authored a paper on seagrass which was published in 2020. Turtle nest monitoring found 
that in 2020 at least 18 turtle nests hatched, producing more than 2000 hatchings. Annual in-water surveys of juvenile 
and adult turtles were conducted throughout the entire Marine Park around Statia (30 total), as they forage for food 
and find a place to rest.  During each survey, 2 scuba divers swim 10 meters apart, along the middle of the water column 
(15 m deep), recording the turtles they see for 40 minutes. For each turtle spotted, the following data was recorded: 
species, gender, approximate size, activity when spotted (eating, resting, etc) and where they were found (over sand, 
reef, seagrass or wreck). 
 
Coral restoration work continued with a small project, no ladders and some limited outplanting. The ladders have not 
been very successful and STENAPA is looking for a more effective structure.  
 
Bird monitoring continued with terrestrial abundance and distribution as well as studies of Tropicbird hatchling success 
and survival. Nest success has declined and this does not seem to be due to predation. Iguana monitoring included 
capture, mark, recapture studies to determine population estimates. Iguana patrols look out for hybrid and green 
iguana, which are removed. There were three reports of invasive iguana arriving on island in shipping containers.  
 
Shark monitoring continued with both acoustic monitoring and visual sighting forms. There are 8 acoustic monitoring 
stations, four on each side of the island and 6 tagged sharks (4 Nurse sharks and 2 Caribbean reef sharks). Marine 
mammal monitoring was also ongoing using acoustic loggers, visual sighting forms and handheld hydrophones.  
 
Stoney Coral Tissue Loss Disease (SCTLD) continued to impact on Statia’s reefs in 2020 and STENAPA monitored its 
progression and treatments. The disease appears to be presenting differently to Florida and STENAPA is working with 
the University of Ross on St Kitts and the USGC lab in Hawaii to investigate why. STENAPA is also a member of the NOAA 
SCTLD watch group. Science and monitoring programmes in 2020 are outlined below. 
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Table 12 Science and monitoring programmes in 2020 

Type Focus Title Lead(s) 

Long-term Coral Reef 
Ecosystems 

RAAK PRO Diadema: Diadema antillarum 
Population Assessment & Restoration 

CNSI: Kimani Kitson-Walters 
VHL: Alwin Hylkema 
STENAPA: Jessica Berkel 

Long-term Coral Reef 
Restoration Coral Restoration (coral nurseries) STENAPA: Jessica Berkel 

Long-term Reforestation Reforestation Project on St. Eustatius 

Mac & Field: Tim van 
Wagensveld & Stacey Mac 
Donald 
STENAPA: Erik Boman 

Monitoring Birds Red-billed Tropicbird reproductive success: 
nest monitoring and hatchling survival 

STENAPA: Erik Boman 
CNSI: Hannah Madden 

Monitoring Invasive species Goat and/or donkey removal: 
-  Quill National Park (exclusion plots) STENAPA: Erik Boman 

Monitoring Reptiles Lesser Antillean Iguana: Monitoring capture, 
tag, recapture STENAPA: Erik Boman 

Research Livestock  Roaming livestock density, distribution and 
population estimates  CNSI: Hannah Madden  

Research Reptiles  Lesser Antillean iguana nest research (funded 
by WWF-NL)  

RAVON: Tim van Wagensveld, 
Ronald Zollinger 

Monitoring Birds Terrestrial bird monitoring: abundance and 
distribution STENAPA 

Monitoring  Coral reefs Global Coral Reef Monitoring (GCRMN): 22 
sites 

STENAPA: Jessica Berkel 
CNSI 

Monitoring Fish Lionfish monitoring and control STENAPA: Jessica Berkel 

Monitoring Mammals 
 Marine mammal monitoring (noise loggers) STENAPA: Jessica Berkel 

Monitoring Reptiles Sea turtle monitoring: crawls, nest 
monitoring, in water surveys STENAPA: Jessica Berkel 

Research Invasive species Invasive seagrass Halophila stipulacea  
 University of Trinidad 

Monitoring  Fish Shark acoustic monitoring and sighting forms STENAPA 
Uni of Wageningen 

Monitoring Disease SCTLD monitoring progression and treatment  Ross University, St Kitts 
University of Hawaii 

 
ReforeStatia and STENAPA staff member, Adam Mitchell, worked to develop a nursery for native plants on the north 
side of the airport including Lignum vitae (wayaka), Calabas, Sugar apple, Mahogany and Mango trees.  
 
As part of a Dutch Government funded initiative to control and manage free roaming animals on Statia, STENAPA started 
fencing in the Northern hills. Free roaming animals include goats, cattle, sheep, pigs, donkeys and chickens. The project 
intends to remove all free roaming animals from the streets. STENAPA is involved only where activities include the 
National Park.  
 

Law enforcement 
Good progress was made in 2020 on the development of new legislation to protect nature, both terrestrial and marine, 
on St Eustatius. This new Ordinance is ready for gazetting and will make a significant difference to law enforcement 
once it passes into law.  
 
Dive operator permits need to be reviewed annually. Dive operators apply, fill in a form, pay $85 and receive a business 
license from the island Government.  
 
STENAPA supported a local initiative to ban single use plastics, which will come into effect in 2021.  
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Whilst there were no issues effecting access to the National Park, a development on the Atlantic shore, where a new 
resort is being constructed, which will include a restaurant and bungalows accommodating up to 100 guests, were 
contacted when they placed a discharge pipe from the desalination plant at the cliff edge. It was immediately removed.  
 
Incidents throughout the year included fishing in the Marine Reserve (for which verbal warnings were issued), 
spearfishing on scuba and sand mining on Zeelandia beach. STENAPA co-operates closely with the Police and Coast 
Guard on matters of enforcement and STENAPA has two staff members with special police powers (BavPol).  

Advice 
STENAPA continues to work with a range of stakeholders and partners. Stakeholders include the fishermen, dive 
operators, Dutch Government, Coastguard, Tourism Department, other NGO’s, local government, businesses, schools, 
as well as international organisations such as DCNA and WNF NL.  
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Projects 

STENAPA worked on several projects in 2020. Below is an overview: 
 

Name of project Project activities in 2020 Funder Status 
Reforestation  BZK In progress 
Coral Restoration  BZK In progress 
Trail improvement Created designs for new trail 

markers 
BZK In progress 

Roaming animal project (Fencing 
Boven National Park) 

 LNV In Progress 

Diadema project  ARROSTA (Van 
Hall/WUR) 

Completed in 
2020 
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Financial reporting 

Financial Statement 
Profit and loss  
Balance sheet  
 
Available on request. 
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Appendices 

Critically Endangered IUCN Red List species 

Group name Scientific name English 

Birds Pterodroma caribbaea Jamaican petrel 

Corals - stony Acropora cervicornis  Staghorn Coral 

Corals - stony Acropora palmata Elkhorn Coral 

Fish Epinephelus itajara Atlantic Goliath Grouper, Jewfish, Goliath Grouper 

Fish Epinephelus striatus Nassau Grouper 

Fish Hyporthodus nigritus Warsaw grouper 

Fish - sharks and rays Carcharhinus longimanus Oceanic Whitetip Shark 

Fish - sharks and rays Pristis pectinata Sawfish, Smalltooth Sawfish 

Fish - sharks and rays Pristis pristis Largetooth sawfish 

Plants Galactia longiflora Legume sp.. - shrub 

Reptiles - iguana Iguana delicatissima Lesser Antillean Iguana 

Reptiles - turtles Eretmochelys imbricata  Hawksbill Turtle 

Reptiles - turtles Dermochelys coriacea  Leatherback Turtle 
 
For full the full conservation species lists please visit parks-work.com.  
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Glossary 

Actively managed park 

A park where management activities are carried out by dedicated (full or part-time) staff on 
a regular/daily basis within an organisation, which has a defined mission and goals and where 
staff time is organised to address core management tasks as well as proactively tackling issues 
and threats. A non-actively (passively) managed park would lack a defined mission and goals, 
staff time would not be allocated to address core tasks and would react to threats and issues 
in an ad-hoc fashion. 

Adaptive management A management system, which includes reviewing past performance and incorporating 
'lessons learnt' and improvements into the ongoing management and planning process. 

Biodiversity The total diversity of living organisms as well as the ecosystems of which they are part 
(includes species diversity, genetic diversity and ecosystem diversity) 

Capacity A combination of the resources available to manage a park. 

Co-management A management structure whereby the park management organisation and stakeholders 
share joint authority and responsibility for making decisions about resource management. 

Context 
Aspects of park management which form part of the circumstances in which the PMO 
operates and which change infrequently such as tenure, international recognition, zoning, 
legislation etc. 

Effective management 

Management driven by a clear mission and goals, which includes stakeholder input, past and 
present achievements, issues and threats. These are normally captured in a management 
document such as a management plan. The level of effectiveness depends on how the park’s 
resources (financial, human, physical and information) are deployed to implement the PMOs 
mission and goals and to address operational activities, threats and issues. 

Evaluation Judgement or assessment of achievement against predetermined criteria. 

Goal A broad statement indicating what the park is trying to achieve through its management 
efforts 

Habitat The ecological area occupied by an organism, population or community as characterised by 
both its physical and biotic properties.  

Human resources The full and part time staff (and their attributes), volunteers, interns as well as individuals and 
organisations used on a consultancy/contractual basis. 

Invasive species Non-indigenous species (or exotic species) introduced by human actions, whose introduction 
causes, or is likely to cause, economic or environmental harm or harm to human health. 

Issue Anything with the potential to negatively impact on the conservation of the park’s natural 
resources. If not addressed issues could threaten the sustainable conservation of the park. 

Management capacity A measure of a park’s ability to fulfil its mission and goals in terms of the available resources 
(physical, human, financial and information). 

Management 
effectiveness The degree to which management achieves the goals and objectives of the park. 

Management Success 
Evaluation 

The evaluation of the positive achievements of a park - primarily relating to the management 
and conservation of values of the park. 

Monitoring 
The regular collection and analysis of information, which allows a PMO to measure change in 
the physical, social and economic environment of the park. This information should be used 
to guide management efforts.  

Operational activities Activities that are essential to the ongoing management of an actively managed park.  

Park 
An area of land and/or sea, which is dedicated to the protection and maintenance of biological 
diversity, natural and associated cultural resources and is managed through legal or other 
effective means. 

Partner An individual or an organisation with whom staff of a park collaborate for the benefit of the 
park. They do not hold a vested interest in the park. 

Physical resources Any resource that can be uniquely identified, this includes buildings, transport, and 
infrastructure. 

Pressure A diffuse external impact on a park created by human activities, which requires a 
management response in order to sustainably protect the resource from harm 

Project 
A defined enterprise executed to achieve a particular aim with in a defined time period. 
Projects can involve research, capacity or infrastructure development, education or other 
aspects of management. 

Protected area (park) 
network 

A coherent group of protected areas (preferably ecologically linked) operating co-operatively 
to increase management effectiveness by improving their ability to lobby, fundraise and 
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manage as well as to build internal capacity through the exchange of knowledge, expertise, 
information and or resources.  

Resources The financial, human, physical and information resources available for day-to-day operations 
Research Hypothesis driven scientific investigation(s) limited by time. 

Stakeholder An individual, group or organisation with a vested interest in the management of a park, who 
can affect or be affected by park management decisions.  

Threat 

A biological, chemical or physical process or entity, which damages, destroys or degrades the 
natural resource. A threat can be an entity such as an organism, which becomes a pest, or a 
process such as an increase in erosion, which damages habitat or can result from human 
activities such as anchor damage.  

Use A human activity that takes place within a park. 

Value 
The importance of a park in terms of a range of variables, including biological, ecological, 
cultural, wilderness, economic, social characteristics as well as scientific, international or 
national significance.  
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Acronyms
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AIS 
Automatic Identification System (for 
identifying the status and movements 
of registered marine vessels) 

AGOA French Antilles Marine Mammal 
Sanctuary 

BNMP Bonaire National Marine Park. 

BRUV Baited Remote Underwater Video 

BZK Dutch Ministry of the Interior and 
Kingdom Relations 

CARMABI Caribbean Research and Management 
of Biodiversity Foundation 

CaMPAM Caribbean Marine Protected Area 
Managers (Organisation). 

CARIMAM Caribbean network for the 
conservation of marine mammals  

CITES Convention for International Trade in 
Endangered Species 

DCNA Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance 

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone 

EPIC Environmental Protection in the 
Caribbean  

GCFI Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute 

GCRMN Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network 

IUCN International Union for Nature 
Conservation 

MPA Marine Protected Area  

NGO Non-Government Organisation. 
 

NIOZ 
Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek 
der Zee, research institute in the 
Netherlands 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

PA Protected area 

SBMU Saba Bank Management Unit 

SCF Saba Conservation Foundation 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SPAW 
The Protocol Concerning Specially 
Protected Areas and Wildlife (also 
SPAW-RAC) 

STENAPA St. Eustatius National Parks 
Foundation 

STINAPA Stichting Nationale Parken 

UNEP CAR 
United Nations Environment 
Programme – Caribbean Regional 
Office 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation. 

USFW U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

WIDECAST Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network 

WNF/WWF Wereld Natuur Fonds – World Wildlife 
Fund, Netherlands 

WUR Wageningen University Marine 
Research (formerly IMARES) 

YARARI 
Marine mammal and Shark Sanctuary 
established in the Dutch Caribbean 
EEZ 
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Elements of protected area management 
Management Success examines three elements of protected area management: 

• context within which parks operate 
• resources at their disposal (financial, human, physical and information)  
• operational management (tasks they perform) 

Required operational management activities may be captured in legislation and/or in a service level agreement 
(SLA) with government.  

 
Context 
A protected area is managed within defined physical and management characteristics that represent the 
‘context’. The context of the protected area defines how the protected area is likely to be managed.  
Three main aspects of context have been identified through the Management Success project. 
 

 

Background 

 
Background includes physical aspects such as the location, size, zonation, legal protection 
and formal designation, international and regional designations (such as Ramsar sites, 
Important Bird Areas, World Heritage status) as well as governance aspects such as the 
governance structure, tenure and any management or service level agreements with 
government. 
 

Values 

 
The values of a protected area include biodiversity values (habitats/species), landscape, 
geological, historical, cultural, spiritual and/or aesthetic values. Protected areas can also 
have significant economic value in terms of employment opportunities, tourism and 
extractive use (fishing, farming, forestry). Other values include environmental and 
ecosystem services. 
 

Threats 

 
Threats are any event or activity external to the park which directly degrades or causes 
an undesirable change to the abundance, distribution, composition or condition of the 
biodiversity within the park. Most threats are caused or aggravated by human activity. 
Examples of threats include poaching, overgrazing, unregulated development and road 
construction. The relationships between threats and the effects on the resources and 
values of a protected area are complex, and often interrelated. Significant threats will 
include the direct and indirect results of climate change, invasive / introduced species, 
land conversion and development, including tourism related development. These threats 
contribute to the direct loss of habitat and species from protected areas. 

 
 
Resources 
The level of management which a park can aspire to depends in large part on the available resources. If the 
resources are not available or are restricted, park capacity will be limited. Resources include: 
 

• Financial resources (income) 
• Human resources (staffing) 
• Physical resources (equipment and materials) 
• Information resources (reports, maps, data that aid management) 
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Financial resources 
Income can come from a variety of sources including government subsidies, admission fees, fees for service, 
grants and ‘friends of’ groups, franchises and similar. Ensuring parks have sufficient income is particularly 
problematic for parks in the Dutch Caribbean as they are ineligible for most international and multilaterial 
funds (USAID, World Bank/GEF) as well as many domestic funding soures. Income needs to adequately cover 
operational costs, including staffing, as well as providing funds to address threats and issues. A key aspect of 
income is its sustainability; a constant flow of income – ‘structural funding’ - is required to retain staff and 
maintain operations and is a key to long-term success. 

 
Human resources 
In order to function well, parks require adequate staffing including at least a manager and assistant 
manager/chief ranger for each protected area as well as an adequate number of rangers, administrative staff, 
communication, education and science staff four or more rangers, an administrator and an education officer. 
They may additionally have project staff. Where an island has the management of both terrestrial and marine 
parks, they will frequently employ a director to oversee the management of both parks, park administration, 
lobbying, fundraising and who will be responsible for representation. Parks may actively or passively run 
volunteer programmes and work with interns, trainees and/or consultants. 

 
Physical resources 
The physical resources available to the park affects the ability of the staff to carry out their work. An 
adequately equipped park will have adequate buildings (office, workshop, storage/lockup) well equipped, 
fully furnished offices, boats, vehicles, maintenance equipment, drilling equipment (to place moorings), 
scientific and field equipment. 

 
Information resources 
Parks need easy access to up to date and accurate information about the protected area and all facets of 
operation. This increases the capacity of the protected area to make well informed management decisions, 
to communicate well and to provide effective outreach and education and outreach. Information resources 
should include management plans, appropriate satellite images, maps (topographical and bathymetric), tide 
and current data, habitat maps, species lists and maps, published and unpublished scientific reports, socio-
economic and economic data.  

 
Operational Management 
Park operational management has been defined by Park managers themselves in the Dutch Caribbean through 
a collaborative process. The following provides operational management in a summarized form: 

Management 

Park staff will typically serve as a secretariat for their Boards and will be involved in preparing and 
organising Board meetings, agendas and minute taking. Management is responsible for the 
implementation of strategies, and for the development and implementation of planning, budgeting, 
reporting, accounting oversight as well as the production of Annual Reports and Financial statement 
including audits (if required) and any other reporting. 

Administration 

Administration includes daily tasks such as handling correspondence, general inquiries, filing as well 
as all aspects of financial administration (bookkeeping, accounting, invoicing and payments, travel 
logistics) human resource management (personnel administration, contracts, job descriptions 
payroll, staff development, work planning and scheduling), and may include handling project 
administration and oversight of admission fees, souvenir items and similar. 

Income 
generation 

Income generation includes the acquisition, administration and reporting for (government) 
subsidies, fees, concessions, franchises, fee for service and similar as well as grants and project 
funding. Additionally, parks may run ‘friends of …’ groups, actively soliciting donations from the 
public or corporate sponsors. Souvenir purchase, maintenance of inventory and sale of souvenir 
items can be another source of income as well as fee for service, franchises and similar. 

Field 
administration 
and 
maintenance 

Patrolling is a core field task, providing an ongoing presence in the park, which will often include 
assisting users, responding to safety and enforcement issues, maintaining moorings/trails and basic 
monitoring. Keeping good field logs is essential as are period inspections and maintenance of 
buildings, vehicles, boats, moorings, tracks, trails and roads as well as mooring buoys, signage, 
markers and special equipment.  

Education 

Education refers to formal training either within the school system or as part of an out of school 
activities programme, as well as vocational training or similar for adults. Parks will have some form 
of Junior Ranger programme and/or Snorkel Programme to complement their activities in schools as 
well as training courses for local educators  
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Outreach and 
communication 

Parks typically engage in an array of activities designed to provide information and to educate users, 
including islanders, visitors and specific user groups. These are generally captured in a 
communication plan and will include developing programmes for targeted audiences to increase 
knowledge about the park, to change behaviour and/or build stewardship. Outreach includes signage 
and materials, such as posters, brochures and leaflets (often in multiple languages). Parks actively 
engage with their local media through newspapers, television, radio interviews and advertisement 
spots (PSAs). Parks maintain an on-line presence through websites and on social media. Many 
produce some form of newsletter and publish regular updates on their work.  Organising and 
participating in events provide outstanding opportunities for outreach. Additionally, some parks 
have visitor centres, trail shops or museum and many also provide guided tours and excursions. 

Science and 
monitoring 

Parks collect information on the state of their natural resources, the use of resources including socio-
economic data. Monitoring programmes, as well as being used to look at changes over time, 
frequently address specific management issues. Site characterization is important and includes 
physical mapping and biological inventories. Additionally, parks may support hypothesis driven 
scientific research projects to address specific topics with defined research priorities specifically to 
address management needs. Damage assessment, impact of invasive species, evaluating the effects 
of restoration work are other topics for research and monitoring work. 

Law 
Enforcement 

Local, national, regional and international legislation forms the basis for the legal protection of the 
protected area and the implementation of conventions, laws, rules and regulations are a core task 
of every park. Parks interpret the legislation for all user groups, providing guidance and advice as 
well as enforcing the law by issuing verbal and written warnings, giving summary fines and writing 
up offences. Other legal mechanisms such as establishing rules, publishing guidelines, issuing permits 
and exemptions are useful tools to control and regulate activities. Parks are frequently involved in 
the permitting processes for activities within the protected area and may work co-operatively and 
assist other enforcement agencies such as police, customs and/or coast guard. 

Advice 

Protected area staff work with decision makers to integrate management priorities into island and 
national planning, give advice, petition government and are frequently represented on government 
advisory boards and committees. They work closely with government agencies and engage with 
stakeholders through a process of collaboration, by providing information and advice and meeting 
regularly with stakeholder groups. Partners may include research institutions, conservation 
organisations and funders both on island and abroad.  

 
Projects 
In addition to operational management, parks will often carry out projects. A project is a limited time 
undertaking with a beginning and an end. It will include specific goals, objectives and benchmarks and will 
generally take place within defined constraints of time and resources. 
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Executive Summary 
Coupled with the chaos and uncertainty of the COVID-19 global pandemic, the challenges facing the Nature 
Foundation in 2020 were significant, the most pervasive of which continues to be the chronic lack of adequate 
structural funding to cover the cost of day-to-day management. The most immediate effect on the Foundation is the 
struggle to attract and retain well trained and experienced staff. Nevertheless, there were some clear wins.  
 
As a direct result of the Sustainable Finance Workshop, the Nature Foundation was able to hire an Education Officer, 
Leslie Hickerson on the 1st March 2020 for one year with funding raised from the Yacht Club port de Plaisance. This 
meant that the Nature Foundation was once again able to run an outreach and education programme throughout the 
year including their Junior Ranger programme with a full programme for the year including monthly meetings from 
August to the end of the year for five local children. Education and outreach highlights included running three 
snorkelling trips for 60 kids, a dive fliers and work on the Nature Foundation website. More challenging was that the 
Education officer was not allowed to conduct school visits or events and sponsorship was for the position only. 
Additionally, Telem, a local telecom company funded the Save St Maarten Coral Reef project, an SMS competition 
which included fliers, posters, questions which were sent out by SMS. This project was very valuable as it reached out 
to previously untapped sectors of the community.   
 
Thanks to funding support of US$ 150,000 from the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) from their Conservation 
Trust Fund, the Nature Foundation was finally able to repay outstanding loans and declare itself debt free at the end 
of 2020. Thanks also to this funding the Nature Foundation boat was sent for repair to Anguilla in September 2020. 
Unfortunately, it was not returned until the end of the year which left the Marine Park with no patrol boat for a later 
part of the year. DCNA intends to assist the windward island parks, by conducting a general review of their 
governance and finances. 
 
The Board of the Nature Foundation installed a two-tier system of governance with an Executive Board consisting of 
the Board Chair, Board Secretary, and Board Treasurer, who are now solely responsible for the Foundation’s human 
resources and day to day financial affairs, in addition to their statutory responsibilities. Financial administration has 
been outsourced to a local accounting company, BCJ Enterprises, and the Executive Board approves all payments.  
 
The COVID related lock down had the positive spin off that staff were able to catch up with the backlog of 
accumulated work including getting up to date with the Service Level Agreement with VROMI which runs until 2021, 
providing them with a management plan for the island of St Maarten and submitting annual reports and financial 
statements in good time. The Service Level Agreement will need to be renegotiated before the end of 2021, and this is 
likely to prove challenging.  
 
Lock down also provided an increase in the registration of boats using the Marine Park’s system of moorings. Mooring 
users are requested to make a donation towards the upkeep of the moorings. Boats paid US$ 250.00 per year for use 
of the dive moorings which raised approximately US$ 4,000. Since this is a flat rate annual fee which applies to yachts, 
dive operators and privately owned boats, it encourages people to make use of local dive businesses when diving in 
the Marine Park.  
 
Nature Foundation ran a very successful ‘Re-Greening’ project together with the local Red Cross. Funds from 
Hurricane Irma support were used for tree planting and education activities in a collaborative project. Two locations 
were selected, Seaside Nature Park, which is privately owned and Max school. The tree planting at the school was 
particularly popular and in total over 600 native trees were planted. Roadside greening, which had been a goal of the 
project, was not possible because utility companies do not know where utility lines run.  
 
The COVID-19 pandemic made running the park significantly more difficult. Throughout April and May, St Maarten 
was under complete lock down, with no-one allowed out on the streets and a requirement to work from home. This 
hampered all field work, patrolling, science and monitoring. Nature Foundation staff were eventually issued with a 
pass, based on their Service Level Agreement with government. The COVID-19 situation also meant that the Nature 
Foundation lost their interns and volunteers.  
 
The Man of War Shoals Marine Park could not be adequately managed in 2020. Nature Foundation’s active staff 
capacity was reduced to just one full Manager and an Education officer in 2020. This does not allow the Marine Park 
to function as at least two people are needed on the boat to conduct patrols and three are required to undertake 
science and monitoring of the Park. The issue of enforcement is delicate as the Nature Foundation is reliant on their 
good working relationship with the Police and Coast Guard to be able to continue to protect the park.  
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The Nature Foundation St Maarten 
The Nature Foundation St. Maarten is a local non-profit, non-governmental foundation (‘stichting’), established on St 
Maarten in January 1997 and registered at the Chamber of Commerce. It is registered on St. Maarten and governed by 
a volunteer Board of seven local people. The day-to-day management of the Foundation is carried out by a staff of 
three along with part time consultants and volunteers.  
 
The Nature Foundation is recognised by the Executive Council as the organisation to assist the Island Government in 
all issues related to the management of the environment and its preservation. The Nature Foundation had a 
Management Agreement with the St Maarten Ministry of Tourism and Economic Affairs (TEATT) to manage the Man 
of War Shoal Marine Park and has a Service Level Agreement (also called a Management Agreement) with the Ministry 
of Public Housing, Environment and Spatial Development (VROMI) for the provision of management, response, 
mitigation and monitoring services for the island both terrestrial and marine ecosystems.  
 
The Nature Foundation is responsible for the management and maintenance of the Man of War Shoal Marine Park in 
addition to eighteen other dive sites outside of the park and a 100m radius around those sites.   
 

Vision statement 
The Nature Foundation’s primary concern is to preserve and enhance nature while in the process strengthening the 
economic and educational value and potential of St. Maarten’s natural resources for generations to come. The 
Foundation’s vision for the Marine Park is to promote a thriving, actively managed and sustainably used marine 
environment around St. Maarten. 

Mission 
Nature Foundation’s mission is: 
 
“To preserve and enhance the natural environment of St. Maarten through proper management, education, public 
awareness, law enforcement, scientific research and monitoring relating to all aspects of the terrestrial, wetland and 
marine surroundings”.  
 
For the Man of War Shoal Marine Park, the Nature Foundation aims to:  
“Manage, conserve and restore St. Maarten’s marine natural, cultural and historical resources for education, 
ecological functionality and sustainable use with continued stakeholder participation, for the benefit of current and 
future generations.” 
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Board 
The Nature Foundation St. Maarten has a permanent Board of seven Directors, who oversee the foundation’s 
activities and direct overall policy and strategy. Elected Board members have additional responsibilities in accordance 
with respective positions. Board meetings are called bi-monthly, with minutes being circulated to the board. Ad hoc 
meetings between the NFSXM manager and board representatives take place as necessary.  
 
Changes to the Board in 2020 include the resignation of Binkie van Es after years of serving the Nature Foundation as 
secretary on the board and also as the Nature Foundation’s representatives on the Board of the Dutch Caribbean 
Nature Alliance. Paul Ellinger joined the board as treasurer and Beverly Mae Nisbeth (previous manager of the 
Foundation) joined the Nature Foundation as regular board member.  Marie-Lousie Carty changed from treasurer to 
regular board member. Rikke Bachmann - Speetjens changed from board member to the new secretary of the board.  
 
The board of the Nature Foundation decided to install an executive board, consisting of the chair, secretary and 
treasurer of the board, who will be in charge of overseeing the day-to-day affairs of the foundation.  
 

Table 1 St. Maarten Nature Foundation Board members 

Position Name Joined Background 
Chair Jan Beaujon 1997 Finance 
Secretary Rikke Bachmann - Speetjens 2010 Biologist 
Treasurer Paul Ellinger 2020 Maritime inspector 
Member Frank Boekhout 1997 Biology / Education 
Member Jesse Petersen 2011 Marina Manager 
Member Beverly Mae Nisbeth 2020 Education 
Member Marie-Louise Carty 1997 Media 

 
Committees 
The Nature Foundation had no active committees in 2020. 
 

Management 
The Island Government of St. Maarten delegated management of the Man of War Shoals Marine Park to the Nature 
Foundation under a Management agreement. 
 
Nature Foundation’s goals for the Man of War Shoals Marine Park are to:  

1) Manage St. Maarten’s marine environment successfully as a regionally and globally significant protected 
area, within an effective legislative framework and with commitment from stakeholders.  

2) Conserve and restore, through practical conservation and active management; a) the natural values of 
the marine park, including threatened, rare and endangered species, habitats, water quality, biological 
diversity, ecosystem processes and aesthetic values. b) the cultural and historical marine resources of St. 
Maarten. 

3) Facilitate the use of St. Maarten’s marine environment for: a) Tourism, yachting and diving b) education, 
c) research, monitoring and training. 

4) Ensure the promotion of the marine environment as a traditionally and contemporarily valuable, 
sustainable, multiple use resource whilst establishing rules, guidelines, permits and enforcing legislation. 

5) Ensure the involvement of the local community and stakeholders, to cultivate a sense of ownership and 
continuing support for the zoning, regulations and management practices of St. Maarten Marine Park. 
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Protected areas and species 
Man of War Shoal Marine Park 

Area:  3,100 hectares [7,600 acres] 
Established:  2010 

SPAW recognition:  2012 
 

The Man of War Shoal Marine Park is located on the edge of an undersea plateau, known as the Anguilla Bank. It 
includes the island’s most important coral reefs, which are particularly diverse with patch reef and spur and grove 
coral formations, as well as highly productive seagrass beds and sandy bottom environments. Within the Marine Park 
pillar coral, sponges, soft corals, sea fans, sea whips and other gorgonians are abundant. The Park provides a safe 
haven for marine mammals, sharks, sea turtles and hundreds of species of fish. All four species of turtle can be found 
in the waters around St. Maarten and Humpback whales, Spinner and Bottlenose dolphin are regular visitors. Sharks 
are completely protected within St. Maarten’s territorial waters and the island is believed to be an important nursery 
site for, amongst others, Tiger Sharks. The Park includes the Proselyte Reef, which was name after the HMS Proselyte, 
a 32- gun frigate that struck the “Man of War Shoal” on September 4th 1801. 
 

Artefacts such as large anchors, cannons, barrel hoops, cannon balls, and pottery are still evident on this popular St. 
Maarten dive site, which is considered a marine archaeological treasure. Studies have confirmed that biodiversity, as 
well as coral cover, in the area is high. The establishment of the Man of War Shoal Marine Park is recognised by 
Specially Protected Areas of Wildlife (SPAW) Protocol and falls under the Federal Decree on Maritime Management. 
 

Mullet Bay Pond: Ramsar site 
Mullet Bay Pond was designated a Ramsar Site in 2014. It is a 26 hectare semi-enclosed area within the Simpson Bay 
Lagoon and contains an estimated 70% of the bay’s surviving mangroves including Red mangrove, Black mangrove, 
White mangrove and Buttonwood. There are numerous juvenile fish species and invertebrates, which are unique in 
the lagoon including the Queen Conch, Milk Conch, Cushion Stars, Sea Cucumber, Sea Urchins, Upside Down Jellyfish 
and the Atlantic Triton. Mullet Bay Pond also has some of the few intact native seagrass beds to be found in the wider 
Simpson Bay Lagoon. 
 
Additionally, it is an important bird nursing area with numerous species roost sites. These species include American 
Coot, Moorhen, Yellow-crowned Night Heron, Green Heron, Black-winged Stilt and several species of plovers. 
 

Important Bird Areas (IBAs) 
There are 5 sites which have been recognized by Birdlife International as Important Bird Areas on St Maarten. These 
sites have been identified based on the presence of eight key bird species, which include the Brown Pelican (St 
Maarten’s national bird), the Caribbean Coot, Laughing Gulls, Royal Terns, Hummingbirds the Pearly-eyed Thresher 
and the Lesser Antillean Bullfinch. Of the five sites, Pelican Rock and Fort Amsterdam are protected (under the 
Monument Ordinance), whilst the ponds at Little Bay Pond, Fresh Pond and Great Salt Pond face multiple threats from 
surrounding developments including sewerage, pollution and predation by cats, dogs, rats and mongoose. Fort 
Amsterdam includes an estimated 50 breeding pairs of Brown Pelican, making this a regionally important breeding 
colony. 

Species  
St. Maarten is home to an abundance of globally important species including critically endangered and endangered 
and vulnerable species, CITES and SPAW listed species all of which are of high conservation value. Red List Critical 
species are shown in the appendix, for the full list and database visit Parks-Work.com. 
 

Table 2 Species of conservation importance on St. Maarten 

 RL Critical RL Endangered RL Vulnerable CITES I CITES II SPAW II IBA species 
Marine 10 21 44 15 249 47 7 

Terrestrial 2 4 5 1 49 4 11 
Total 12 25 49 16 298 51 18 
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Threats and issues 
The most pervasive issues facing the Nature Foundation are: 
 

• Insufficient structural funding to enable efficient management 
• Inconsistent support from the St Maarten government  
• Lack of awareness generally about the value of nature and the need for conservation 
• Inadequate environmental legislation 
• Inadequate enforcement of existing environmental legislation 

 
Direct threats are activities, caused or aggravated by humans, which have a negative impact on or degrade 
ecosystems, habitat or species within the parks and can lead to their damage or loss. Overviews of threats are 
presented in tables below.  

Table 3 Threats to the Man of War Shoal Marine Park 

Threat Detail 

Development Development of residential and commercial areas is changing the hydrology of the island and the 
associated effects of run off. 

Invasive 
species 

Indo-Pacific lionfish have established populations around St. Maarten, they have voracious appetites, 
reproduce and grow very quickly and have no natural predators in the Caribbean. They may be 
changing the ecology of the coral reefs by eating all the smaller fish. 
Halophila stipulacea is an invasive sea grass species and has been spreading rapidly affecting native sea 
grass beds and probably the food chain of several species relying on sea grass beds such as conch and 
sea turtles. This invasive sea grass competes with the native sea grasses and makes the coastline less 
resistant and less resilient against storm surge and erosion, due to their shallow rooting. 

Disease 

Stony Coral Tissue Loss Disease (SCTLD) was first detected in Florida in 2014 and has since spread 
through the Caribbean. It was found on St Maarten’s reefs in 2018, and monitoring started in 2019. 
There is uncertainty as to what causes the disease. 20 species of coral are affected, it leaves bare 
skeleton in a few months. The disease is known to be water bourn. Ballast water may be one of the 
agents responsible for the spread between islands.  
There is a very high infection rate when the diseases started and St Maarten’s corals seem not to be 
very resilient perhaps due to persistent damage, poor water quality and hurricane Irma. Since 2020 the 
disease infection rate has been slowing down, possible due to lower coral cover or resistant corals. 

Wastewater; 
Sewage 

Sewage makes its way onto coral reefs through inadequate wastewater treatment, on St. Maarten 
several private treatment plants are recorded to not function proper and unknown substance pipes are 
connected with the ocean. Sewage is a cocktail of substances, a number of which are dangerous to 
coral reef ecosystems and those who use them. Sewage is a source of damage to St Maarten’s coral 
reefs, causing eutrophication and can be harmful to human health. 

Wastewater; 
Run-off 

Domestic and urban wastewater runs freely into the marine environment from poorly maintained 
septic tanks, during and after rainfall. As well as nutrient rich sewage, run-off contains a number of 
other pollutants such as oil and heavy metals. Terrestrial sediments are also found in runoff, which turn 
the water cloudy and settle on marine organisms, smothering and killing them. 

Pollution: 
Industrial 
effluent 

Antifouling paints used on the hulls of boats can act as a poison for some species of marine plants and 
animals. There are chemicals permitted on St. Maarten, especially products related to the marine 
Industry, which are banned in other countries.  

Pollution: 
Chemical 

Sunscreen 

Chemicals in most sunscreens, such as oxybenzone and octinoxate, are proven to harm corals, 
increasing coral bleaching and restricting coral development. In St. Maarten large amounts of chemical 
sunscreens are being used by tourists 

Pollution: 
Solid waste, 

plastics 

Single-use plastics easily end up on local reefs, due to excessive amounts being used and the poor 
waste management on St. Maarten. Plastics can increases coral disease, be ingested by marine life, 
such as sea turtles and marine mammals, or be accumulated in fish species we consume. 

Transport; 
boat traffic 

Much boat traffic causes damages to the mooring lines and buoys on the dive sites and In the Marine 
Park. Speeding close to the coast, in the Simpson Bay lagoon and close to dive sites, causes a large 
threat to sea turtles and other marine life. Especially sea turtles experience many deaths due to boat 
strikes on St. Maarten. 

Unregulated 
fishing 

activities 

Charter boats and fishing boats illegally troll a line through the marine park as they are passing 
through, often during the early morning, late evening or at weekends. This threatens the protected 
species in the marine park and damages corals. Most fishing activity also does not require a permit. 
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St. Maarten is the only island in the Dutch Caribbean which does not have a legally designated terrestrial protected 
area. From a biodiversity perspective, the Emilio Wilson Estate and associated hills would be a good location for a 
terrestrial protected area, also due to their great hiking trails opportunities. Research has shown that native species 
reach their highest abundance in these forests, while exotic species are essentially absent. 
 

Table 4 Threats to the terrestrial environment of St. Maarten 

Threat Detail 

Development 

Development for residential and commercial purposes leads to the direct loss of species and 
habitat for native and protected species. On St Maarten The Hill Tops and other areas of natural 
significance are biodiverse; however, they are threatened by building developments to house 
the increasing population and for tourism. The hilltop policy is often not enforced. Sea turtles 
lose nesting habitats due to beach construction. 
 
The Simpson Bay Lagoon and other wetlands have lost large areas of mangrove forest due to 
development and associated activities. Mullet Pond, a designated Ramsar site, does not have 
local protection. 

Invasive species; 
fauna 

St. Maarten’s native species and ecosystems are threatened by invasive species including Vervet 
monkeys, raccoons, Green iguana’s (Iguana iguana), mongoose, Boa constrictor and Giant 
centipede. These species displace and prey on native species, are also a nuisance for agriculture 
and residents. 

Invasive species; 
flora 

Corallita (Antigonon leptopus) has invaded a wide variety of habitats on St. Maarten and became 
a dominant plant species in many locations. Corallita is difficult to eradicate, out-competes 
native plant species and destroys native habitats. 

Sewage and 
wastewater 

Large amounts of wastewater, including raw sewage, enters the environment around St. 
Maarten. About 15-20% of the houses are connected to the wastewater treatment plant, the 
remaining buildings have septic tanks which often overflow. 

Pollution: chemical Many chemicals that are banned for use in Europe are used on St Maarten in the marine 
industry. Some of these find their way into the environment. 

Pollution: solid 
waste 

Waste and garbage removal is often ineffective, being carried out using containers without 
covers. A large amount of waste, including plastics enters the environment during transport and 
collection. The waste disposal landfill, which was officially full in 2008, is situated in the middle 
of the Great Salt Pond and leaks chemicals into the environment, especially at times of high 
water. The landfill frequently catches alight, with fires causing considerable local air pollution. 
Recycling facilities on the island are limited. 

Beach driving 

Quads, cars and larger vehicles drive on beaches, which can damage turtle nests and beach 
which in turn increases erosion. Heavy machinery is often used on beaches to clean sargassum 
shift sand. Some beaches are used as car parks, and tourists frequently drive their quads or 4x4 
cars on beaches. 
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Relationship to other organisations 
The Nature Foundation is a founding member of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) and in 2020 was 
represented on the Board by Park Director Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern.  
 
Nature Foundation works with a number of local stakeholder groups and partners including local government, civil 
servants, enforcement agencies, the tourism industry, businesses, the education sector, agricultural and fisheries and 
non-governmental organisations (NGOs).  
 
A summary of international, regional, national and local stakeholders and partners with whom the Nature Foundation 
worked in 2020 is provided below.  

Table 5 Stakeholders – partners and targets  

Group Stakeholder / partner 

International partners International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), World Wildlife Fund (WWF), 
The Nature Conservancy (TNC) CITES, CMS, Ramsar Treaty 

Regional partners WIDECAST, CaMPAM, SPAW RAC, GCRMN, Caribbean Association of Banks, MPA connect, 
SCTLD Response Caribbean Cooperation Team, Dutch Caribbean Park Organizations 

National Institutes 
University of Wageningen, Van Haal Larenstein,, Dutch Elasmobranch Society, NIOZ, 
Wageningen Marine Research, IHE Delft Institute for Water Education, Prins Bernard 
Cultuur Fonds Caribbean.  

Island Government 
and quasi-

governmental 
institutions 

VROMI infrastructure department, VROMI policy department, TEATT Maritime affairs, 
TEATT inspection, VROMI Inspection, Ministry of Justice, Prosecutor's Office, Customs,   
Ministry of Public Health, Labour and Social Affairs (VSA), Department of Interior and 
Kingdom Relations (BAK), National recovery Program Bureau (NRPB).  

Enforcement agencies Police, Coast Guard, Customs, Immigration 

Tourism sector 
Tourism Association (SHTA, SMMTA), Tourism bureau, Dive Operators (Ocean Explorers, 
Dive Safaris, Dive Adventures, SXM Divers, Dive St. Maarten), Hoteliers, Marinas (Yacht 
Club Port de Plaisance, IGY Marina), Simpson Bay Lagoon Authority (SLAC). 

Businesses St. Maarten Veterinary Services, Seaside Nature Park, Telem, Scuba Shop, Aqua Mania, SLS 
Lab, Wolfs Company, Island Water World, St. Maarten Nectar 

Education Local University (AUC and USM), Primary and secondary Schools, the St. Maarten Youth 
Brigade, Amuseaum Naturalis, Radio Stations, Kids Herald (Daily Herald St. Maarten) 

Fishing Fishermen, Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries department (TEATT), Coast guard 
Agriculture Spaceless gardens SXM, Green SXM, Greenfingers 

NGOs 

Environment NGOs, Reserve Naturelle Saint Martin, SXM Action (JCI), Dolphin Defenders 
Foundation, EPIC, Reef Life Foundation, Les Fruits de Mer, R4CR, Red Cross St. Maarten, 
Climate Clean-up Foundation, WNF, Green Initiatives, Waste2Work, Waste Factory, 
Recycle Art, Animal Defenders 
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Human resources 
The Nature Foundation works with full time staff, volunteers and interns. Due to the COVID-19 global pandemic and 
associated restrictions, there were no volunteers or interns to support the Marine Park in 2020.  

Staff members 
The Nature Foundation Administrator left in June 2020 and the Foundation’s financial administration was outsourced 
to a local accounting company.  
 
Leslie Hickerson was hired on a one-year contact in March 2020 as the Nature Foundation’s Education officer. Her 
position was sponsored by the Yacht Club port de Plaisance as a direct result of the DCNA funded Sustainable Finance 
Workshop in 2019.  Further meetings with other marina managers failed to raise any funds, largely due to the 
economic situation created by the COVID pandemic.   
 
Alice Manley joined the Nature Foundation in Dec 2020 and will stay until May 2021 as a project officer to work on a 
monkey management project. Her position is funded through Irma Relief funds (R4CR).  
 

Table 6 Nature Foundation St. Maarten staff members 

Name Position Start year Academic qualification 
Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Manager 2016 Masters 
Marisa Dyer-Brandy Office Administrator 2006 Bachelors 
Etienne Lake Ranger 2008 Professional Qualification 
Leslie Hickerson Education officer 2020 Bachelors 

Alice Manley Projects Coordinator Monkey 
Management Project  2020 Bachelors 

 
NOTE: Pale type indicates the staff member left the organisation in 2020 

 
Additional qualifications 
 
Additional qualifications listed in the table below have been identified as important for Protected Area staff. The 
overall capacity of staff members to carry out their work can be valued in terms of their experience (years of service), 
academic qualifications and additional qualifications.  

Table 7 Staff Qualifications 
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Manager M.Z-S  +  + + + + 

Office Administrator MB     +   

Ranger EL +      + 

Education officer LH  +  + + + + 

Projects Coordinator Monkey Management Project AM     + + + 
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Training courses, meetings and workshops 
Staff took part in the following meetings, courses and workshops throughout 2020. 

Table 8 Training courses, meetings and workshops attended by Nature Foundation staff in 2020 

Meeting Staff Location Duration 
DCNA Board Meeting Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online 2 days 
Media Marketing for NGOs Leslie Hickerson Online 3 days 
SCTLD Response Caribbean Cooperation 
Team 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online Monthly 

Coral Rescue Webinar Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online 3 hours 
TEATT Minister - Sustainable Financing 
Watersport Tag  

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern, 
board members 

Online 2 hours 

VROMI Minister - Sustainable Financing SLA Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern, 
board members 

Government 
Administration 
Building 

2 hours 

NOW Sea Turtle Workshop Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Wageningen 
University 

3 days 

MOVE workshop - Mapping & Valuing 
Ecosystem Services on St Maarten 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online half day 

DCNA Research and Monitoring Workgroup 
meetings  

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online Monthly 

Supervision of shipwreck and debris removal 
NRPB Meetings 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online 10 times 
2hours 

Meetings with the VROMI policy, 
infrastructure and inspection department 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Government 
Administration 
building 

Monthly 

Coast guard CITES and fishing Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Coast guard 
building 

Bi-monthly 

Customs CITES Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern NFSXM 3 hours 
Meetings with TEATT inspection and 
Maritime Affairs 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Government 
Administration 
building 

Bi-monthly 

SCTLD webinar for Florida Disease Advisory 
Committee 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online 4 hours 

Meetings with Members of Parliament Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern St. Maarten 
Parliament 

Occasionally 

Ecosystem Based Management Workshop Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Saint Martin, 
Nettle Bay 

5 days 

Sea Shepherd Sea Turtles Conservation 
Meeting 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern La Samana St. 
Martin 

3 hours 

National Development Vision St. Maarten Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online 3 hours 
Educational meeting Dutch Caribbean Leslie Hickerson Online 3 hours 
Marine mammal captivity meeting, members 
of parliament and dolphin defenders 

Leslie Hickerson 
Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 

NFSXM 3 hours 

CITES Kingdom Meeting Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online 3 hours 
TEATT Minister - Marine Park and 
Management Contract 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Online 2 hours 

Protection of beaches and sea turtles - 
Prosecutor office and VROMI policy 

Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern Government 
Administration 
building 

2 hours 
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Consultants and Outsourcing 
The Nature Foundation St. Maarten outsourced the following work in 2020: 

Table 9 Consultants and outsourcing 

Name Work carried out 
TAS Accounting Audit 
Reef Support LLC Dive fee collection 
BCJ Enterprises NV Financial administration 

 

 
Volunteers and Interns 
During 2020 a number of volunteers helped with reporting turtle nests on beaches throughout the turtle nesting 
season. One intern, Briana Halley carried out a water quality testing study. 
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Operational management 
Operational management is the day-to-day work of a protected area. These tasks are described in more detail in an 
appendix to this report. The various aspects of operational management (or core management) tasks are: 
 

• MANAGEMENT 
• ADMINISTRATION 
• INCOME GENERATION 
• FIELD ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE 
• EDUCATION 

• OUTREACH 
• MONITORING- RESEARCH 
• LAW ENFORCEMENT 
• ADVICE 

 
In 2020 61% of Nature Foundation St. Maarten’s staff time was spent on work relating to the marine environment, the 
remaining 39% was spent working on terrestrial issues.  

 

 

Figure 1 St. Maarten Nature Foundation staff time distribution between Marine and Terrestrial work. 

 
The chart below shows how the staff time is divided between the Operational Management tasks. The charts take into 
account how much time individual staff members spent working at the organisation throughout the year i.e. if they 
were full or part time, or if they started or finished working part way through the year. 
 

For Nature Foundation St. Maarten Field Administration and Maintenance took 29% of staff time. Administration 
(18%) and Outreach (10%) took the most significant remaining shares of staff time. 

 

 

Figure 2 St. Maarten Nature Foundation Operational Management staff time distribution. 
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Management 
There were several changes in Board membership: Binkie van Es left the Board and Paul Ellinger and Beverly Mae 
Nisbeth, former Marine Park manager, joined the Board. The Board installed a two-tier system of governance with an 
Executive Board consisting of the Board Chair, Board Secretary, and Board Treasurer, who are now solely responsible 
for the Foundation’s human resources and day to day financial affairs, in addition to their statutory responsibilities. 
Financial administration has been given to a local accounting company, BCJ Enterprises, and the Executive Board 
approves all payments. 
 
The current Service Level Agreement with VROMI expires in 2021 and, due to COVID-19 restrictions, staff had time to 
work on the necessary documentation for the re-negotiation of that agreement. The Marine Park management 
agreement expired in 2016 and is considered to have been silently renewed since that time by the Ministry of 
Tourism, Economic Affairs, Transport and Telecom (TEATT). Nature Foundation held regular meetings with civil 
servants throughout the year. There were no changes to local legislation which means that the Man of War Shoals 
Marine Park is still only legally protected by park rules and regulations.  
 
Ironically the COVID-19 situation resulted in more boats than usual applying for permits to use the Marine Park 
moorings.  
 
Nature Foundation offered advice to government on the following topics: 

• Water rights at Beacon Hill where there is a request to build a jetty and dock.  
• Advice to VROMI regarding sewerage and modifications to the waterfront 
• Advice to the policy department of VROMI regarding a rapid assessment of an area to be developed 

 
Nature Foundation also provided feedback to VROMI on the draft Nature Policy Plan for St Maarten.  
 
The Management Plan for the Man of War Shoals Marine Park, written by the then manager, Drs Tadzio Bervoets, in 
2007 is due for updating. There were no annual workplans and budgets in 2020.  
 
The Nature Foundation produced the following reports in 2020: 
 

• Service Level Agreement report for VROMI 
• Water quality report [5 month student project]  
• Assessment of potential breakwater in Oyster Bay beach 
• Report on proposed development at Porto Kupperkooi [VROMI] 
• Re-Greening technical assessment (with Red Cross) 
• Save St Maarten Corals project  
• PBCF [Junior Ranger and Save St Maarten Corals 

 
 

Administration 
The internet connection for the offices is a constant problem with variable connection and download speeds. Internet 
issues hamper work inside the office as well as communication and social media activities. Staff worked on computing, 
filing, and ad hoc communications with the public. Bookkeeping and financial administration was outsourced when 
the Administrator left to a local accounting company, BCJ Enterprises. 
 
The Executive Board is now entirely responsible for financial affairs and personnel in addition to its statutory 
obligations and responsibilities and Board members approve all financial transactions. A 2019 Financial Statement was 
produced by TAS Accounting and an Annual Report was approved by the Board. The Nature Foundation is required to 
have an annual audit under the terms of their Service Level Agreement with government. This will be conducted by a 
local auditing company HaVen. 
 
The Nature Foundation head offices were closed during lockdown from April to May 2020. The office space was 
reorganised, including hanging pictures on the walls, the closet space was cleaned out and project materials sorted 
and file. The Nature Foundation acquired a laptop computer with funding from the Prince Bernhard Culture Funds, 
two office chairs were donated and a desk was purchased for the Project Officer. The offices were treated for mould 
and new signage does a better job now of indicating the location of the head offices. New phones, purchased in 2020, 
are a huge improvement over the old handheld phones. The office now enjoys 24-hour security as part of the 
apartment complex where it is located.  
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Income Generation 
As part of the Service Level Agreement with the government, the Nature Foundation receives $9,550 per month (Naf 
204,000 per annum), to support their operations and is required to produce annual reporting and financial reporting 
on their work.  
 
Admission and service fees 
The Nature Foundation has an online fee collection system delivered by Reef Support and charges US$ 3.00 per day 
dive fee / US$ 15.00 per year. Enforcement of the diver admission fees is tricky. The Nature Foundation has to work 
on trust basis with the dive schools. It is difficult to control dive tag payments once divers are on boats and 
Foundation staff constantly have to ‘remind’ dive operators about dive fees. Dive briefings are patchy and should 
include information on the price of the diver admission fee, which is included in cost of the dive. On-line fee system 
does give a receipt. 
 
Nature Foundation charges: 

$ 3.00 per day / $ 15.00 per year for divers 
$ 100 per project research fee (as a donation) to cover the cost of permitting etc. 
$ 250 annual boat permit for use of dive moorings (as a donation) 
$ 250 per day for us of the Marine Park boat (excluding fuel) 

 
Approximately 400 divers paid admission fees to the Marine Park in 2020. This was considerably lower than in 
previous years. Nature Foundation has non-profit status in the Netherlands.  
 
Conservation Trust Fund 
Thanks to funding support of US$ 150,000 from the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) from their Conservation 
Trust Fund, the Nature Foundation was finally able to repay outstanding loans (including insurance and wage taxes), 
pay off the mortgage on its offices and declare itself debt free at the end of 2020. Thanks also to this funding the 
Nature Foundation boat was sent for repair to Anguilla in September 2020. Unfortunately, it was not returned until 
the end of the year which left the Marine Park with no patrol boat for a later part of the year. DCNA intends to assist 
the windward island parks, by conducting a general review of their governance and finances. 
 
Additionally, from the DCNA Disaster Fund, Nature Foundation received an array of emergency equipment including 
drop cameras, dive equipment, hurricane prep boxes, satellite phones and fully equipped tool box.  
 
Grants 
Nature Foundation staff raised approximately $ 25,000 in grant funding in 2020. Projects included: 

• $12,000 for the ReGreening project (jointly run with the Red Cross) 
• $3,200 AUC Save our Corals 
• $2,200 coral competition 
• $ 4,660 funding support for the Junior Ranger programme from the Prince Berhard Culture Fund.  

Funding requests were submitted to the EU BEST Plus fund in 2020 for a monkey management project. This project 
was not selected.  
 
Donations 
The Nature Foundation received approximately US$ 16,000 in donations in 2020 of which US$ 3,000 came from the 
sale of $1.00 Eco-bracelets. This does not include $ 30,000 received from Yacht Club port de Plaisance to cover the 
salary costs for the Nature Foundation’s Education Officer from March 2020 – February 2021. The fuel donations by 
SOL (petroleum company) stopped in February 2020. Funding support from the Harbour Authority, which is non-
earmarked, was used to pay off the mortgage on the Nature Foundation offices.  
 
Additional donations included Naf 1,000 from Ennia Action, a new sign for the office from TES Verheij and the Waste 
Factory St Maarten, two office chairs, cell phone donated by TelCell for the Coral Reefs campaign and COVID-19 masks 
for staff from the St Maarten Development Fund.  
 
Souvenir items 
Nature Foundation offered the following souvenir items for sale: 

• Eco Bracelets (released in July 2020) sales raised $3,000 
• Water bottles 
• Re-usable bags 
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Field administration and Maintenance 
There were no major repairs, refurbishments or similar during 2020, but the inside of the Nature Foundation head 
offices was maintained and the offices were mould proofed and plumbing repairs were made. The Nature Foundation 
has just one vehicle, Toyota Hilux (2008) for which running repairs in 202 included a new water pump, alternator, 
airco repair, brake repair and a new engine cover.  
 
Nature Foundation owns one boat which was sent for urgent repairs to Anguilla in September and which did not come 
back until the end of the year. Boat received a new deck, was painted and the hull was repaired. It now requires an 
inspection and valuation for insurance purposes. Engines are new, purchased in 2018 with grant funding from the 
Prince Bernhard Culture Fund.  
 
There are 27 active dive moorings in and around the Man of War Shoals Marine Park and an additional 14 moorings 
not associated with the Marine Park. Mooring maintenance was much less than usual due to reduced use of the 
moorings as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Since the Foundation was without a patrol and workboat from 
September onwards, Foundation staff were only able to do mooring maintenance until August 2020. There was just 
one serious problem, when a mooring block dragged by a boat in 2020 and had to be relocated. Several moorings 
were missing lines because the boat was out of the water for months. 
 
Patrols are generally held three times per week, some of which are targeted. There were several small oil spills in 
Simpson Bay lagoon which were reported by Foundation staff.   
 
Small amounts of sargassum were found on beaches four times throughout the year, predominately on the east coast 
in July/August. These included Dawn Beach, Guana Bay and Gibbs Bay. Residents were reminded that the gas released 
from decomposing sargassum can affect those with respiratory problems and that doors and windows should be kept 
shut as much as possible. The government is responsible for beach cleanup in the case of sargassum events, whilst the 
Nature Foundation staff provide advice. 
 
Problematic species include  

• Raccoons: tried 3 times to trap raccoons 
• Monkeys: a management project was set up in August 2020 and is being run by an intern. Much of the work 

in 2020 involved responding to the public, especially during the dry season or when mango trees were in 
fruit. 

• Iguana: when they invade gardens, people shoot the iguana out of the trees 
 

Education 
Educational outreach officer, Leslie Hickerson, was employed on the 1st March 2020 and headed up the Nature 
Foundation’s education programme throughout the year. She developed and implemented the Junior Ranger 
programme for five local children and developed a sea turtle volunteer programme. There is no funding to continue 
her position after the end of February 2021 when the Nature Foundation’s education programme will be lost.  
 
Schools 
Despite problems associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, Nature Foundation was able to work with 13 local schools, 
providing children from 12-18 years with on-site presentations during March 2020 and ad hoc presentations 
thereafter reaching approximately 700 local schoolchildren. Presentations were also given to two youth groups: Youth 
Brigade who had monthly meetings and presentations and SXM Action. 
 
Nature Foundation offered 3 free coral education snorkels to local students, funded by the Prins Bernhard 
Cultuurfonds Caribbean aboard the Santio of Aqua Mania Adventures and organised several beach clean-ups.  
 
 
Junior Rangers 
Five local students participated in the new Junior Ranger Program with support of the ‘Prins Bernard Cultuurfonds 
Caribisch gebied’, Yacht Club Port de Plaisance, the American University of the Caribbean School of Medicine (AUC) 
and Ocean Explorers. The programme for the Junior Rangers included: 
 

• Coral reef education – followed by a dive outing 
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• Mangrove classroom lesson – followed by a kayak trip supported by American University of the Caribbean 
School of Medicine Tri-Sport The Scuba Shop, St Maarten 

• Plastic pollution – followed by a beach clean up 
• Plant life lesson – followed by a visit to Les Fruites de Mer Museum 
• Introduction to the Marine Park – followed by a boat trip 
• Importance of volunteering – with organised volunteer days 

 
Two volunteers helped with the Junior Ranger programme: Ray Angel Bosman and Kim Fry from Scuba Shop. 
Additionally, 20 students were able to do community service hours through the Nature Foundation 
 
Nature Foundation also provided bi-weekly submissions for the Kids Herald on the natural environment aimed at 
reaching children in the age ranger 8-14 years.  
 
Nature Foundation staff facilitated the DCNA big live nature quiz, with 23 teams of 1-4 children from 6 islands.  This was 
a virtual event to test their knowledge on National Parks of the Dutch Caribbean, ecosystems, flora & fauna, and climate 
adaptation and sustainability.  
 

Outreach 
 
Website 
Nature Foundation updated their website home page and menus to make them more user friendly. They added divers 
resources as well as rules and regulations and a landing page, information on flora and fauna and updated all google 
forms used to sign up for volunteer events et. They also created a page for Instagram posts so that these updates feed 
continuously to the Foundation website 
 
Social media 
Nature Foundation places regular posts on a variety of topics on social media platforms FaceBook, Instagram and 
YouTube. Their FaceBook page has a following of 10,000 people and they post every day or every other day. Films 
posted include a coral snorkel education film. Posts included topics such as  
 

• Illegal use of spearguns 
• Shark monitoring with acoustic receivers 
• Box Jelly fish found on swimming beaches 
• Suspected shark attack on the French Side 
• Status of the wrecks remaining from the hurricanes 
• Littering on Mullet ay Beach and Belair Beach 
• Water quality testing 
• Elkhorn coral, brain coral species specific posts 
• Fun Facts about re-greening 
• Puzzles and games from the ReGreen initiative 
• Links to 'wild' lessons, webinars and classrooms 

 
 
Media 
 

• Nature Foundation produced press releases for the local press on a weekly basis on a variety of topics, such as 
local events and turtle nesting. The Manager appeared on local radio twice and there was one PSA Lazer 101 
promoting the coral competition. Ranger trainee, Roy Angel Bosman, also gave a TV interview. 

• Nature Foundation and the island St. Maarten were showcased on German Television in the program 
"Sehnsucht Segeln' a program about a sailing cruise vacation in the Caribbean 

• A German television program 'Mare TV' was made about the island St. Maarten and The Nature Foundation 
with a focus on coral restoration efforts, the national bird the Brown pelican and the wrecks from hurricane 
Irma. 

 
 

Materials 
Two posters were developed, both printed on durable vinyl plastic, one on Coral Reef basics, the other on the St 
Maarten Marine Park, which included information on climate change, coral disease, threats and more.  
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An amazing 3D model of a coral polyp was designed and printed in filament plastic for use in schools and with the 
Junior Ranger programme.  
 
Fliers were produced and disseminated for the dive community with rules and park information on one side and a dive 
log on the other. 
 
Nature Foundation worked on new signage for native seagrass areas, highlighting the threat posed by invasive species.  
 
Events 
‘Eco-bracelet’ initiative: bracelets made from recycled PET plastic were donate by the Caribbean Association of Banks 
to the Nature Foundation. Bracelets came in a pack with information about the Nature Foundation, map of the marine 
park and indicated that the wearer was an EcoWarrior. Approximately 500 bracelets were sold for US$ 10.00. Junior 
Rangers spearheaded the sale of the eco-bracelets earning US$2.00 pocket money for each bracelet sold and could 
win a prize for the most bracelets sold. Medical students were also involved in the sale of bracelets. 
 
Through the “Save St Maarten’s Reefs” competition to promote nature awareness, five cash prizes were offered for 
ideas on how to protect the reefs of SXM, with the top prize being $350. This competition was held in collaboration with 
IHE Delft Institute for Water Education. 
 
A texting campaign was sponsored by the local phone company who provided prizes.  
 
Nature Foundation also organised a virtual 5k run which was supported by 14 local businesses.  
 
ReGreening SXM with support from the Nature Foundation organised two planting and clean up events with prizes for 
the most garbage collected. The second event included Red Cross and the M.A.C. primary school, planting 60 trees, 
shrubs and herbs. 
 
Additional clean up events included: 

• Nature Foundation partnered up with the AUC Phi Chi Medical Fraternity for a cleanup of Mullet Bay Beach. 
Over 30 volunteers picked up 483lbs of garbage 

• 25 volunteers joined to help clean up the area of Madame Estate and Arch Road 
• Nature Foundation took part in an underwater clean up 

 

Science and monitoring 
Science and monitoring were hampered throughout the year by the COVID-19 related restrictions. The Marine Park 
was nevertheless able to facilitate the resurveying of an artificial structure placed in the water in 2018 by INtelliReefs 
(report unpublished). There was a reptile and amphibian research project lead by Michael Juan and the Climate Clean 
Up Foundation collected sargassum for analysis in the Netherlands. 
 
Monitoring programmes included on going sea turtle nesting monitoring at Simpson Bay Beach, Gibbs Bay, Guana Bay 
and Point Blanche. Seven GCRMN study sites which were re-surveyed in 2020 with the support of former manager and 
DCNA Director, Tadzio Bervoets.  
 
Coral restoration on St Maarten remained low key in 2020. Nature Foundation has one small coral tree in the Marine 
Park, where acropora fragments are being grown for out planting at suitable locations. This has to be cleaned on a 
monthly basis. Additionally, of the twenty small coral nubbins outplanted into the Marine Park, 5 Staghorn fragments 
are doing well, whilst 15 Elkhorn fragments are struggling.  
 
Data from acoustic receivers placed in the waters around St Maarten to monitor the movements of tagged sharks was 
retrieved and passed to Dr Erwin de Winter, Wageningen Marine Research.  
 
Marine life sighting initiatives, which encourage divers and others out on the water to record sightings of sharks, rays 
and turtles was stopped due to COVID-19. Five sea turtles were killed in 2020 due to boat strikes either in Simpson Bay 
or just outside. Water quality studies showed evidence of sewerage pollution at Kimchahbit, Great Bay and Mullet 
Bay.  
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Nature Foundation staff collected data from a dead shark which washed ashore at Plum Bay Beach. This large female 
Tiger shark had previously been tagged by the Nature Foundation as part of its shark conservation efforts.   
 
The Nature Foundation received funding from the Resources for Community Resilience (R4CR) Grant Scheme to 
implement a Monkey Management Research Project and hired project coordinator, Alice Manley, to head up the 
research which focused on the management and reduction the invasive vervet monkeys populations. The project was 
initiated with a successful Survey Monkey Questionnaire. 
 
The following reports were published: 

• Water quality 
• Sea turtle nesting report 
• Abundance and Distribution of Pelican 

 
Stoney Coral Tissue Loss Disease monitoring results were shared  
 

Table 10 Science and monitoring programmes in 2020 

Type Focus Title Lead(s) 

Long-term Coral Reef 
Restoration St. Maarten's Coral Restoration Project  NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 

CRF 

Long-term Coral Reef 
Restoration  

Plant a million coral initiative 
(IntelliReefs) 

NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 
SeaLagacy, Reeflife Restoration and Sea 
to Sky ventures 

Long-term Plants Local vascular plants inventory (Funded 
by Prince Bernhard Cultural Fund) 

University of Puerto Rico: Franklin 
Axelrod, EPIC 

Monitoring Birds Bird Monitoring (Caribbean Waterbird 
Census) EPIC 

Monitoring Birds Pelican monitoring NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern, 
Saskia Werner 

Monitoring Environmental Water quality testing NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 
EPIC: Natalia Collier 

Monitoring Coral reef 
ecosystems Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 

Monitoring Fish 

- Shark sightings 
- Shark Abundance, distribution and 
movements (tagging, acoustic 
telemetry) 

WUR: Erwin Winter, Dolfi Debrot 
NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 

Monitoring Invasive species Lionfish abundance and control NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 

Monitoring Mammals Marine Mammal Monitoring (sighting 
forms and noise loggers) 

NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 
CARI'MAM Project 

Monitoring Reptiles Sea turtle nest monitoring NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu 
Schlochterns, Saskia Werner 

Research Invasive species Invasive Vervet monkey and possible 
management options. 

Anglia Ruskin University: Alice Manley 
(student); NFSXM 

Research Reptiles and 
amphibians  

Evolution of Anolis in response to 
xeric-mesic gradients: Comparative 
phylogeography of Leeward Island 
amphibians and reptiles 

University of California: Michael L. Yuan             
Smithsonian’s National Museum of 
Natural History, University of California: 
Jeffery H. Frederick 

Research Water Quality  Water quality on the beaches of St. 
Maarten  

HZ University of Applied Sciences in 
Vlissingen, Netherlands: Briana Halley 
(student); American University of the 
Caribbean 
NFSXM: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern 
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Stoney Coral Tissue Loss Disease (SCTLD) 
Stoney Coral Tissue Loss Disease was first confirmed on St Maarten’s reefs in November 2018. Surveys showed that 
SCTLD levels went down in 2020, to around 3% infection, but this may be due to the fact that there is little live coral 
susceptible to the disease. AGRRA techniques (roving diver) were used to look for live infection. Staff are not currently 
tracking diseased corals. Presentations were given on SCTLD and information on the disease was also added to the 
Nature Foundation website on the diver resource page. In areas of poor water quality, where there is run off or 
sewerage is being pumped into the sea, this undoubtedly exacerbates the problem.  
 
Bush fire 
Nature Foundation staff assessed areas of the Middle Region, Madame Estate, Arc Road and Sucker Garden to 
evaluate the environmental impact of bushfires that spread throughout those regions in the late hours of Monday, 
April 20th 2020. The bushfire significantly damaged the native vegetation and wildlife of St. Maarten, decreasing our 
biodiversity, whereby a loss off at least 177,372 square meters of vegetation was recorded. 
 

Law enforcement 
There were no changes to local nature ordinances in 2020, but the St Maarten Government banned single use plastic 
bags, straws and Styrofoam. This will come into effect in July 2021.  
 
Nature Foundation staff assisted the police with the removal of a large 4 meter Burmese python, which had been kept 
in a small enclosure as a pet. There was a die off of small fish in Salt Pond, which was monitored by Nature Foundation 
staff. 
 
Five Research permits were issued in 2020 for the following work/institutions: 

• Reef Life Foundation 
• Amphibians and reptile study 
• Sargassum 
• Marine mammal observations  
• Ciguatera study 

 
For law enforcement activities the Nature Foundation relies heavily on support and co-operation from the Police, 
Coast Guard, Customs and VROMI. Staff involve the Coast Guard when there are reports of spear fishing anywhere on 
the island, as a speargun is a dangerous weapon. Law enforcement activities in 2020 included: 
 
There were no prosecutions in 2020 although 2-3 fishermen were caught with a speargun. There was an increase in 
the number of reports regarding illegal fishing from shore as well as illegal use of spear guns which were believe to be 
used to target immature lobster, sharks and rays. 
 

Advice 
Staff of the Nature Foundation gave advice to Government on the following issues: 
 

• Water rights: Beacon Hill. Want to build a jetty and dock – to make a dolphinarium.  
• Environmental legislation 
• Advice to VROMI on sewerage, modification of the waterfront 
• Removal of a shipping container being used as a business at Mullet Bay 
• Advice to parliament on the banning of single use plastics (bags, Styrofoam and plastic straws) 
• Advice to policy dept of VROMI: RAP for an area to be developed – Porto Cupperkoi 

Feedback to policy department re Nature Policy Plan (VROMI) – excellent working relation with policy department 
within VROMI 
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Projects 
Nature Foundation staff worked on the following projects in 2020: 

Table 11 Projects 

Project Description 

Junior Rangers - 
PBCCG, AUC 

The Nature Foundation started their first Junior Ranger program in 2020, five local students 
participated to learn about St. Maarten's nature, species and conservation.  The students met 
each month and had courses or presentation about their local environment. The students 
completed their Junior Open Water Diving course, learned about SXM's corals, the effects of 
plastic pollution, native plants/animals and much more.  

Save St. 
Maarten Corals 
- PBCCG, AUC 

The Save St. Maarten corals project helps to raise awareness about the state of SXM's Coral 
Reefs and the ways they can be protected. This involved several presentations with local 
schools, outreach materials, and three Coral Education Snorkels. These snorkelling events 
allowed students to learn about corals and see them first-hand for free, many students saw 
corals for the first time.   

Coral 
Competition - 
IHE Delft 

IHE Delft partnered with the NFSXM to provide a competition for local students to help come up 
with an idea to Save SXM's Coral Reefs. Along with many presentations at the schools, virtual 
events and played radio adverts, students learned about coral reefs and their Importance.  

Save Our Reefs - 
Telem  

The Save Our Reefs project supported by a local telecom company 'Telem' aimed at spreading 
awareness to the public about the importance of a healthy coral reef for St. Maarten This 
campaign included a competition held via text messages from Telem Numbers and donation 
boxes at Telem locations around the island, raising much awareness about our coral reefs. 

Eco-bracelets - 
CAB 

The Eco-Bracelets identifies the carrier as an eco-warrior and symbolizes their commitment to a 
clean and sustainable St. Maarten, the project is made possible through the generous 
contribution from the Caribbean Association of Banks (CAB) on behalf of their members. A 
contributing donation for an eco-bracelet supports the protection and enhancement of St. 
Maarten’s natural environment and increases nature awareness among tourism and residents, 

Monkey 
Management 
Project - R4CR 

The Monkey Management Project started in late 2020 to research possible management 
strategies to reduce the environmental and agriculture problems caused due to this invasive 
species. The goal Is to determine the population abundance and status of the Vervet monkey on 
St. Maarten in order to establish sustainable and humane solutions to manage the invasive 
monkey population, to reduce the population naturally. 

Re-Greening 
Project - Red 
Cross 

The re-greening SXM project was launched to create a greener and more resilient island in 2020, 
by the Netherlands Red Cross in collaboration with the Nature Foundation St. Maarten. The Re-
greening SXM Project was a component under the Netherlands Red Cross’ Disaster Risk 
Reduction Project, as part of the Hurricane Irma Recovery Programme. The project’s focus was 
to ensure ways in which community environments on the island will be better adapted to 
withstand future hazards and disaster impacts.  The re-greening SXM project has improved the 
resilience of St. Maarten and successfully planted a total of 609 trees with the help of more than 
192 volunteers in 2020.  

Sustainable 
Financing - 
DCNA, WWF 

A project from the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) and World Wildlife Fund for Nature 
the Netherlands (WWF-NL) with the assistance from the Wolfs Company to assist the NFSXM 
with strengthening their ability to achieve sustainable financing for nature management in St 
Maarten. 

Disaster 
Preparedness- 
DCNA 

A project developed for the Dutch Caribbean islands of Saba, St. Eustatius and St. Maarten with 
the support of the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA). In order to provide a tool and 
equipment to assist park managers and staff with disaster management; preparation, response 
and recovery. 

IntelliReefs - 
Reef Life 
Foundation 

IntelliReef structures has been placed in St. Maarten waters, these nano-engineered reef 
habitats use environmentally sustainable minerals as specific coral species growth substrates, 
mimicking the complex composition of natural coral reefs. The project from the Reef Life 
Foundation which collaborates with the Nature Foundation was funded by the Waitt Institute 
for 2020 and conducted several research and monitoring dives on the ‘coral enhancing’ 
structures. In order to discover coral settlement varieties, important coral contributors and 
highly diverse marine species on the substrates. 
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Management 
Success Project 
- DCNA 

A long term, annual project commissioned by DCNA to demonstrate the management success of 
the parks in the Dutch Caribbean. Staff took part in interviews, outputs included a technical 
report and management data report 
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Financial reporting 
 
Financial Statement 
Profit and Loss  
Balance Sheets  
 
Available on request.  
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Appendices 
Critically Endangered IUCN Red List species 
 

Group name Scientific name English 

Birds Pterodroma caribbaea Jamaican petrel 

Corals - stony Acropora cervicornis  Staghorn Coral 

Corals - stony Acropora palmata Elkhorn Coral 

Fish Epinephelus itajara Atlantic Goliath Grouper, Jewfish, Goliath Grouper 

Fish Epinephelus striatus Nassau Grouper 

Fish Hyporthodus nigritus Warsaw grouper 

Fish - sharks and rays Carcharhinus longimanus Oceanic Whitetip Shark 

Fish - sharks and rays Pristis pectinata Sawfish, Smalltooth Sawfish 

Fish - sharks and rays Pristis pristis Largetooth sawfish 

Reptiles - iguana Iguana delicatissima Lesser Antillean Iguana 

Reptiles - turtles Eretmochelys imbricata  Hawksbill Turtle 

Reptiles - turtles Dermochelys coriacea  Leatherback Turtle 

 
For full the full conservation species lists please visit parks-work.com.  
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Glossary 
 

Actively managed park 

A park where management activities are carried out by dedicated (full or part-time) staff 
on a regular/daily basis within an organisation, which has a defined mission and goals and 
where staff time is organised to address core management tasks as well as proactively 
tackling issues and threats. A non-actively (passively) managed park would lack a defined 
mission and goals, staff time would not be allocated to address core tasks and would 
react to threats and issues in an ad-hoc fashion. 

Adaptive management A management system, which includes reviewing past performance and incorporating 
'lessons learnt' and improvements into the ongoing management and planning process. 

Biodiversity The total diversity of living organisms as well as the ecosystems of which they are part 
(includes species diversity, genetic diversity and ecosystem diversity) 

Capacity A combination of the resources available to manage a park. 

Co-management A management structure whereby the park management organisation and stakeholders 
share joint authority and responsibility for making decisions about resource management. 

Context 
Aspects of park management which form part of the circumstances in which the PMO 
operates and which change infrequently such as tenure, international recognition, zoning, 
legislation etc. 

Effective management 

Management driven by a clear mission and goals, which includes stakeholder input, past 
and present achievements, issues and threats. These are normally captured in a 
management document such as a management plan. The level of effectiveness depends 
on how the park’s resources (financial, human, physical and information) are deployed to 
implement the PMOs mission and goals and to address operational activities, threats and 
issues. 

Evaluation Judgement or assessment of achievement against predetermined criteria. 

Goal A broad statement indicating what the park is trying to achieve through its management 
efforts 

Habitat The ecological area occupied by an organism, population or community as characterised 
by both its physical and biotic properties.  

Human resources The full and part time staff (and their attributes), volunteers, interns as well as individuals 
and organisations used on a consultancy/contractual basis. 

Invasive species 
Non-indigenous species (or exotic species) introduced by human actions, whose 
introduction causes, or is likely to cause, economic or environmental harm or harm to 
human health. 

Issue 
Anything with the potential to negatively impact on the conservation of the park’s natural 
resources. If not addressed issues could threaten the sustainable conservation of the 
park. 

Management capacity A measure of a park’s ability to fulfil its mission and goals in terms of the available 
resources (physical, human, financial and information). 

Management 
effectiveness The degree to which management achieves the goals and objectives of the park. 

Management Success 
Evaluation 

The evaluation of the positive achievements of a park - primarily relating to the 
management and conservation of values of the park. 

Monitoring 
The regular collection and analysis of information, which allows a PMO to measure 
change in the physical, social and economic environment of the park. This information 
should be used to guide management efforts.  

Operational activities Activities that are essential to the ongoing management of an actively managed park.  

Park 
An area of land and/or sea, which is dedicated to the protection and maintenance of 
biological diversity, natural and associated cultural resources and is managed through 
legal or other effective means. 

Partner An individual or an organisation with whom staff of a park collaborate for the benefit of 
the park. They do not hold a vested interest in the park. 

Physical resources Any resource that can be uniquely identified, this includes buildings, transport, and 
infrastructure. 

Pressure A diffuse external impact on a park created by human activities, which requires a 
management response in order to sustainably protect the resource from harm 
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Project 
A defined enterprise executed to achieve a particular aim with in a defined time period. 
Projects can involve research, capacity or infrastructure development, education or other 
aspects of management. 

Protected area (park) 
network 

A coherent group of protected areas (preferably ecologically linked) operating co-
operatively to increase management effectiveness by improving their ability to lobby, 
fundraise and manage as well as to build internal capacity through the exchange of 
knowledge, expertise, information and or resources.  

Resources The financial, human, physical and information resources available for day-to-day 
operations 

Research Hypothesis driven scientific investigation(s) limited by time. 

Stakeholder An individual, group or organisation with a vested interest in the management of a park, 
who can affect or be affected by park management decisions.  

Threat 

A biological, chemical or physical process or entity, which damages, destroys or degrades 
the natural resource. A threat can be an entity such as an organism, which becomes a 
pest, or a process such as an increase in erosion, which damages habitat or can result 
from human activities such as anchor damage.  

Use A human activity that takes place within a park. 

Value 
The importance of a park in terms of a range of variables, including biological, ecological, 
cultural, wilderness, economic, social characteristics as well as scientific, international or 
national significance.  
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Acronyms 
 

AIS 
Automatic Identification System (for 
identifying the status and movements 
of registered marine vessels) 

AGOA French Antilles Marine Mammal 
Sanctuary 

BNMP Bonaire National Marine Park. 

BRUV Baited Remote Underwater Video 

BZK Dutch Ministry of the Interior and 
Kingdom Relations 

CARMABI Caribbean Research and Management 
of Biodiversity Foundation 

CaMPAM Caribbean Marine Protected Area 
Managers (Organisation). 

CARIMAM Caribbean network for the 
conservation of marine mammals  

CITES Convention for International Trade in 
Endangered Species 

DCNA Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance 

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone 

EPIC Environmental Protection in the 
Caribbean  

GCFI Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute 

GCRMN Global Coral Reef Monitoring 
Network 

IUCN International Union for Nature 
Conservation 

MPA Marine Protected Area  

NGO Non-Government Organisation. 
 

NIOZ 
Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek 
der Zee, research institute in the 
Netherlands 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

PA Protected area 

SBMU Saba Bank Management Unit 

SCF Saba Conservation Foundation 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SPAW 
The Protocol Concerning Specially 
Protected Areas and Wildlife (also 
SPAW-RAC) 

STENAPA St. Eustatius National Parks 
Foundation 

STINAPA Stichting Nationale Parken 

UNEP CAR 
United Nations Environment 
Programme – Caribbean Regional 
Office 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation. 

USFW U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

WIDECAST Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network 

WNF/WWF Wereld Natuur Fonds – World 
Wildlife Fund, Netherlands 

WUR Wageningen University Marine 
Research (formerly IMARES) 

YARARI 
Marine mammal and Shark Sanctuary 
established in the Dutch Caribbean 
EEZ 
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Elements of protected area management 
Management Success examines three elements of protected area management: 

• context within which parks operate 
• resources at their disposal (financial, human, physical and information)  
• operational management (tasks they perform) 

Required operational management activities may be captured in legislation and/or in a service level 
agreement (SLA) with government.  

 

Context 
A protected area is managed within defined physical and management characteristics that represent the 
‘context’. The context of the protected area defines how the protected area is likely to be managed.  
Three main aspects of context have been identified through the Management Success project. 
 

 

Background 

 
Background includes physical aspects such as the location, size, zonation, legal 
protection and formal designation, international and regional designations (such as 
Ramsar sites, Important Bird Areas, World Heritage status) as well as governance 
aspects such as the governance structure, tenure and any management or service level 
agreements with government. 
 

Values 

 
The values of a protected area include biodiversity values (habitats/species), landscape, 
geological, historical, cultural, spiritual and/or aesthetic values. Protected areas can also 
have significant economic value in terms of employment opportunities, tourism and 
extractive use (fishing, farming, forestry). Other values include environmental and 
ecosystem services. 
 

Threats 

 
Threats are any event or activity external to the park which directly degrades or causes 
an undesirable change to the abundance, distribution, composition or condition of the 
biodiversity within the park. Most threats are caused or aggravated by human activity. 
Examples of threats include poaching, overgrazing, unregulated development and road 
construction. The relationships between threats and the effects on the resources and 
values of a protected area are complex, and often interrelated. Significant threats will 
include the direct and indirect results of climate change, invasive / introduced species, 
land conversion and development, including tourism related development. These 
threats contribute to the direct loss of habitat and species from protected areas. 

 
 

Resources 
The level of management which a park can aspire to depends in large part on the available resources. If the 
resources are not available or are restricted, park capacity will be limited. Resources include: 
 

• Financial resources (income) 
• Human resources (staffing) 
• Physical resources (equipment and materials) 
• Information resources (reports, maps, data that aid management) 
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Financial resources 
Income can come from a variety of sources including government subsidies, admission fees, fees for service, 
grants and ‘friends of’ groups, franchises and similar. Ensuring parks have sufficient income is particularly 
problematic for parks in the Dutch Caribbean as they are ineligible for most international and multilaterial 
funds (USAID, World Bank/GEF) as well as many domestic funding soures. Income needs to adequately 
cover operational costs, including staffing, as well as providing funds to address threats and issues. A key 
aspect of income is its sustainability; a constant flow of income – ‘structural funding’ - is required to retain 
staff and maintain operations and is a key to long-term success. 

 
Human resources 
In order to function well, parks require adequate staffing including at least a manager and assistant 
manager/chief ranger for each protected area as well as an adequate number of rangers, administrative 
staff, communication, education and science staff, four or more rangers, an administrator and an education 
officer. They may additionally have project staff. Where an island has the management of both terrestrial 
and marine parks, they will frequently employ a director to oversee the management of both parks, park 
administration, lobbying, fundraising and who will be responsible for representation. Parks may actively or 
passively run volunteer programmes and work with interns, trainees and/or consultants. 

 
Physical resources 
The physical resources available to the park affects the ability of the staff to carry out their work. An 
adequately equipped park will have adequate buildings (office, workshop, storage/lockup) well equipped, 
fully furnished offices, boats, vehicles, maintenance equipment, drilling equipment (to place moorings), 
scientific and field equipment. 

 
Information resources 
Parks need easy access to up to date and accurate information about the protected area and all facets of 
operation. This increases the capacity of the protected area to make well informed management decisions, 
to communicate well and to provide effective outreach and education and outreach. Information resources 
should include management plans, appropriate satellite images, maps (topographical and bathymetric), tide 
and current data, habitat maps, species lists and maps, published and unpublished scientific reports, socio-
economic and economic data.  

 

Operational Management 
 
Park operational management has been defined by Park managers themselves in the Dutch Caribbean through 
a collaborative process. The following provides operational management in a summarized form: 

 

Management 

Park staff will typically serve as a secretariat for their Boards and will be involved in preparing and 
organising Board meetings, agendas and minute taking. Management is responsible for the 
implementation of strategies, and for the development and implementation of planning, 
budgeting, reporting, accounting oversight as well as the production of Annual Reports and 
Financial statement including audits (if required) and any other reporting. 

Administration 

Administration includes daily tasks such as handling correspondence, general inquiries, filing as 
well as all aspects of financial administration (bookkeeping, accounting, invoicing and payments, 
travel logistics) human resource management (personnel administration, contracts, job 
descriptions payroll, staff development, work planning and scheduling), and may include handling 
project administration and oversight of admission fees, souvenir items and similar. 

Income 
generation 

Income generation includes the acquisition, administration and reporting for (government) 
subsidies, fees, concessions, franchises, fee for service and similar as well as grants and project 
funding. Additionally, parks may run ‘friends of …’ groups, actively soliciting donations from the 
public or corporate sponsors. Souvenir purchase, maintenance of inventory and sale of souvenir 
items can be another source of income as well as fee for service, franchises and similar. 

Field 
administration 
and 
maintenance 

Patrolling is a core field task, providing an ongoing presence in the park, which will often include 
assisting users, responding to safety and enforcement issues, maintaining moorings/trails and basic 
monitoring. Keeping good field logs is essential as are period inspections and maintenance of 
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buildings, vehicles, boats, moorings, tracks, trails and roads as well as mooring buoys, signage, 
markers and special equipment.  

Education 

Education refers to formal training either within the school system or as part of an out of school 
activities programme, as well as vocational training or similar for adults. Parks will have some form 
of Junior Ranger programme and/or Snorkel Programme to complement their activities in schools 
as well as training courses for local educators  

Outreach and 
communication 

Parks typically engage in an array of activities designed to provide information and to educate 
users, including islanders, visitors and specific user groups. These are generally captured in a 
communication plan and will include developing programmes for targeted audiences to increase 
knowledge about the park, to change behaviour and/or build stewardship. Outreach includes 
signage and materials, such as posters, brochures and leaflets (often in multiple languages). Parks 
actively engage with their local media through newspapers, television, radio interviews and 
advertisement spots (PSAs). Parks maintain an on-line presence through websites and on social 
media. Many produce some form of newsletter and publish regular updates on their work.  
Organising and participating in events provide outstanding opportunities for outreach. Additionally, 
some parks have visitor centres, trail shops or museum and many also provide guided tours and 
excursions. 

Science and 
monitoring 

Parks collect information on the state of their natural resources, the use of resources including 
socio-economic data. Monitoring programmes, as well as being used to look at changes over time, 
frequently address specific management issues. Site characterization is important and includes 
physical mapping and biological inventories. Additionally, parks may support hypothesis driven 
scientific research projects to address specific topics with defined research priorities specifically to 
address management needs. Damage assessment, impact of invasive species, evaluating the effects 
of restoration work are other topics for research and monitoring work. 

Law 
Enforcement 

Local, national, regional and international legislation forms the basis for the legal protection of the 
protected area and the implementation of conventions, laws, rules and regulations are a core task 
of every park. Parks interpret the legislation for all user groups, providing guidance and advice as 
well as enforcing the law by issuing verbal and written warnings, giving summary fines and writing 
up offences. Other legal mechanisms such as establishing rules, publishing guidelines, issuing 
permits and exemptions are useful tools to control and regulate activities. Parks are frequently 
involved in the permitting processes for activities within the protected area and may work co-
operatively and assist other enforcement agencies such as police, customs and/or coast guard. 

Advice 

Protected area staff work with decision makers to integrate management priorities into island and 
national planning, give advice, petition government and are frequently represented on government 
advisory boards and committees. They work closely with government agencies and engage with 
stakeholders through a process of collaboration, by providing information and advice and meeting 
regularly with stakeholder groups. Partners may include research institutions, conservation 
organisations and funders both on island and abroad.  

Projects 
In addition to operational management, parks will often carry out projects. A project is a limited time 
undertaking with a beginning and an end. It will include specific goals, objectives and benchmarks and will 
generally take place within defined constraints of time and resources. 
 
 

 


